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*whersupon

Due to the leagth of Operation JUNCTION CITT, and the fact that the operation
wav conducted in two distinct phases (JUNCTION CITY I and JUNCTION CITY II), this
report will b'divided into two sectl.*s, The first phase ill coveothe planning,
staging- and execution of the parachute assault, and the inclusi$ve des 22 Far.through 15 March 1967. The seccd phase of this report (JUNCTION CIY II), wifl
coversoperations in the MINH THANH Region of WAR ZONE ;C"P 20 March through 13 April,
the 173d Airborne Brigade's role in the operation was tertinated.
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SUBJECT:

Combat Operations After Action P ort - Operation JUNCTION CITT I & II

TO:

Assistant Chief of Staff

For Fores Development
Department of the Amy

Washington, D. C.

The following report is

.>35-8.
1.

20310

sulitted in accordance with MACV Directive Nmer

(RCS Eraupt)
General:

Operation JUNCTION CIT was originally conceived in the latter

Part of Novmber 1966. The original conce-t of onerations called for the mplayment of the let Infantry Division, the 173d Airborne Brigade, the 25th Infantry

Division, the 196th Light Infantry Brigade, the 9th Infantry Division (-), the 11th
Armored Cavalry Regiment (-), and the 1st Brigade of the 101st Airborne Division."

Initially, the lOl-t was selected to nerform the parachute thas" of the oneration.
The rationale behind this selection was that they were already ataced, which would
mean a considerable saving of time. This unit was dropped, however, since they wer
scheduled for another operation or participation in another operation in the I Corps
Tactical Zone. Operation JUNCTION CITM was aimed directly toward the destruction 6f
the CCOVN (Central Office of South Vietnam), and the 9th North Vietnamse Division.
The original date of Oeration JU!CTIOR CITY was to be in the latter part of
January 1967, shortly after the ccpletion of Operation N-AGAJ(ZDAR FALLS, however, intelligence reports of Viet Cong activity led to the 17.d Airborne Brigade's

deployment to WAR ZOE

D" on Operation BIG SPRIG.

Plannii

contimed on Operatica

JiNCTION CITY however, and upon the termination of oeeratioes in the *D OM,
the
final touches were pat on elans for JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE.- The ner plan called
for a reverse in the original concert of oparatiom, that is, the Brigade was to

assault the eastern -. rtion of WAR ZONE OCk and in the second phase, the western
portion, The Brigade's own study of the plan, reconnaissance etc. led to the amcutien of the parachute assault phase of Operation JU CION CITY ALTATE. The
previous plan had called for the !73d Airborne Brigade(Separate to con&ct airmobile assaults and then search and destroy operations. The primary factor behind
the junp was to place ihe maxima =uber of troops on the ground in the shortest
peried of time to reduce the requirement for helicopter support.
In addition, this
maneuver would give Alli-d Forces the complete element of surorise, leaving the e
confused and scattered, sore so than a heliborne assault since a lai-er force could
be introduced,
At 0900 hours on 22 February 1967, the jumpmaster's voice roee above the roar
of the C-130, "STAD IN THE DOORO and Brigadier General John R. Deane Jr. shuffled
into the right door. LTC Robert H. Sigholtz, the Airborn6 Task Force Ccmandxr
(2/503d Infantry (+)), took his position in the left door. As the green light flaahed,
mGO! 0 , General Deane jumped, leading the first parachute assault in the Petmblic of
VETNMA and the first auch assault since the KOEAN CO IT.
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JtIOTD)a CITY I & fl

Opr

0perstim After Action

Gmeat

-(eration

On othr persm that we ald like to cite is Chief Tfwart Ofice RNrw
P. Melvin, presectly assigned to tho Suppy and Traneprttion CaqwW of the 173d
Suppot httalirn. WO Melvin, tdbo Is now 53 years old amd a residst of Sa Paeisc., Clifornia, a& this parachuite asswult, his fifth in m=~ 20 yeas of cm.
bat serice. His four pmwa comat assanlts wre at G.A, SI=fl, SAIED, ST.
XIM (might Jum) and nm, vicinity of KAMI, RTE. This is a signiflcea accompishmoft in ova.. gam.
2.

im

3.

3fermices:

of Operation:

Operatim JmnCTC

CITY

A"=Z

1:50,000, Series L-7014,

Maps, Vista,

~Sets

6232 11 ad

6232 III.
Type of Oprtion:
5.* Date of Opration:

Pacut
Assault and Search and Destroy
22 February throuagh 15 Nch 196?

6.

Location:

Northern TAT RM P3DWIh,

7.

Cman Heaumrters:

8.

Rqrtm

Officer:

vicinity of WWT (VAR ZOW OCO)

173d Ai~borm &ig&W (SePmrate)

Bigadier Ommeral John It Deam Jr.

9. Task Pere frtrnization:
Opra~ion JUPTI

CIff AiIKZ!

Belbhcwe Task Fame
1/503d lab

3 Sct

-

LTC SACHS

1.15034 lab

o M

3Scout DgTw

D/fth knor
173d hgr Co()
.3/319th Arty(J.2- PU 2/503d 0FCON
4.2'- PIL 4/503d OPC

WC (-)

Airborne Task Fares - LTC SII.Ti7

NP Sqd
1Wr Sqd

IN TeOM
Signa section

A/3/319tb Arty

LC JiCIM

so& am Tomn

Ws TAC CP
NP See Sqd
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Supportin
a.

Forces:

United States Air Force

(1) Size of Farce:
(a) 3d Tactical Fighter Wing
(b) 12th Tactical Fight r Wing
(c) 31st Tctical Fighter Wing
(d) 35th Tactical Fighter Wing
(2) How and Whe

ZEplayed:

(a) TAC Sorties
3d TFW

,

.

12th
TPW ......
31st TN . . . . .

. .......
. .

122

... ..
.. . 32
. . . . . 5

.

. .

35th TFW . . . #.......#.

TOTAL SORTIKS

. . .

. . . . . . . .

(b) FAC
Sorties ............
(c)

YNAF

Sorties

. .

.
.. # . .

(d) Tons of Ordnance

. *..

. .

.

(g) Airborne Assault Support
(h)

.

#.

#. . 339.5

(e) Visual. Rr Oannaissance . . . ..
(f) Escort Missions .

52

.

56

..
.

. 3

. . . . .

32

. .

Aerial esupp3ly .........

.

.

.51

(3) Results and Efictiezess: Tactical Air Support during this operation was highly effective.
Delays were eiountered on isolated occasions when troops
were not properly drilled in marking their positims for air identification. It is
felt that with a better understa.-.rng of FAC procedure and sequence of events in conductig airstrikes will enable ordnance to be placed on targets with xinimu delay.
(4)

Timeliness:

AI sortLes provided arrived within a neable time

frame and most were effectively employed.
b.

A r Aviation

(1) Size of Force:
During Operation JUNCTION CITY ALMERATR, the Brigade was support4
by the following ra.ation units:
(a)

11th Aviation Battalion

3
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(2)

-

15 June 1967
Operation JUNCTIONI CITY I & I1

(b)

145th Aviation Battalion

Wc

1st Aviation Battalion

(d)

173t! Aviation Platoon (Casper Platonon)

Haw and When Employed:
Sorties

Missions
Combat Assault,.
.
Armed Helicopter . .
*
Riesupply,.
Conmand and Liaison .

.

. .

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.. *

.

.

. .
.

1,179
..*342
. 3,982
. 1,179

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

Aerial Reconnaissance....
Psychological Operations
TOTAL

.

,.*

.

.

. ..

.

..

.

12
0 0

9,717

(3) Highlights of Aviation Activities: An increasing nmber of night
missions were flown by aircraft supporti~ig the Brigade. The majority of the requirerent were frr command and control aircrdAt in covering night operations and contact3.
(4) Atotal of 2,821 hol~rs were flown in support of Operation JUNCTION
CITY ALTERNATE for a daily avarage of 123 hours per day.
(5) Atotal of 9,518 passcagers were transported by rotary wind aircraft during the operation
(6) A total of 691 tons of cargo was flown during the course of Operation JUNCTION CITY I for a daiL. sverage of 50 tons.

(7) Results and Effectiveness: The aviation support which the Brigade
received was adequiate to perform its assigned mission. The use of helicopters to per-.
form airzobile assaults restited in the battalions being placed into areas where
hostile forces were unable to react. All aviation support missions were comipleted
with minimal damage to aircraft.
(8)

Timeliness:

Aviation support 4w available to unito at

except when complete absence of aircraft existed.
c.

ArtillsE'
(1) Size of ForceBtry A, 3d Bn, 319th
Btry B, 3d Ba, 319th
Btry C, 3d Ba, 319th
4 .2" Mortar Plt, lot
4.2" Mortar Pit, 4th
(2)

How and When Employed:

.

zk

Arty (6 105m= How)
Arty (6 105mm How)
Arty (6 105mm How)
Ba, 503d Inf (Attached)
Ba, 503d Inf (Attached)

4
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(a)

-

Operation JUNCTION CITY I & II

On 19 February 1967, at 1230 hours, Batteries B and C of

the 3d Battalion, 319th Artillery were moved by C-130 aircraft from dIEN HOA to
a forward staging area vicinity of " TAN
LOI Airstrip (XT 807899) closing at 1917
hours. On 22 February 1967, Battery A, 3d Battalion, 319th Artillery moved by
C-130 aircraft froA BIEN HOA. At 0900 hours, Alpha Battery, in conjunction and
under the Operatlonal-Qontrol of the 2/503d Infantry, made a parachute assault

into Position LIZ, vicinity of KATum (XT 344925). The 3d Battalion, 319th Artillery moved by road i:.n Position LIZ to Fire Support Base III vicinity coordinates
XT 288815 on 5 March 1967, closing at 1405 hours. The 3/319th Artillery, in direct support of the 173d Airborne Brigade, fired on call missions daily throughout
the operation. The air observer was used daily for registration and missions as
reouested by ground elements. The ground observers attached to the Infantry companies fired contact missions and defensive concentrations in support of their
units.
(b)

H & I fires were planned daily by forward observers, batta-

lion liaison officers and the battalion 33,
(c)

Preparation of Landing Zones:

2 Mar 67 - 0800-08151 - XT 29349184, XT 29539170, XT 29279127, XT 29089140, XT 29349184.
4 Mar 67 - 08OO-0830H - 2/503d Inf Prep - XT 3694, XT 375-

945, 7T 37659385, XT 379948.

4 Mar 67 - 1222-1252H - 4/5C03d Inf Prep - LZ 1, 41A - XT

373823, XT 372828, XT 372828 - IT 375825, XT 375825 - XT 371852.

6 Mar 67 - 0900-0930H - 2/503d Inf Prep - LZ 21 - XT 371852 370857, XT 370857 - XT 376859, XT 378855 - 371852.
6 Mar 67 - 1OO-1130 - 1/503d Inf Prep - LZ 11, 1A -

XT 357792 - XT 355799 - 3580, XT 359792, XT 357792, XT 358798 - 359792. Grid IT
374790 - XT 373795 - IT 3780, XT 378790 - XT 374790, XT 375795 - XT 378790.

(3) Results and Effectiveness: Preparatory fires on landing and extraction zones were very effective as proven by the relatively wmall amount of
ground fire that was received by the assaulting and extracting troops. Advancing
fires were employed on muercub occasions. These fires enabled the infantry to
move with greater speed and less contact. When contact was made, devastating artil
lery fire both on the enmy and in blocking positions were fired in the infantry's
support. Defensive concentrations were stressed and were fired for all elements.
Counter-mortar fires were employed on two occasions with outstanding results. H &
I missions received increased emphasis with an average of 500 rounds per night.
Results of these fires are unknomn. TOT's were fired on previous base camps and
intelligence targets both day and night.
(4) Timeliness: Coordination between artillery, TAC Air and gunships on preparations was very effective. Problems arose on contact missions

when TAC Air was employed,

The artillery was given check fire too long before

the air etrikes began, resulting in a period of time when no ordnance was being
delivered. The delay-between-teceipt of fire missions until first round shot was
governed by time required for air and ground clearance. Fire missions requested

5
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areas requL-ing let Division clearance also caused delays.

The technical cam-

putations required by all FDC's were accompli3i.e4 with both speed and accuracy.

(5) Kisrions and Rounds Fired:
(a)

105ma

N:wztser

Missions - 1,423

Rounds Expended - 45,282
(b)

4.2" Mortar
Missions -

Rounds Expended - 4,947
d.

E Troop. l7th Cavalry
(1)

Size of For.-:

Cavalry Troop
LRRP Platoon and Troop Headquarters
Vehicles - 26 1/4-ton vehicles, ll 3/4-ton vehicles and 2 2 1/2-ton
trucks (to include one (1) 500-gallon tanker).
(2)

How and When Employed:

(a)
Initially, the Troop was flown to QUAN LOI without its canbat
vehicles due to the original plan calling for the troop to be employed as a clandestine rifle conpany, On the 21st of February, the Troop flew back to BIEN HOA. where
the vehicles were picked up and "" Troop **, to 30UI DA.
(b) During the period 21 February - 3 March 1967, the Troop assisted in the defense of SOUl DA.
On 3 March, the Troop moved to Artil .ry Base 1.
Attached to X/17th Cay was an Armored Cavalry Platoon from the 2/4th Cavalry and four

M-42 "Dusterss (Twin 401m).
(c) While securing Artillery Base 1, the Troop engaged in an
aggressive patrol plan keeping am platoon out at. all tines.
(3) Results and Effectiveness: During the operation, norous patrols
were deployed around the area which the Troop was responsible for securing. This
resulted in five (5) VC KIA (BC). The Caval r5 Troop spent'an hours in preparing
their position with overhead cover, and for the first tine, the Troop CP operated
underground. This proved very effective during the mortar attack which the unit
underwent, and because of this, the operations and cmunications personnel were
able to continue to operate with little
difficulty. Als during this operation,
the Troop mortars were consolidated into one separate platoon. This proved very
effective, because under the jurisdiction of on man they operated more rapidly and
efficiently.
(4) Timeliness:
during the operation.

All missions of the Troop were accomplished on tine

6
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e.

Company D. 16th Armor
(1) Size of Force:
(a)

Phase I - D/16th Armor (3 APC Pitc), orgaxiic to it3d Abn Bde (Sep)

(b)

Phase i

-. TF TANKER:

C/2/34th Armor
D/16th Armor

D/4/503d inf
(2) How and When Employed:

(a) On 20 February 1967, D/16th Armor provided security for convoys moving to SUOI DA.
(b) On D - 1, D/16th Armor was attached to 1/4th Cavalry at the
vicinity of SUOI DA and moved with 1/4th Cavalry north to link up with the 1/503d
Infantry at XT 324886. D/16h Armor was detached fron 1/4 Cavalry upon linking up.
(c) D/16th Armor (-) was OPiON to the 4/503d Infantry, effective
270700 hours February 1967. At the same time, one platoon from the Armor Company
became under the Opertional Control of the 2/! 03d Infantry. Two (2) APC's were
provided for support of the BSOC.

1967.

(d) D/16th Armor OPCON to the 2/503d Infantry as of 28 February

(e)
D/16th Armor as a part of TF TANKER (D/16th Armor, C/2/34th
Armor and D/4/503d Infantry), to attack at 060700H March 1967 southeast along ROUTE
246 to clear the route to BO TUC (XT 380857). Then movement south was initiated frai
BO TUC and Search and Destroy operations were conducted in zone throughout Objective
RON, During this time, TF TANKEP had to be prepared to assist the 1/503d Infantry,
the 2/503d Infantry and/or the 4/503d Infantry on order and maintain coordination
with the 2/503d Infantry while moving along ROUTE 246.
(f) D/16th Armor was detached from duty on 13 March 1967 and remained at FSB III. On 14 March, D/16th provided road convoy security to the 3/319th
Artillery returning to BIEN HOA.
(3) Results and Effectiveness: The company was once again properly
deployed in the role of Armor, and with the atachment of D/4/503d Infantry, the
unit functioned as a mechanized rifle com any. By utilizing tarks to break the trFils,
D/16th Armor was able to cover large areas of jungle, and to deploy the infantry iL
a S & D role. The company reacted well to enemy contact and exercised good fire control and discipline. It was discovered that the number of infantrymen that can be
safely transported by vehicle is ten. Any more than this will cause the TC to be
unable to fight with his .50 caliber MG. Overall, the operation was highly successful from the Armor point of view. When deployed, the company was able to make maximum utilization of all assets found in an armor unit,
f. 173d Engineer Company

(1) Size of Force:
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(2

-

(-)
Line Platoons
Three(1)(3)Maintenance
Plat"o

-

Ow (1) Headquarters Section
(2) How and When Exployed: On 20 February 1967, the 173d Engineer
Company (-) departed BIEN HOA for SUOI DA in WAR ZO
"C". Fran 20 February to
23 February 1967, the campany cleared the single lane by-pass road of mines between coordinates XT 292606 and r' 2866145 and constructed a second lane to this
critical supply road, On 23 February, the company moved by convoy from SU0I DA
to KATUR. The following activities were conducted by thot 173d ftgineer Company
between 23 February 1967 and 7 March 1967:
(a)

Cleared road between coordinates XT 323883 and XT 314943

of mines daily.
(b) Constructed and installed five (5) 36" diameter metal
clverts along road between coordinates XT 323883 and IT 314943.
(c)

Censtructed a hasty-type road fra the BSOC to 3/319th

(d)

Constructed 70' timber trestle bridge at XT 337894.

(e)

Constructed the TOC bunker at Brigade headquarters vici-

Artillery.

nity XT 34525.

(f)
Cleared ROUTE 246 of mines from IT 333897 to XT 38057
and constructed two abutments for an AVTB vicinity XT 321939.
(g) Upgraded the road net in the vicinity of the Brigade's
ACR to class 50 and rendered enept ambush sites along roads in this area by
clearing brush to a distance of 100 meters on sides of all roads.
(h) Loaned the 1st EM -er Battalion a dozer, several trucks and
an air compressor in which to build a C-130 airstrip vicinity of KATUK.
(i)

the Brigade.

Produced approximately 220,000 gallons of potable water for

(-J) On 7 March, the Engineer Company moved frm KATUM to 00I
DA and set up a perimeter.
At this location, the company carried on the foflcwing
acttvities between 7 March 1967 and 12 March 1967:
1.

Constructed the TOC Bunker

e.lped repair the MSR in support of A/16fth Engineer

Battalion.

.
Conducted training classes on maintenance, demolitions,
weapons, engiwering tools, and mine detectors.
.

Supported the 168th &igjmer Battalion with mine datec-

tion teams.
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(3)

Results and Effectiveness: The 173d Engineer Company provided
timely and competant engineering support whenever called upon.
g.
1

173d Miiary Police Platoon

(1) Size of Force: The force constituting the 173d N[P's during Operation, JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE was as folows:
Personnel:
Four (4) 10-man squads
Two (2) Officers
Four (4) National Policemen
One (1) Interpretor

One (1) 3/4-ton truck
Seven (7) 1/4-ton trucks
Six (6) M-60 machineguns
One (1) .50 caliber machinegun
(2)

How an-1 When Eployed:

(a) One squad vas attached to the 2/503d Infantry for immdiate
MP support, to provide one more rifle squad and to make the first cont.At parachute
assault in VIETNAM with 'Ghe infantry tank force.
(b) Employed to provide the necessary traffic control points
and security for the movement of the Brigade (-) from BIEN HOA to the aroa of operations.
(c) Employed to provide and maintain a MW~ Collecting Point at
the Brigade Forward Base Camp too include guarding, feeding 'r.nd evacuation of captives.
(d) Employed to provide necessary traffic control points and
scurity for +~he movement of the Brigade BSOC to the tactical area of operations
-4th E/l7th Cavalry.
(e)

To provide security for the TOO during the hours of dark-

mass.
(f) To provide a security guard on the Cmanding General's
living area during the hours of dar..a.is
(g)

To provide one NP scuad for the CG during the parahute

assault for security Durposes.
(h) Employed to provide security and TOP's for the no
the lRrigads Headquarters elements from KATIII tr. S1OI DA.

nt,of

(i)

To patrol Off-Limits areas of 31301 DA.

(j)

Employed to provide security for Engineer work p&aies and

ESOC :.esupply convoys from 51301 DA to KATIK.

9
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(k) Employed to escort an Engineer Platoon back to BIEN HOA
prior to the Brigade Forward CP displacing to Base Camp.
(1) The remaining Military Police who were left at Base Camp
(BIEN HOA) were employed to provide law, order and discipline to the Brigade rear.

(3) Results and Effectiveness: The road move from BEN HOA to SUOI DA
by the Brigade BSOC was acconplished with no difficulty. The squad attached to the
2/503d Infantry, after participating in the parachute assault, performed many and
varied missions with the rifle battalion to include perimeter guard, recon patrols
with the Reconnaissance Platoon and clearing patrols. This MP Squad did an outstanding job while attached to the infantry unit in both the field of infantry and in
military policing. When the Brigade arrived at SUOI DA, the town was placed "OffLimits" and cn two occasions, the MP's were called upon late at night to go into
the village and locate Brigade personnel who had broken the restriction. On both
occasions, the personnel were found and returned to their units. The moiement back
to BIEN HOA was accomplished with nc difficulty or enmy contact. There were no
POW's processed during the operation.
(4) Timeliness: All missions of the 173d MP Platoon were accomplished
on time during the operation.
11.

Intelligence

a. Enemy Situation Before Operation: Prior to the comencement of the
operation, the following units were believed to be in the AD: The Military Affdirs
Caimittee, C05VN (Central Office of South Viet Nan), the Headquarters of the 101st
UVA Regiment, and the 272d VC Regiment. The enemy was attributed with the following
capabilities:
(1) To defend up to Battalion size forcez to permit withdrawal of
key px-rsonnel, equipment and records.
(2) To conduct limited attacks against small friendly units when he
believed he had tactical superiority or the surprise factor.
(3)

To make maximum use of mortars, sniper fire, mines and booby-

traps.
b. Eney Situaticn Duri2M Operation: From 22 February to 15 March, elements of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) with 2/34th Armor, maintained daily
contact with the enemy. The contacts were usually initiated by friendly forces and
terminated by withdrawal by the VC. The largest contacts by elements of the 173d
were: 3 March 1967 contacts, a Battalion size' attack on one friendly company. The
VC force was believed to be one Battalion of the VC 70th Guard Regiment, reinforced
by local guerr"illa elements. The 1 March attack was at least one battalion of the
101st WA Regiment. The contact lasted sporadically for 3 days. The 3/319th Artillery Battalion on U1 March supported a US lt Division FSB under attack from an estimated battalion from the 272d Regiment. Nmerous VC base camps were found which
contained fortifications, weapons, foodstuffs, and documents. The size ranged from
squad to regimental. When possible, base camps were destroyed. One base camp believed to Ie the Signal Report Military Affairs Section, COSYN contained the foliowing significant items: 1 DAG 1 Portable DF CIA 4617 SN 530, 1 XMTTR Model 102E
w/microphone (Chicam), 1 U/I switch board (possibly Chicc), 11 receivers, 2 - 12KC
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(Comunist bloc), 15 telephones (Czech made), assorted component parts. Also, in a
base camp believed to be the Headquarters for the Administrative Staff Section for
Assault Youth Group, COSVN, which contained the folo"
significant equipment:
625 rolls and reels of movie film, 2,000 photos, five (5) lm movie cmeras, o
(1) box camera, 1,000 lbs of photo equipment. Also captured were film of the 56
AA Artillery BattaLion, the 69th Artillery Regiment and papers indicating the presence of the 70th Gsard Regiment and the 272d F~giment within the AO.
c.

Area of Operations:

(1) Weather and Climate: The weather during Operation JUNCTION CITY
ALTERNATE was clear and dry throughout the entire period. Light fog occasionally
appeared in the early morning hours, but dissipated prior to O00 hours. One light
afternoon shower occurred during the period. The mean maximum temperature was 720.
The weather was ideal for ground operations thr-oughout the entire period.
(2) Terrain: The operational area was in the norther section of TAY
NINH Province which forms the major portion of WAk 70KE "O". The topography was
characterized by gently rolling hills and flat land. NUI BA DEN, a 986 meter high
mountain located at XT 28058, was the most predominant terrain feature in the area.
The SONG DONG NAI and the COW VAM CO DONG form the aajcr drainage pattern in the
area of interest, Other streams and intermittant waterways were interlaced throughout the AO. Fifty percent of the area was covered with dense forest, The dense
underbrush and thick forest made movement off the primary trails slow and difficult.

The main US road in the area was NATIONAL HIGHWAY 22, RCJTE 4, which extends north
from TAT NINH is in gooa condition up to KATIDo All of the bridges on ROUTE 4 between TAT NINH and KATUN were capable of supporting military traffic, During the
dry season, the hardened soil conditions caused sane difficulty in constructing
ground positions,
do Final Analysis: Contacts with the envy ranged in size frcm souad tO
possibly battalion size contact, Daily contact was made throughout the Operation.
The VC did not attack without the advantage of surprise, superior strength or unless
occupying fortified positions. The VC stood and fought longer than eipected, inlucating they were blocking for the movement of important persons or materials. Numerous base camps, food and sunpy caches located throughout the AO, combined wits. a
vast, well used trail system, indicated that the area was an infiltration route and
rest area for VC entering VIETNAM from CAMBODIA, as well as a well established base
camp area. The COSVN was further weakened by the lose of valuable equiDut and important records and the VC morale was lowered by their incapability to protect their
most important headquarters, Signal Devot - Military Affairs Section COSYN, the 56th
AA Artillery Battalion, the 69th Artillery Regiment, the 70th Guard Regimnt and the
272d VC Regiment.
e. Sources of Intelligerce: During Operation JUNCTION CITY I (ALTERNATE),
zhe 172d Military Intelligence Desaclhment supported the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) in fWlfilling its mission. The activities of each section are given below.

(1) Imagery Interpretation Section:
(a) Imagery Interpretation support for Operation JUNCTION CITY
I consisted of the preparation of immediate reports, detailed LZ and DZ analysis,
construction of mosaics, aerial reconnaissance and weather support. The DZ mee
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selected tentatively from exmi.tion of. picto-eap coverae of the operational
area. Aerial photography was cbtaiaed confirming the original selection. A dotailed analysis of Vie DZ area was written and a mosaic of h LZ was constructed,
anotated and reprodued in 50 copies. Hand held photography of the general DZ area
iinediatey prior to the jump was obtained through Dot OAK, lot MIBAfS.
(b) Aerial ecamnaissance was ilam duriig the operation exelusively in Air Force FAC aircraft flying from TAY WIlN.
(c) Imagery Interpretation support for Operaticn JUNCTION CITY I
consisted of the following:
Aerial Reconnaissance

Missions

-

-

30

75

Army UH-lB
Air Force 01-E
Photo Mosaics

Ccmpleted

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

Hours

.

. .

.

.

3

Photo Internret.ation Reports
Tomediato ..

.. . ..

* ...

# . . #. .

# *

.

. . .....
LZ Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Detailed DZ Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
. .

5
6
2

(2) Counterintelligence Section: The counterintelligence stonort, for
Operation JVNCTIOW CITY I consisted primarily of liaison with other intelligence
agencies located near the AO. The USARV augmentation tea provided valuable informat..on prior to the operation.
(3) Interrogation: A statistical summary of personnel, dociman
matbria urocessed du-inM Operation JNCTION CITY I follows:
Detainees:
Returnes

. .*.*.*

Civil Defendants

.

.

TOTAL. . .....

Documents

* * * *
.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

*

.

.

0 .

.

.

0

0

0

..................

.10,800

..... . . . . .

....

.

*

Rifles and Carbines ................
Flare Pistols. . . .
. . ....

.

.

. .

AT Grenade Launchers ..
. . . . . . . .
Light Machinegum.... ..
. . . . . . .
ShotGuns . . . . . . . ....
....
.

.

13
10

.

2

.
.

.

.

. .

1
2

.

1

Ammttion:
Mortar Rouns

.......

.

Howitzer (70

pack)

...............

.

.

.

. .
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.................

AT Grenade Rounds .....

8
.

. ..

. ..
Small Arms Rounds ....
. . .........
Grenades . .

3,250

50

Mines:

.

.

Anti-TaniI
Anti-Personnel .....
Claymores ..........

3

....................
.......

.

.

.

8

Dmoionis:
Blasting Cape ......
Explosives ...............
. . ........
Fuse .

Electric ......

..................

...................

. . . .

.

2
..
1 lb
. 500 ft

650 ft

Communication Ecipment - 3,000 pounds includitw:
. DG 1 Portable DF CIA 4617A SN 533
1 XMTR Model 102E w/microphone (Chicom)
1 U/I Switch Board (Possible Chicom)
Receivr,2-12 MC (Commist bloc) . . . . .
Telephones (Czech made) . . . . . ......

11
15

Assorted Component Parts
..................
...............

Aedical Supplies ......
Web Gear

. . ...

.............

.

. .

2071bs
38 lbs
10qTbs

Miscellaneous:
625
. ..
Rols & Reels of Movie Fl.. . . . .. ..
Photographs ................... 2,000
.. 16
...
Movie Cameras .........
16
. 1
...
. . ..
......
Box Caera . . .. .
1,000 lb
. .
Photo Eduient .........
(4)

Signiicant findings as a result of doment exploitation:

Documents captured with the film and photo equipmnt irnd(a)
cate that the Troop Entertainment for C0SVI and the photographic trainig certer
for the COSYN Mi:itary School Comittee were located at the base area whe4 the
Items were captured.
(b) Counication equipment and docum ts indicxto-i' that the
to the signal
Brigade had captured sigrificant amounts of material balciig
This equi meit is eesimat d to hawe
tion for the Military Affairs Comittee CO-Y.
been of high value ailitia.1_2- aru r1nancially.
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.I* mission of the 173d Airbc'no Brigade (Sopazr-ta) drirg Opration
3AR w"as foll:

103OCITY M

The 1734 Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-) wa givea the mission to pro-.
Cede to aa.stagizg area. at QQAX LWI an prear for subseent~ hflibon assasls
into the vicivity or KATUR.
Februxrw 1967.

This was to take place between the period 19 - 2

b. The Zd Battalice of the 5C3d Infantry with A/3/319th Artifllar and
elements of tbF Prigads HHC wwr given the -isaw of concting a parachute assault
at SPDC CM3 TF-AW9
(vie KATIE) an D - Dayr. The Battalion (4-) was thesn to establish
the frliads C? at Pbsitica L.12 and cvide security for b"r~ ie
wbich were tcontinue for Aeern
days. At the sam tie,
the Brigade t- v
to co~ar-4t balibornes assalts in the vicinity of KATIE and codut sarcb and destroy operaticep
In ssigned. areas of operation.
33. Caocepi. of Oirio:The
1734 Airborne frgnda (Sepaat.), OMC( to the
let InfoAiry Ditrision conuted Opration JUNCTII C=T Al
5
in the fao14i
S.

ffHAS I:

Operation JUNC

CM! I

-

D

-

3 to D

-

1 (19

-

21

~ur

The 1734 A*ir-e Bigade (Searate) )
~dfrta BIN HA to a
stsging area Pat qUA! WI an saft flzti =epz-atile f te-I =betv
area un D - Day. Ta Wition, the T7 2/503d. Infantry made final coor&intio and
paniL-w for the parachute assanli on D - D~ay. This took place mbile the Teak
Fx oe was at KEN BHA Bae Caip.

b, PiiA U.- ?&rscbzdt. Mg Haliborne Asaint into SMC CCH TRAM~ DZ D
ICHA!M.Mr-) cm D - 1
22 ftor=r !67)
Mr. 21505d Inantry w "- 0/3/ .U.M Artillery and e
sof
the Brigad
%XIconicted a Waachuts sssur izte DZ 8C, at 1,1OW hwcc D - Day. ?be ineml±
spearheaded Operation -R I3
C12T t and the Ts-A iom had tas assigned Risica
of establishIn3 the &U C? at 1Pasitiae LIZ. At the sas t~me the Infantry elmaets
of .hb'Bigode ad* final :Tsparetio
the vicir-tyr of Wz
C. PH=~ M.

76-is wwas
Cbad =-

before

assoultir

lft aecompIis?4d c
D wa1) timt

variaps aaa!good Ires in
22 feb.zary 1967.
ax;

AD' a

-

D - Dr-

Tharin! this *ease, toe 1?734 Airho~e trig*"e (Separate) conduced4=tonsive search and destroy ope. 4--e in the ressectivs W~e in the viciaity of
VATUV, South of the C=nbodian barder.
d. -. C1h!

The Prn

as

2tthe bA&C? a,-4Mta ofti-e 173d zfrburs

further given the

mission to aisl'acs, --~ xsin eloo

fron the viclanity of the Brigade C? (Position II and com&t 3S, D aration
soutbeaxt of XATKE To acoodete this ehance In cedw, the Ci'dispiaced fo
e
LIZ to the 'vicinity of SUGI DA.

24
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PHAS'E V - Redeployment of the 173d .Mr

CITY I & TI

Brigade (Sae.arate) D + 21

(15 March 19672
The Brigade deployed to Base Cmp (BIEN HOA) by intra-theater airlift
and road convoy.
13,

Execution
a.

D- 3

(19 February 1962)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

Operational Svmmuay: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)
Operational Control of the let Infantry Division, began deploy,-"nt from
at BIEN HOA to a staging area at QUAN LOI. OPOfD .. 7, published on 18
required all units to be prepared to move to OUAN LOI during the period
February in preparation for future operations.

under the
base camp
Februay,
19 - 20

The first elements of the 1/503d Infantry departed base camp at 1115
hours. A continuous air stream of C-3.30 aircraft shuttled troops and euiVient 16etween BI,N HOA Airbase to QUAN LOL The entire move of troops and eouiuent elapsed over a period of 1O hours and 40 minutes, Upon arrival at QUAN LOI, the Battalion took uv predesignated defersive positions.
The 4/503d Infantry and E/17th Cavalry denarted BIEN HOA Airbac. by
C-130 aircraft with the first lift
arriving at QUAN LOI (XT 821907) at O736 hours.
Clearing ratrols were conducted with negative contact.
D/16th Armor received final instruction on the the deployment of the
Armor Ccnpary and BSOC elements on 20 February.
b. D - 2

(20 February 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

Operational Suwmhnuy: The Brigade continued preparation for Operation
JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE
Ambush sites and listening posts of the 1/503d Tnfantry
met with negative contact during the hours of darkness.
The A/5C3d Infantry also remained at QUAN LOI in preoaratio4 for future operations. Each comoany established one ambush site per unit with negative
contact, the 3/319th Artillery (-) was also kept in readiness for future deployment.
D/16th Armor escorted the 173d Engineer Company and the BSOC on a
road march commencing .t 0100 hours. The march roate was as follows: fron BIEN
HOA to SAIGON, where delays were encountered due to congested traffic. Frcm SAIGON,
the convoy traveled northwest on HIGHWAY 1 to GO DAU HA, and then moved north on
HIGHWAY 22 to TAY NINH, From TAY NINH, the convoy acved east on HIGHWAY 13 to HU
CONG Airfield and loggered within the perimater (iT 343583).

c. D - I (2l February 1967)
Charges in Task Force Organization:

D/16th Armor OPCCN to 1/4th Cay
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Operational Summe-: All unLts of the 173d Airborne Brigade continued
in their preparation for the initial phases of Operation JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE on
22 February. The 1/503d Infantry continued preparrion for introduction into the
operational area by helicopter on the following day. Briefings at squad &nd platoon
level were conducted in each unit in addition to final maintenanc¢ checks of eqtipmento At 1600 hours, a commanders and staff meeting was conducted to rs- fira unit

missions published in FRAG ORDER 1 to OPCRD 4-67.
Both the

1/503d Infantry and the 4/503d Infantry were still preposi-

tioned at QUAN LOIo The 4/503d Infantry was also engaged in final briefings/maintenance of equipment.
Initially, E/17th Cavalry wjLs flown to QUAN LOI without its combat
vehicles due to the original olan callinr: for the trooo to be emloyed as a clandestine rifle company. On the 2let of February, the troop was flown back to IEN HOA
where vehicles were picked up and E/17th eavalry drove to SUOI DA.
At 0700 hours, D/16th ror,
attached to the 1/4th Cavalry, devarted
PHU KUONG Airfield, SUOI DA on mission ol' security for mine clearing on ROUTE 243
up to ROUTE 4 and north on ROTE 4 to IT 2868. The road clearing was accuplished
without incident.
Throughout the afternoon, the Armor Company orovided security for
mine sweeping teams at XT 2868o At 1345 hours, the mission was accomplished without incident and the Company regrouped and returned to SUOI DA and participated in
the security of the perimeter.
The true plan concerning ths parachute assault was not published until

the night ef 20 February 1967 and was not distributed until 1900 hours on 21 February. The Task Force Commander (LTC Sighzltz) briefed the troops on the operation
on the afternoon of the 21st, The BattaLion area was then sealed off sc that there
would be no spreading of the operational plan to other troopers or to indigenous
personnel. Parachutes and other air eqn:peent such as PAR bags were issued at this
time,
For a complete analysis of the juip phase of Operation JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE, see Tab D, "Parachute Assault".

d.

D - Day (22 Febr-gary 1967)
1harges in Task Force Organization:

D/16th Armor OPCON to 1/503a Inf
E/17th Ca, OPCON to 3d Bde 1st 1nf Div

Operational Sumary: The 2d Bttalion, 503d Infantry with A/3/319th
Artillery and elements of tne Brigade Headouarters and Headquarters Company spearheaded the largest operation of the Vietnam War at 0900 hours by conducting the
first combat parachute assault in 15 years, The Battalion (+) dropped into an area
known as SROC CON TRANG (DZ "C" - IT 339929) employing 13 C-130 aircraft,
A detailed
analysis of the planning, coordination and actual execution of the parachute assault
can be found in Tab D of this report, By 0920 hours, all companies had established
CP locations. A heavy equipment droo commenced at 0925 hours and continued throughout the day, By 1230 houra, the Battalion Command Post was established. There was
a total of eleven minor injuries ae a result of the parachute jump.
At 0930 hours, Companies A. B, and C/1/503d Infantry and HHC (-) departed QUAN LOI Airstrin to LZ Ui and LZ 12 in 70 UH-ID helicopters. The first
landing on the LZ (LZ 3I) by A/i/503d Infantry took place at 1035 hours with the
rest )f the battalion following shortly thereafter. Imediately after landing,
all comparies began roement to their assigned sectors for clearing operations and
estalishing defensivs peleieters.
CP'e for this date were located at the following
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coordinates: Battalion and Company A - XT 33990e, Company B - XT 334907, Coalay
C - XT 332893, Recon Platoon - XT 334913. No direct contact with an enemy forte
occurred during this period,
The 4/503d Infantry conducted a heliborne assault into LZ BRAVO at
1415 hours and LZ CHARLIE at 120 hours (XT 325940 and XT 335928 respectively).
The Battalion closed at LZ B at 1755 hours, Company A/4/503d Infantry moved to a
Dosition at XT 317941 and established a perimeter for the night. Company B set
up at XT 325938 and Cospaniee C, D and HHC at XT 331929. A contact patrol from
Company C established contact with the 1/503d Infantry at XT 335925. Clearing patrols were dispatched and two ambush sites were established with negative contact
reported.
At 0700 hours, D/l6th Armor, attachod to 1/4th Cavalry, departed north
on HIGHWAT 4 enroute to link up with the 1/503d Infantry vicinity XT 324086. PrA.mary mission of the task force while enroute was to open the highway and to provide initial security for the introduction of Fire Support Bases. While enroute,
a total of 10 tanks belonging to the 1/4th COvalry were damaged by mines. At 1510
hours, D/lth Armor linked up with C/i/503d Infantry and proceeded to XT 334906
to await further instructions. D/16th Armor came under the OPCON of 1/503d Infantry at this time, At 1800 hours, the Armor Company was instructed to move to a
Fire Support Base at vicinity XT 336914. ArrivtAg at the FSB at 1820 hours, the
company deployed to provide perimeter security for the 1i6th Artillery, let Infantry Division,
E/17th Cavalry, having picked lap their combat vehicles, began 8 road
march from BIEN HOA to the objective area at 0200 hours. At approximately 1230
hours, the Cavalry Troop beca. under the operational control of the 3d Brigade,
let Infantry Division.
,

D+ l

(23 Febru arl7)

Chan~es in Task Force Organization- D/16th Armor OPCON to 173d Ain Bde
Operational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued its support
of Operation JUNCTICN CITY ALTERNATE. Abush sites established by the 1/503d Infantry resulted in enemy contacts in the Company A and Coroany B sectors. At 0030 hours
at XT 332904, an element from Company B sighted and fired on one VC with unknown results. An element of Comoany C at 0045 hours, threw a hand grenade at susnected
movement which ricocheted into the foxhole of origin causing two US KIA and one WIA.
Additionllq,at 0050 hours, the unit fired at suspected movement near the-second
nlatoon positions which had unknown results. During the hours of daylight, units
continued improvement of defensive positions and conducted patrolling activities in
assigned AO'so One AK-47 magazine was found by B/i/503d Infantry c6ntaining 7 rounds
of unexpended ammunition at XT 332899. Throughout the day, elments of the 1/503d
Infantry made numerous discoveries of enemy bunkers, barbed wire ate. indicating recent use° Listening and ambush sites were established during the hours of darkness.
At 2330 hours, B/l/5)3d Infantry received 6 - 7 rounds of small arms fire. Fire was
returned with unknown results.
The 2/503d Infantry continued their mission of providing security for
the Brigade CP and Fire Support Base, In addition, defensive positions were improved and small unit patrolling was conducted in the immediate AO. At 1055 hours
at XT 349941, an element a- A/2/503d Infantry received 1 rifle grenade and 10
rounds of @/a fire resulting in 1 US WIA, Pour VC were taken under fire, however,
contact was broken with unknown results,
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The 4/503d Infantry continued to block along HIGHWAY 4 to XT 307946
in AO 2 with Comoany Aimoving its CP location to XT 311945 closing at 1315 hours.
Company D moved to Position BRAVO eloa.l- at 1300 hours to assist B/4/503d Infantry
in securing artillery elements located at that position. Local security and contact patrols were dispatched from all units with negative contaet.

At 0235 hours,

A/4/503d Infantry reported detonating a claymore mine and ten minutes later observed two'(2) VC carrying a body from that location° M-79 fiyo was placed on the VC
with unknown results. The 4/503d Infantry was assigned the mission of securing all
engineer constructed bridges within AO 2, and to clear the roads with attached Engineer mine detector teams. Two ambush patrols were established with negative

results.
At 0730 4ours, the 3d Platoon, D/16th Armor was sent to Position LIZ
to aid in clearing the DZ of heavy drop material. At lie3 hours, the remainder of
the company departed the FSB and went to Position LIZ vie XT 340923 where the company was to aid in clearing the DZ of ammunition dropped in by parachute. Operational Control of the csnany was transferred to the Brigade Headquarters. At 1800
hours, D/16th Armor was released for the day and then the company nulled into an
inner perimeter, with the 2/503d Infantry securing the outer perimeter.
f. D + 2 (24 February 1967)
Changes in Task Force Organiation:

None

Operational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigada (Separate) under the
operationa3_
rontrol of the lst Infantry Division continued Operation JUNCTION CITY
ALTERNATE in northern TAT MINH Province. Ambush sites and listening posts of the
1/503d Infantry met with negative contact during the hours of darkness, The Battalion remained in blocking positions on the east flank of the objective area paralleling HIGHWAY 4, tied in on the north with 4/503d Infantry and on the south with
the 3d Brigade, 1st Infantry Division, Organic units continued improvements of
defensive positions and patrolling in assigned A00s which resulted in the discovery
of several huts, uunkers, and miscellaneous supplies. VC were sited by Battalion
elements on several occasions, however, effective fire could not be placed. Abush
sites and listning posts were again established during the hours of darkness.
The 2/503d Inf'nitry continued to secure the DZ for the heavy drops
which continued throughout this period and issued patrols in the immediate area of
the Brigade CP (Position LIZ). At 2225 hours, at XT 353928, an Observation Poet
t" C/2/503d Infantry received an incming grenade and sighted 4 VC. The OP
was palled in and artillery fired into the area. Several screams were heard indicating that the artillery was effectively employed.
The 4/503d Infantry continued to block and clear HIGHWAY 4 within AO 2

with no change inunit locations, Two mine detector teams were picked up by Companies A and C/4/503d Tnfantry's security elements at the limits of Company !Its O
(XT 315943 and XT 329937). At 0755 hours, Ccnnany A/4/503d Infantry's mine detector security squad contacted an unknown number of VC, vic XT 313944 resultig In
two (2) US WIA with enemy casualties unknown. Dustoff was completed by 0847 hours,
Roads were cleared within the Battalion AO by 0955 hours. At 1231 hours, a recon"
patrol from D/4/503d Infantry located an old platoon size base camn vic XT 32237.
VC were contacted on two senarate occasions during the day by the 41503d Infantry
elements with negative friendly losses and enemy losses unknown. Two ambush sites
were established during the night which met with negative contact.
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D/16th Armor continued its mission of clearing the drop zone of amunition and supplies being dropped by parachute. This was accomplished between the

hours of 0730 and 1700 hours.
At 1900 hours, an LR]P fired on three VC who returned the fire with
semi-autcuatic weapons. The enemy broke contact after sustaining 2 VC KIA (BC).
E/17th Cavalry remained attached to the 3d Brigade lt
Infantry Division and aided
in the defense of SUOI DA.
At 0300 hours, E/lth
Cavalry and elements of the 173d
Support Battalion received 20 - 30 rounds of Srn - 82o mortar fire at SUOI DA, re-

sulting in 24 US WIA and one (1) US KIA.
g.

D_+ 3

(25 February 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

Non*

Operational Sumary: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued to conduct
combat activities in the JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE AO under the Operational Controlof the 1st Infantry Division, The 1/503d Infantry continued its blocking mission,
Iaprovement of defensive positions and small unit patrolling in assigned AO.
Of
significance was an abandoned squad size defensive position located by B/1/503d
Infantry at XT 338898, consistiug of eleven foxaholes which appeared to be 2 - 4
weeks old and were subsequently destroyed by the unit. Engineer elements working
in the Battalion AO were subjected to 10 - 15 rounds of sniper fire which resulted
in 1 US WIAo A/l/503d Infantry dispatched an element to check out the source of fire,
however, the party met with negative results, Ambush sites and listening posts were
again dispatched during the hours of darkness with negative results,
The 2/503d Infantry continued its security mission in the AO of Position LIZ and conducted local patrolling with no significant contact reported.
The 4/503d Infantry continued to block and clear along HIGHWAY 4 within
AO 2 vith no chLnge in unit locations.
Platoon sie
patrols were also dispatched
from each company except C/I,/503d Infantry which provided security for the Battalion CP. At 0900 hours, a Brigade convoy was hit by a claymore mine resulting in

two (2) US WIA from the 4/503d Infantry. At 1305 houtas, B/4/503d Infantry located
a trench system and way station vie XT 324917 and at 1620 hours a large cache of
enemy equipment to include 13 Bicycles, 4 bags of cooking utensils, 500 assorted
uniforms, 20 - 30 gallons of oil, 25 pounds of documents, including caps, repair
parts for bicycles, a miner's lamp and a homemade gas mask.
All items were either
destroyed or confiscated,
D/16th Armor continued its mission of providing security and clearing
the DZ of items dropped by parachute,
E/17th Cavalry remained at SUOI DA under the
OPCON of the 3d Brigade, Ist Infantry Division,

h,

D+ 4

(26 February 1967)

Chanmes in Task Force Organirat'.on:

D/16tb Armor OPCON 4/5C3d Inf

Operational Suary: Operation JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE continued with
the 173d Airborne Brigade OPCON to the let Infantry Division, The 1/503d Infantry
reported that ambush sites established on the morning of 26 February met with
negative results. The Battalion remained in blocking positions on the east flrak
of the operational area, Improving defensive positions and conducting patrols in
assigned AO'.
Abush/litening sites were again established during the hours of
darkness.
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food found on the previous sikv
activities. At 1130 hours, D/e/503d Infantry
Infantry locatod a harbor area -i.th the center mas at vie IT 335955. The cap
shoed signs of recent use and as destroyed. Theilled
task1n
force then
t

extract 99 200-pou~nd bags of rice and 309 sheets of corrugated tin from the other

site. At 1600 hours, D/16th Armor returned to Position LIZ and turned in the captured enmy material
At 2345 hours, a UH-IB aircraft received light anti-.ircraft fire at

IT 309930. The helicopter made 1 preautionary land
with 2 rwnds in the "tor
and
round inC tbetransisin.
Two (2) US rewen war Io, The aircraftquently flow to BIEN H0A for repair.

M ent
of t~e LM at 0850 hours killed 1 VC (BC) and 2 Vu (poss)
at IT 377855. E/17th Cavalry conued operations OPCON to the 3d Briade let
Infantry Division.
J.

D+ 6

(28 February 1967)

Change in Task Force Organizatio:n

e

Operational S§Mary: Operation JUNCTION CITY ALTEIWATE was continued
on this day with the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) OPCON to the let Infantry
Division, Aabush sites established by the 1/503d Infantry met with no enem contact with the exception of A/1/503d Infantry's site which heard suspected movement during the night. At daylight, the area was sear-oed and two blood trails
were located which led to a tunnel. The tunnel was searched and 5 AT mines, 6 mine
fuses and miscellaneous items were located. The 1/503d Infantry remained in blocking positions along the east flank of the operational area, continued improvement
of defensive positions and conducted mail unit patrolling. Companies A and B/I/503d
Infantry provided security for engineer work parties in the area. Several bunkers,
huts and bob selters wre discovered throughout the day by elements of the battalion. LTC Goad relinouished cmand of the 1/503d Infantry to LTC Sachs at 1300
hours on this day. Ambush sites and listening posts were again established during
the hours of darkness.
At 2045 hours, A/2/503d Infantry spotted 6 VC in front of their perimeter with the aid of a starlight scope mounted cn a .50 caliber MG. The VC were
engaged with the .50 caliber and V-79 fire and fragmentary grenades. It was believed
that 5 VC were killed.
At 1007 hours, D/4/503d Infantry found an old platoon size bare camp
at XT 322937. At 1217 hours, B/k/503d Infantry located 6 bunkers with overhead
cover and 3 bunkers with metal tops. A/4/503d Infantry located at 1317 hours at XT
306932 an extensive bunker system with mess hal and livestock on hand. Later-that
day, Alpha Company uncovered 3,00 pounds of polished rice, 400 pounds of salt, one
typeriterp one electric water pomp, one dark room with exposed and unexposed film
and equipment, two electric transformers, two claymore mines, two plaster busts of
wous portraits of comunist leaders and one
Ho Chi Minh and Lenin with miecalso
generator.
D/16tb Armor transported B/2/503d Infa'.ry from Position LIZ to a
bridge vic XT 33M'; and secured the bridge until Brave Company returned from their
miss..n. D/16th then returned to Position LIZ.
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E/17th Cavalry, under the Operational Control of the 3d ftdga4e, let
Infantry Division, assisted in the defense of SUOI DA.

k. D+7

(1March 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organisation:

Nona

2_e. tional Sumary: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) under the
Operational Contro. of the let Infantry Division continued Operation
CTION C:.'TY
ALTERNATE on this date, The 1/503d Infanrry ,,iim
it: -is' c- = aring the
Battali*n Base Area, blocking and road security. go enemy contact occurred during
the hours of daylight.
The 2/503d Infantry continued its urinary mission of securing the Fire
Support Base and Brigade CP at Position LIZ. At 1920 hours, an ambush element from
C/2/503d Infantry mado contact with 3 VC, killi
2 and wounding the third. The
wounded VC was later kll'd while trying to crawl away. Two weapons and a telephone
wer, captured as a result of this contact.
The A/503d Infantry with one Platoon of D/16th Armor continued to block
and clear along HIGHWAY 4 within AO 2 with no change in unit locations. Within AO
ORANI, Compary A/ 4 /503d Infantry located a movie camera with film, twenty-two (22)
still movie cmeras, five (5) movie proJectors, two (2) speaker systems and assorted
clothing and documents at XT 3C4931. At 1005 hours, C/4/503d Infantry found one
medical kit with small quantities of food and one ox-cart and hay stack, all of which
was destroyed. Three ambushes were sot during the night by the 40h Battalion, meting
with negative contact.
D/16th Armor remained in position to pull maintenance on vehicles and
equipment. Two APO's were provided to BSOC for clearing equipent frm the DZ.
The 1st and 3d Platoons were assigned for reinforcement of the perimeter of 2/503d
Infantry.
E/17th Cavalry remained under the OPCON of the 3d Brigade, lot Infantry Division at SUOI DA.
1.

D+8

(2March1967)

Changes in Task Organization:

Recon Plt/i.O3d Inf OPCO

4/503d Inf

C=rational S mmar.: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued their participation in O-fttion JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE on this day in WAR ZM "C" near
KATeK. The 1/503d Infantry continued their bl6cking/road security mission meting
with negative eny contact throughout the day.
The 2/503d Infantry continued to secure the Fire Support Base and Brigade CP at Position LIZ. While patrolling to the north of Pon LIZ, elements of A/
2/503d Infantry received received automatic and smi-utoaatie weauons fire at 0951
hours at XT 350941. The firing came frc the north where two groups of VC, one
moving east and the other west, were observed. The enem- troks contact and A/2/503d
took up the pursuit. Contact was again astablished -* lO4 hours and one VC was
killed (BC). Continuin to the northeast, A/2/503d Inlntry again oberved 6 VC
(XT 352913) and called for 8lo martar support with un mown results, however a quantity of blood was found in the area.
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The 4/503d Infantry continued to block and clear along HIGHWAY 4
within AO 2, A/4/503d Infantry executed an air assault on LZ JO (XT 295917) and
then conducted search and destroy operations to the east, harboring vic t 297927.
Companies B, C, and D/4/503d Infantry continued local security missions with the
help of one platoon of D/16th Armor OPCON. At 1209 hours, A/4/503d Infantry fired
on one VC at XT 33-1927, The enemy soldier returned firs and the contact resulted
in I US WIA and 1 VC KIA (BC). At 1248 hours at XT 3C8917, Company A captured one
wounded VC and an AK-47 rifle. At 135P hours, A/4 /5Q3d Infantry found another VC
KIA resulting from previous action. At 1545 hours, Ctwpany D OPCON to Company A/
4/503d Infantry fourd six newly constructed bunkers. At 1610 hours, B/4/503d Infantry reported five to seven WIA at their location as a result of a 155 mm shell explosion in the gun tube, Abushes set during the hours of darkness by Alpha and
Bravo Companies met with negative results,
At 0800 hours, the 3d Platoon of D/16th Armcr was sent south to rice
caches found by B/2/503d Infantry vie XT 3388, At 0900 hours, the let Platoon
of D/16th Armor moved to the 4/503d Infantry CP to reinforce their perimeter security and remained there throughout the night. At 1730 hours, the 3d Platoon returned to Position LIZ after having extracted 209 200-pmnd bags of rice. At 2255
hours, the Brigade S2 informed the company that an enemy radio transmission had

been intercepted at 2040 hours oraering an attack. At 1455 hours, the S2 informed
the cmpany that at 1800 hours, an unknown radio station entered one of DA!WER's
n3ts and ordered a cease fire between 1800 hours and 1900 hours,
rant occurred during the hours of darkness.

Nothing signifi-

E/17th Cavalry remained at SUOI DA under the OPCON of the 3d Brigade
let Infantry Division. An element of the Cavalry Trooo swotted 12 VC with 2
machineguns at XT 361807 and called in an armed heliconter to supress the area.
They captured one VC WIA and were extracted at 1830 hours. After extraction,
armed helicooter-c aain swent the area resulting in 8 VC KBA (pose).

a,

D + 9 (3 March 1967)
Cinanges in Task Force Organization:

A/l/th Cay OPCCN to R/17th Cay

Operational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade, under the Operational
Control of the let Infantry Division began displacement of the Brigade CP (-) from
Position LIZ to SUOI DA (IT 3457). The 1/503d Infantry retained their blocking
positions on the east flank of the operational area, provided security and concted
patrollirg in the eastern sector of the AO. The Recon Platoon remained under the
OPCON of the 4/503d Infantry, Two batteries of artillery from the let Divisioa

took up firing positions in the Battalion sector and BA/503d Infantry was assigned
with the security of the site, At 0810 hours, Major Hodges assumed the duties of
the Battalion XO,
this day.

There were no hostile contacts resulting from patrols during

At 1200 hours, C/2/503d Infantry made contact with a large enemy force.
Elements of A/2/503d Infantry 1-re later called from the north and south of the contact area to aid Charlie Compaay. The enemy broke contact with A/2/503d Infantry
in pursuit. The enem employed 60 mortars, 57
recoilless rifles, automatic and
semi-autmatic weapons, claymore mines and grenades. Four (k) TAC air strikes,

artillery and 4.2" mortars supported the 2/503d Infantry (-),
in 20 US KIA, 28 US WIA and 39 VO KIA (BC)o
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The 4/503d Infantry continued their blocking mission along HTGIAY
4 within AO 2. The Companies continued local security patrolling in assigned AO's.
At 1313 hours, C/4/5OYd Infantry was alerted to have two platoons ready to reinforce
the 2/503 Infantry (-) at viciuity XT 3694.
At 07.5 hours, the 2d and 3d Platoons of D/16th Armor returned to the
company CP area and a 11.10 hours, the 1st Platoon was instructed to return. At
1200 hours, C/2/503d Infantry had established contact with an estimated company (+)
size VC force. The !st Platoon was instructed to transport an infantry Platoon of
A/2/503d Infantry as far as uossible into the contact area. At XT 352938, the 1st
Platoon/D/16th Armor was barred from further progress by a large ditch and the infantry platoon was dismounted at that ooint to proceed toward the noint of contact.
At 1920 hours, the infantry elements of the 2/503d Infantry returned and the 1st
Platoon of D/16th Armor transaorted them back to Position LIZ.
On this day, E/l7th Cavalry received the mission of moving to A-t-lery Base 1 anw securing a 155m Howitzer Battery. Attached to the Troop was the
lst Platoon of Troop A/l/kth Cavalry plus a section of twin 4a Dusters. Since
the attachment with the original strength of E/l7th Cavalry consisted of a fairly
sizeable force, it was decided to keev one Cavalry Platoon on continuous patrollirg
throughout the AO.
On the evening of 3 March 1967, it was decided that elements of the
2/503d Infantry would return to the contact site of C/2/503d Infantry in order to
retrieve 3 bodies whicb were left behind due to the fierceness of the contact and to
recon the area for further enemy resistance.
n. D+lO

(4March 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

228th Inf OPCON to 173d Abn Bde
2/34th Armor OPCO to 173d A= Bde
en Pit/l/.
Inf releaedOPOw

Operational Suxary: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued Ooeration
JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE vie KATUM in northern TAY NINH PROVINCE under the Operational Control of the 1st Infantry Division. The 1/503d Infantry continued their
mission of patrolling, bridge and road security In their assigned sectors. An element of A/1/503d Infantry while securing a bridge site at XT 337094 was subjected
to 30 - 40 rounds of automatic weapons fire and 2 - 4 c-nand detonated devices.
The a/v fire originated south of the bridge site and the mines were detonated fra
both sides of the road. Three air strikes were directed into the area by the Battalion CO with unknown results. The hostile action caused one US KIA.
The 2/503d Infantry continued to secure Position LIZ and conducted an
air assault on an LZ located at XT 3789,0 in te vicinity of Comary C's contact of
3 March 1967. Two Platoons from C/2/503d Infantry and one Platoon of A/2/503d Infantry (total force amounting to lIE men) landed in 3 lifts coencing at 1025 houre
and closing at 1048 hours. They received sporadic semi-a tomatic fire on the third
lift. While in the area, this element recovered the ' bcdies of missing paratroopers
and counted 39 enemy bodies from the previous days action. Also recovered were one
(1) M-60 machinegun, 1 M-79, 2 M-16 rifles and 1 PRO-25. The element returned to
the CP location at 1836 hours,
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The 4/503d Infantry ccatinued to block and clear alcew 4Tr.Y 4
within AO 2, The battalion began preparation to deploy tisew AO. The movemnt
wt's delayed- for a 24 hour period. Items found '7 DAi/503d Infantry bad all been
extracted with the exception of 300 -htets of tin and 400 bags of .ie.
On 4 March, D./16th Armor providod ascurity for a convoy frca At
---y
Base 3 north to the 1st Brigade, lst. Infantry Division CP. The 1st Platoon provided
tr--nsportation for B/2/503d infantry.

At 1855 hours, a 106 Jeep from the 2d P3atoon, E/l7th Cavalry hi+ mine inaide the oerimeter euhih

o.

D+ I

,th=-

-

ui ote paratroeper.

(5 March 1?67)

Changes in Task Frce Oanizaticn:

Operational Sunnary:

XNe

The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) continued to

participate in Operation JUNCTION CITY ALTZRKAT3 und.r the OPCON of the Ist Infantry
Division. The 1/503d Infantry was relieved on this dete of road and br!*e seeurity missions and were instructed by the Brigade to consolidate all units at one

cation in ureparation for relepioyent on 6 March 1967.

At 1325 hours, 4/1/503d

Infantry while patrolling in the vicinity of XT 349910, discovered a base cm patainig huts, bunkers, live stjck and other miscellaneous t±ta.
A cinander and
staff meeting was held at 1400 hours to dis"--!he battalion redeployment to the
southeast on 6 March.
At thie tine, FRA ORDER -2 to OORD 4-67 was issued. AM
units closed the Bettalion CP and established a perimeter for the night. There
a!ra no enmy contacts during the hours of darkness.
The 2/503d Infantry made similar arrangements for deployment on the
following day. Local patrols reported negative contact during the day.
The 4/503d Infantry continued to block and clear along HIGWPI
4
within AO 2. Companies A and D moved to Companies B and C Teepc'.ily. Copnies
B and C continued local searching within sectors. At 1025 hours, D/4/503d Infantry
closed into Charlie Com u -'
area. At 1245 hours, tie adwanee C? departed FSE III

(IT 289816) ariving at 1423 hours.
Pboeitis Jul (Bf4/5C03d Th entry).

At 1455 hc~s A/41503d In1fantry are-ved at

The 2/28th Infantry continued its security mission in the vicinity of
KATUJ Airfield, 2/34th Armor with D/16th Armor secured the engineer work site at
KATUM.
At 1810 hours, I APC from the 2/28th Infantry was mabushed ty an estimated
5 - 8 VC. D/16th Armor, rescnding to a call for. aid, moved in from the north and
attacked west into the enemy Dositions. Two VC were seen faldlng but *the ent
fled before a trve estimate of the ermy casualties could be obtained. There yvt
two US WIA as a result of this action.
try Division,

E!lt-h Ca
co-y
notinud under the OPC(W of the 3d Brigals, let nanThe 3/319th Artillery disalaced from F-ixe Supoor Bus 5 (Positiou

LIZ) at 1250 hours and closed at Fire Savpcrt Base 3 at 105 hor (IT 290813).
p.

D + 12 (6 March 1967)

Changes in Task Foree Oraniation:

2th
released OPCC( 173d
Abu
W Wf
(Sob)
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15
bperation J !~I(W C=T

1961
I & II

--

Oprtional Swma7The 173d Aikmr.
Brigae (Separate) cwame
of
~aatr
~ ~ ~ ~ f ~h ~/5 ~ilmatr
~ ~b ~~~03
ea
tM
hAM
as
with tbte Worta
Platoon andt 'P coz.&rol r-rzp aepicyir- toD k
MI by vehicle. At 102bia
the
irst inrei
ing-1D helicoptere -or tra~srort into the objective area arrivAd
s-ti~vr
a steady fleut of aireraf* to the objective area (M 11) until anl units
had CIO*"d at :125 hoc"e
The 1/5034 Infant.ry then consolidated its forces and bigem &oveam' to Obictt'e I=,E arivimg and securing the objective at 1h20 bre
A0935 1hota., the 2/1503d Infantry, esmzloying 30*bali cmter
extracted
--Psiikn-LIZ
c
am; made a beliborne assaalt ca !-7 a2 MIT 3M358)
Sniper fire
was received durio, th!- =san~t which resalted in cue do gan-oer beiag voamed.
A12/503d ?fa-.-!y r=Tressed the sr-iper fire with 60= mortars, 1/2/1503d Infantry
further 9"ec . *ti-,
B-att aio FS8 and CP at 1.0 73795?. Companies E an C/213034
Infantry xcL: :a Bee= Pl1atoon established blockizg positi-m at IT 3LM4s6, XT 362857
and XY Te8 respectively.
The A/503d Infantry cw-.vct-zd a heliborno asmauit o'a-!
begint~ingg
at 1303 boars &:3 closing a~t 1335 Lz.ne
At M65 bc.u-s, 1.41503d. Infantry, idaile
Clearing LZ 461, received 1.0 - 50 roumnds *f s/a rd antcmitic fire and meveral 11-79
rc=%Ls frow an etimated scuad or largrer tiz hostile unit. at =1 366,2.
'b. --C Vt
tach-c tramx an OLO sbazed ncsition, The actio-- resu3ted in 1 US U-A -,A 3 US D
%93y 10s-ee were =rnm
(in 6 Narmi, i1*7, D/16th Armor as a 5art of Task F---c Tamiar was instructed to a. Lazk s
tlcearing RCM~ 24$6 from [K!1M to BO TUC with mizzs dtettor teams and iben Continue south to
R.ct
(M~. At 0610 hous, D"'l6t.0 km=z
linked uD with 2/34.th Armor and D/I.15(03
nfantrr e. a --Pdr-a
are., at IT 3-jC
927, At 0643) bum-s, the Task ?icree bezan it s n4=e. Os RCIT3 W~, firp
die r*
found, two tanks usre dainazed and a 155mm romwd and a clssz mine Were 4'jmd off
the road. At 1600 hcurs, the Task Force LukeziS uv with tbe 2,;03d --'fcary 4rA
moved i64-c a 1o;Mer Dositica tI
37_57,?
The Mad4 E~gineer tr-= wnrh
fWMi
ipeto
Brigade operaticma. v!17"1%Can-alry r~a
~~to the 3d Briz&, 1st infamtry
Wivision. 9'. 3d Platecm of !.'II-h Cavalry left for a 3 &dtyDatrzc. east wf the
main river. The 3 t?
rtiU.!y szr~c
the Brigade from n-B MI I 2 SM).
q.

r,4 13

0 llarc1967)

Char.ges in la:.k Force Oraiai

N: I

Ope-atic. eali7
2MZ-apreice
JENZTIC CITY Al-vEr-9 wa cmtimued
cc this date with the 173d Airtorne L-igade o%7arsting sotheast of KATIN in TAT WM1
?oriee The 1/5034 infantry wns cted search and &estrroy qperatic geme- ally
nmrt'east dwovclopi! into the foillarizg incidents: at 100JO hour at'Xl 359W7, A/'
11503a Infamtxy located five bobrkcr and thirl~em 2 - 3 mmn fazheles. r. 111. bowrn
at XT 366806, E/1503 itfantry enraged U-es WC,one of whom was armed with an atamatic vearan. Artillery was called in and tZ~o enmkv --1-ed to the northeast..
The 2/50J3d Infantry received apprcaimtely fifty 82 ertar roandsd lan..
ding inear the Alnba CrmparTv Derimeter with necrative US casumalties. Camte-r-urtfire was directed into susraeeted enz locsxzicrs with unbkwn results. At ( 15C boars,
a natrcl from V2/503a Infantry detnted a boob-ytrar resulting. im I US 37A.
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The 4/503d Infantry conducted search and destroy operations from LZ
41 within AO 2, C/4/503d Infantry remained at the LZ to provide security of the
area. Task Force Tanker, consisting of D/16th Armor, 2/34th Armor and D/4/503d
Infantry moved to XT 380856 at 0840 hours with the tanks on line and the APe1s
of D/16th forming a second line. A reserve force followed in column. At 0845
hours, the TF began the sweep sc-th toward Position RONo At 1305 hours, vicinity
of XT 378830, the TF broke into a clearing and proceeded across it.
The first of
the tanks had broken into the jungle when small arms fire was received from the
northwest. The tanks swun& their turrets toward the incoming enemy fire and opened
fire with .50 caliber MG's and 9gCk canisters, Several personnel from Dji,,503d
Infantry received wounds and one man was killed. Incoming fire was returned from
the south and the forward elements of the TF swung into a perimeter and returned
the fire, The woundid wee extracted to the rear elements at XT 381828 where a
Dustoff ship had landed, Cannister rounds from the tanks and small arms from
D/4/503d infantry accounted for 6 VC KIA (BC). D/16th Armor accounted for 1 VC
KIA (a sniDer that had fired from the south). Fro 1530 hours until nightfall,
air strikes were called in on the enemy positions to include intermittant artillery fire, TF Tanker continued west to 3inkup with the 4/503d Infantry (-). There
was no further contact, At 1320 hours, B/4/503d Infantry received an estimated 360
rounds of automatic weavons fire from 2 VC at XT 374830, The VC withdrew before
effective fire could be placed upon them, The action that. TF Tanker had been involved in resulted in one US KIA and six US WIAo Two AK-47 rifles, three MosinNagant -ifles, 50 rounds of 7.62=
mmnition, 2 AK-47 magazines and five documents
were also canturedo
The 173d Engineer Company departed vic north of KATUM (XT 338906) and
moved south on HIGHWAY 4 closing at SUOI DA at approximately 1620 hours without incident, At XT 288630, r.5-ton truck from the 173d Support Battalion hit a land
mine while moving with a 1st Infantry Division Suptly convoy from SUOI DA enroute
to FSB 3o E/17th Cavalry remained under the OPCON of the 3d Brigade, lst Infantry
Division,
r,

D+ 14

(8March 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organizaticon.

None

Operational Sumary. The 173d Airborne Brigade continued Phase II of
Operation JUNTION CIRTY ALTERNATE southeast of KATUM conducting search and destroy
operations in ass:.gned AO's. The 1/503d Infantry continued operations east of
objective PETE moving approximately 700 meters without significant contact,
At 0325 hours, the perimeter of A/2/503d Infantry again received 25 30 rounds of 60n and 82mm mortar fire , The rounds impacted along the southeast.
portion of the perimeter 'nd resulted in 1 US WIAo At 1146 hours, a platoon from
Alpha Company, -hile patrollirg In the vicinity af XT 389872, made contact with an
,stimated 8 VC. The frisndly element received s/a fire from the southeast and northeast, The contact, supported by 4,2" mortar and arzillery fire, was broken when the
VC withdrew to the east- at 1530 hours, Rsulta were 1 US WIA and enemy casualties
unknown, At 2205 hour s, a 12-man ambush element from C/2/503d Infantry located at
XT 354860, received 5 incoming grenades resulting in 9 US WIAo A relief force was
disnatched to the location arriving at 0328 hours on 9 March, Artillery and 4,2"
mortar fire continued to support the ambush elemerit until thb relief force arrived
and contact was noc reestablished after the initial incident,
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At 1032 hours, Company C/4/503d Infantry made cortact with five VC at
XT 362837 on the edge of a emall base camp. Results were neaaive friendly casualties and o) VC KIA (BC) and one new Chicce rifle captured. Airstrikes and artillery
followed the incident, By 1730 hours 9 all units closed into the harboring area at

XT 359833.
At 1140 hours, TF Tanker departed position at IT 369830 heading suthwest. The Armor element met with no contact during the day and loggered at XT 352817 at 1630 hours,
The 173d Engineer Company remainod at SUPX DA in support of Brigade
oierations, E/17th Cavalry remained under the OPCON of the 3d Brigade, 1st Infantry Division,

a.

D+ 15

(9 March 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

Operational gu n
The 173d Airborne Brigade continued Phase II of
Oper&ion JUNCTION ITY ALTERNATE southeast of KATUM under the Operational Control
of the 1st Division. The 1/503d Infantry reversed its direction of operation hnd
conducted S & D operations to the west with two rifle companies deployed abreast,
followed by the third company and HHC (-). The day's operations resulted in the
discovery of three relatively large base areas containing bunkers and miacellanecus
supplieso The fortifications were destroyed, At 1720 hours, B/1/503d Infantry
discoverod two dead VC bodies in a grave at XT 359794. The bodies were 4 days old
and it was estimated that they were possibly killed by artillery fire,
The 2/503d Infantry continued blocking and screentag operations along
the P1OK KRAI Stream and conducted local patrolling in AO 1. At 1007 hours, the
Recon Platoon/2/503d Infantry received one command detonated clatmore mine appromimately 150 meters south of their location (XT 384854). In addition, they received
16 rounds of s/a fire while spotting 3 VC. The VC fled before contact could be
established.
The 4/503d Infantry continued search and destroy operations toward
Objective KIPS in AO 2, At 1015 hours, B/4/503d Infantiy received s/a fire from
the southwest (XT 351828). Artillery was called in. Bravo Compary spottdd 3 VC at
XT 353826 ten minutes later and took then under fire with unknown results. Supporting artillery resulted in one US WIA. At 1025 hours, C/4/503d Infantry located a
small base area with 1000 pounds of volish6d rice. At 1300 hours, Company C saw
Z VC at XT 348838 and took them under fire, Over an hour later, Charlie CCmany
captured a POW in the same area. B/4/503d Infantry was en aged by an estimated 2
squads of VC at 1302 hours at XT 349829. The lead element of Bravo CompaEy was
pinned down initially. Artillery and Air were called in for support while B/4/
53d Infatry withdrew, The company was hit with two claymores during withdrawal
resulting in 3 WIA. At 1550 hours, the ccupany again made contact and again they
became pinned. The fight terminated'at 1715 hour resulting in 4 US WIA, 2 KIA arA
1 MIA. TF Tanker supported the activity of Bravo Compary by providing a blocking
force, nowever, they did not make contact with the enemy.
t. D + 16

(10March 1967

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None
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Operational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued participation in Operation JUNCTION CMTALTERNATE, Phase II under the OPCON of the ist
Infantry Division. The 1/503d Infantry conducted :carch and destrny operations
south of Objective RON in AO 5 with light contact. At 1305 hours, B/l/503d Infantry fired on an estimated 20 - 30 VC at XT 382800. The enemy returned fire (approximately 2CO - 250 rounds of s/a weamrs tire) with negative results, It was estimated that 3 VC were killed as a result of the firefight. At 1430 hours, Recon
Platoon/I/503d Infantry fired on ar. unknown number of VC dressed in mixed clothing.
The action resulted in one VC POW (WIA) and four VC KIA (poss)o In addition, one
rocket launcher, four B-40 type rockets, two Chic-- hand grenades, one map, a lantern and a canteen were captured fl om the POM. No further contact was made during
the da,
The 2/503d Infantry cntinued search and destroy operations, uncovering several old base camps but mating no significant contact. During the hours of
darkness, the Battalion loggered in the vicinity of XT 346852.
The 4/503d Infantry conducted search and destroy operations on this
date meeting with little eney resistance. At 0745 hours, A//503d Infantry was
test firing a caliber .50 machinegan to the southwest which t- hed off VC fires
aimed at el-ents of the 2/34th Armor from the northeast. Sem-automati6 fire from
a VC probe resulted in two slightly US WIA, No further contact was made.
Elements of TF Tanker, while harbored for the night, received 10 16 rounds of semi-automatic fire and an unknown number of grenades at XT 339836.
Fire was returned with unknown results. The 173d Engineer Company received one
WIA at 1140 hours when a 5-ton ,truck from the 68th Engineer Battalion hit a pressure tyve aine at XT 283672.
At approximately 2217 hours, the 2d Battalion (Mech), 2d Infantry (-)
was attacked at a Fire Support Base along ROT 4 by the 272d VC Regiment. The
attack was initiated by heavy 30 uinate mortar, recoilless rifle preparation, ewAploying 120m, 82= and 60., mortars. Near the end of the barrage, the enemy launched a two battalion ground attack on the eastern portion of the perimeter. The
attack was met with withering US caliber .50 and M-60 machinegun fire from armored
permonnel carriers and ground-mounted positions, As the battaA continued, mutually
supporting artillery (including the 3/319th Artillery and Mortars of E/17th Cavalry
of the 173d Airborne Brigade) rained over 5,000 rounds into the area surrounding
the base being attacked, The 3/319th Artillery was later credited with 127 kills
resulting from this action which took a total of 196 Viet Cong lives.
1+ 17
Dn

(31

arch 1967)

Changes in Task Force OrganizationOperational S

P/16th Armor OPCON 3d Bde. lat Inf

: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued Phase II of

Operation JNt,"ON CITY ALTERNATE today with the 1/503d Infantry meeting with heavy
contact, The Battalion's operations called for a three company search and destroy
mission to the north, while the Recon Platoon screened to the south and th., rifle
cowpany weapons platoon remained at the CP site for security and fizr support. This
tactic produced the following seanonce of events: At 0945 hours, Company Z observed
one VC at XT 3L3800 who initiated fire on the unit with an AK-47. At the saag time,
C/i/503d Infantry was subjected to one incoming small arms round from a VC at XT
385794 which resulted in one US WIAo The units returned fire with artillery and 81n
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mortars. At 0950 hours, 10 - 15 60m- mortar rounds landed south and west of the
1/503d Infantry's CP (XT 381799) after which, 8 VC were observed south of the LZ
moving west to east.

A/i/503d Infantry simultaneously oboerved an unknown rmmber

of VC to the west in a woodline and the Recon Platoon reported another 20 VCo
Both units engaged the enemy with small arms fire from the east and west which lasted a short while, then the contact subsided. At 1105 hours, the Battalion CP was
again subjected to small arms rounds, this time from the north, reouiring a force
ccmorised of the HHC element and the Recon Platoon to deploy to the area and euage
the enemy, The Battalion CO at this time ordered B and C/1/503d Infantry to return
to the perimeter and also reauested air strikes be made 'available, The perimeter
was reestablished with B/I/503d Infantry on the north, Alpha Company on the west and
Charlie Company on the east with the Recon Platoon on the south. In this configuration, the comnanies reported engaging 25 - 30 VC on the north, 20 - 25 VC on the
west and 18 - 20 VC on the east. Concurrent with this firefight, air strikes and
artillery were directed close to the perimeter. The engagement terminated at 1222
hours, at which time B and C/1/503d Infantry moved north and east respectively to
exploit the air and artillery attacks while the Recon Platoon was ordered to proceed
south to search in that direction. The units reported finding 29 VC KIA (BC) and
one captured VC WIA. US casualties totaled 12 WIA, U1 of which required evacuation.
Weapons, equipment and miscellaneous items were found in the area of engagement.
Interrogation of the captured VC revealed that the 1/503d Infantry was attacked by
a Battalion of the 9th NVA Division. The p---e.r 1ftrther stated that he was a member of 8 Co, H3 Bn, 16th Regt, 9th NVA Division. later that day, an air strike uncovered a large bunker and trench system, however, darkness prevented the troopers
from fully exploiting the area and that mission was &ssigned for the following day.
The 2/503d Infantry continued search and destroy operations on 11
March with A/2/503d Infantry uncovering an equipment cache at XT 349857. Among the
items extracted were extensive signal equipment,
The 4/503d Infantry continued S & D operations in the vicinity of
Objective MIU within AO 2. The unit made negative enemy contact during the day.
The one MIA resulting from the action of 9 March was located (KIA) at XT 349830.
All units closed into harbor area XT 312837 by 1605 hours.
TF Tanker moved west to HIGHWAY TL-4 arriving at 1505 hours, At this
time, the Task Force reverted to the OPCON of the 3d Brigade, let Infantry Divisin,
The 173d Engineer Comnany and E/17th Cavalry maintained their positions of the previous day.

V

D + 18 (12 March 1967)
Changes in Task Force Organization-

/503d Inf OPC(N 3d Bde. 1st Inf
Di* until 130700H Mar 67

OnerationaJSumn,,m-The 173d Airborne Brigade continued its participation in Operation JUNCTION CIT! ALTERNATE. The 1/503d Infantry conducted S &
D operations in the vicinity of Objective RON with light contact. At 0707 hours,
a clearing patrol of A/1/503d Infantry made contact with 5 VC southeast of their
perimeter, The enemy immediately broke contact and the incident resulted in no
US casualties and 1 VC KIA (BC). At 1000 hours, C/l/5fd Infantry discovered 2
dead VC at XT 384797. The two KIA had been dead for approximately 24 hours and
were a result of the l8t Battalion's contact of 11 March. The 1/503d Infantry located several base camps containing nmerous supplies whi:h were either destroyed
or evacuated.
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The 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry moved by foot from Objective BOB to
a PZ vicinity KATUI during the early morning hours. At 1410 hours, the Battalion
commenced a helilift from this area to SUOI DA, closing at 1700 hours.
The 4/503d Infantry continiued search and destroy operations around
Objective MIKE within AO 2, and then moved west toward HIGHWAY 4 and an extraction LZ. At 1730 hours, D/16th Armor picked up all elemsnts of the 4/503d Infantry
in a shuttle move to the extraction LZ near KATe4. All elements were closed at a
harbor site (XT 337907) by 1930 hours. Until 0700 hours an 13 March, the 4/503d
Infantry was under the OPCON of the 3d Brigade, lst Infantry Division.
w.

D + 19

(13 March 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:
--

'

4/54d Inf return OPCON 17d Abn

Be (SOP)

Operational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued Operation
JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE under the OPCON of the lst Infantry Division in WAR ZONE
"C". The 1/503d Infantry conducted patrolling during the morning hours, locating
numerous trench and bunker systems which were destroyed. At 1405 hours, C//503d
Infan!ry made contact with an estimated 20 - 25 VC at XT 393795. The enemy returned
fire from dug in positions employing automatic weapons and claymore mines. Before
Charlie Company withdrew so that TAC Air and artillery could be placed on the contact area, they reported 11 VC KIA (BC) and 2 VC KIA (Pose). At 1559 hours at X.
389798, Bravo Company again made contact with a small Viet Cong element which rusulted in one more confired enemy KIA. At 1805 hours, while Company B/I/503d Infantry
was enrmte to the Battalion perimeter, two VC bodies were found which had been
killed by artillery. The lst Battalion sustained 2 US WIA during the day's contacts,
neither of whom required evacuation.
The 2/503d Infantry remained at SUOI DA with no significant contact reported.
The 4/503d Infantry began a helilift at 0730 hours from KATUX to SUOI
DA ccmpleting the move at 1030 hours. At this time the /503d Infantry assumed responsibility for the southern portion of the perimeter in the vicinity of the Brigade CP.
x.

D+

(14March 1967)

Changes in Task Force Oranisation:

R/17th Careverted OPC

Bde (Sep)

173d Abu

Operational Sumary: The 173d Airborne Brigade began preparations for
a movement to Basc Camp at BIEN HOA. The 1/53d Infantry was extracted from Objeci.
tive RON by helicoter beginning at 0830 hours and closed at SUOI D1 at ( 45 hou-s.
At 0630 hours, one short 105mm artillery round landed in the A/i/503d Infantry area
wounding 3 iersonnelo
The 2/503d Infantry was airlifted by intra-theater air (C-130 and C-123)
from SUOI DA to BIEN HOA Airbase, closing at 1545 hours.
The 4/503d Infantry continued its perimeter missions at SUOI DA. The
3/319th Artillery and Brigade TAC CP accompanied by D/16th Armor began movement from
their Fire Support Base to SUOI DA at 1230 hours and closed at 1530 hours. 3/17th
Cavalry reverted to the Operational Control of the Brigade and closed into SUOI DA
at 1530 hours.
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D + 21

(15 March 196?)

Changes in Task Force OrEisation:

None

Operational SEEM . The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) terminated
its participation in Operatica JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE with the 1/503d Infantry
and the 4/503d Infantry being transported frn. the area of operations to BIEN HOA
by intra-theater airlift, closing at 1330 haora and 1200 respectively. The Brigade
(.) departed SUOI CA at 0801 hours by road convoy and closed at the Brigade's Base
Camp at 1725 hours,
15,

Revolutionary Development

a. Civic Action Activities: Dte to the location of the Brigade's CP, Civic
Action was limited during Operation J1DCIION CITY ALTERNATE. Civic Action continued
in the BIEN HOA Area.
b.

Brigade S5 Activities

(1) The following is a sumary of the Brigades S5 Activities during
Operation JUNCTION CI17 I (ALTERNATE):
(a)

MEDCAP & DENTCAP ..None

(b)

Psychological Operations:

Speaker and Leaflet Missions
MISSION

TPAE/AMOUNT

Chieu Hoi/Weauons Reward
Rally Instructions
Return to Family/GVN
Why Yo Should Rally
Chieu 'ioi/Return to Family
Why You ShoI!d Rally

Leaflet
Speaker
Leaflet
Speaker
Leaflet
Speaker

92,000
1 hr
150,000
1 hr
125,000
1 hr

1 Mar 67
1 Mar. 67
1 Mar 67

Return to GY/Safe Conduc.
Rally Instructions
JUSPAO Newsletters

Leaflet
Speaker
Leaflet

157,0U
1 hr
16,000

6 Mar 67

Leaflet

150,000

6 Mar 67

Your Family misses You/
Return to GVN
Why You Should Rally

Speaker

1 hr

a Mar 67
8 Mar 67
9 Mar 67

Chieu Hoi/Return to Family
Rally Instructions
Return to GVN/Weapons Rewa,-d

Leaflet
Speaker
Leaflet

154,000
1 hr
156,000

.9 Mar 67
9 Mar 67
11 Mar 67

Speaker
Vandouzt
L'aflet

1 hr
420
181,000

U Mar 67

Chieu'Hoi/Rkftlly X ructioi
1967 Calendas
Safe Conduct/Weapons Rewai,'V
Return to GVN
JUSPAO Newsletter

Leafle,

16,000

11 Mar 67

Why Yo Should Ra'y

Speaker

1 hr

13 Mar 67

Return to G(N & ?amily/
Chieu Hoi/Safe Conduct
Why You Should Rally
Chieu Hoi/Return to Filly/
ARVN vs VC Life
Chieu Hoi/Safe Conduct/Tape A-12

Leaflet

336,000

Speq. ir
Learlet
Sp.aker
Speaker

1 hr
224,000
1 hr
1 hr

THEME

DATE
22
22
25
25
28
28

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

13 Mar
14 Mar
14 Mar
15 .ar

67
67
67
67
67
67

67
67
67
67
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Operation JUNF"TION CITY I & II

Lcistics/Administrative Activities:

a.

General:

Ope2ation JUNCTION CITY I was a larne scale search arA des-

troy oneration conducted in TAT NINH Province with one battalion (+) introduced in

the area of operations by airborne assault.

The Brigade was OPCON to the let Infan-

try Division throughout the oterational period. Logistical surrart was provided
through a 1st Logistical Command FSA at SUOI PA, augmented during the initial phase
by air dropped supolies. A Brigade Support Operations Center (SSOC) was eetablih.Ih
at SUOI DA, and a Supply Recovery and Liaison Tem was set up on the Drop Zone in

the vicinity of KATUM.
b.

_..V
(1)

The following resupply sorties were flown from SUOI DA to the

forward area:
UH-1 Helicopter ..
. . . .
. . . . 610
CH-47 Helicopter . . . . . . . . . . . . 294

(2) The following resumDly sorties were flown between BIEN HOA and
SUOI DA:

C-123
C._13

CY-2
13)

Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft

30
. . . . . . . . 0 . . ..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
.....
.
. .
. 21

The following tonnages of supplies were handled:
Flown From

BIEM HOA

Drawn at

Initial Move

Initial Drop

10.0

20.0

23.5

307.5

Clas II & IT

6.0

10.0

35.0

-

Class I!I

6.9

-

4.2

132.3

Class I

SUOI DA

Class V

23,5

110.0

12.2

TOTAL

48.4 tons

140.0 tons

74.9 tons 1,513.1 tons

1.o7.3

c. Maintenance: The BSOC maintenance contact team consisted of 2 officers and 24 enlisted men. Back-rp support and resuvoly of repmir rarts was accompli~hed through a daily courier by air to BIER HOA. The contact team received 396
reauirements for support durng the overation, categorized as follows:
Section

Armament
Signal
Mech Maint

Jobs Received

Jobs Combleted

209
120
67

196
101
56

Jobs Uncompleted

13
11
19

d. Medical: An initial complement of thirty-six enlisted men and five
officers, including a two-man KA tem, composed the initial personnel strength.
In
addition to the clearing facility, a four man tean accompanied the airborne assault
made by 2/503d Infantry into the KATUE Area. The clearing station furnished medical,
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surgical, dertal and medical supply support as needed. Supporting agency for medical surely was the lst Division DNSO. In addition, Company B (Medical) furnished
the mesa for ti.: BSOC at SUOI DA. Patient, wers evacuated from the forward clearing
station to the 45th MLWT in TAT NINH or the 12th E-acuation Hospital in CU CHI. Nonemergent cases were evacuated to "B" Med clearing station (Rear).
(1) Four hundred seven Datients were treated by the clearing station
forward, a breakdown of which follows:
Patient

"

-

KIA
BC (Sprained ankle on Abn Assault)
WIA
Injuries
FUO
Dermatological
Ear, Nose and Throat
Eye
Cardio-Respiratory
Gastro-Intest inal
Genito-Urinary (Including VD)
Neuro-Psychiatric
ether Medical
Other Surgical
Vietnamese or Victor Charlie
Dental
TOTAL

17d Abn pie (Se)

Other Units

12
17
82
62
12
24
9
7
6
14
26
2
10
12
6
29
330

1
0
9
9
8
3
1
0
6
15
0
5
2
0
14
77

e. Communications: Cmmunications during the marshalling phade of the
parachute operation were those installed in the BIEN HOA Base Camp Area. Out!.zaZi
coordination was effected by FM Radio. Initial comunication on the drop zone was
by AN PRC-25. by employing the RC-292 antenna, FM communications were established
to the lst Infantry Division Forward at MINH THAF!. Three different heavy drop
loads of communications equloment arrived on the DZ intact. Each load was capable
of establishing austere comounications for a Tactical Brigade CP. The condition
of the ground on the DZ, however, precluded the use of this eauiement. As soon as
the vehicles were de-rigged and driven off, the Dlatform became honelessly mired.
They remained on the DZ until late in the afternoon when APC' s from D/16th Armor
became available to pull them cut. Early in the afternoon of D - Day, CH-47 sor t i.es
delivered the VHF radio equipment, HF RTT, secure teletype and FM radio shelters.
Shortly after the arrival of this equipment, VHF comounications were established to
the 1st Infantry Division (Forward) providing telpoone circuits from the Brigade
Forward CP to Task Headquarters, a. also vrovidivr telehone circuits to BIEN HOA
ARfY. Wire was laid to all units in the ob4^-tive area prior t. night fall. This
sg's the first time that it had been nossible to establish wire communications to
all subordinate units and was possible becau-e all units were deployed within 3 km
of the Brigade CP. On 6 March 1967, the Brigade Main Forward CP displaced tc SUOI
DA leaving a TAC CP at the DZ location. A relay station was established at FSB III
in preparation for the move of the TAC CP to that locati n. Commnications fra
the Main CP (SUOI DA) to the TAC CP (Position LIZ) were established by using 4channel VHF (AN/ARC-I2) which provided telephone service between the two oand
posts. On 14 March 1967, the TAC CP closed down and the Infantry Battalions
assembled in the area of SUOI DA for airlift to BIEM HOA. Road movement from SUOI
DA was controlled by helicopter which reported progress to the Brigade Rear CP.
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17. Special Eqgui~nt!Techniquesg,
hordlnatlon, pla
The various stages in
a, Airborne Oerat ns
22ofFebruary 1967
execution and problems encoutered during the Parachute Assault
are covered in detail in Tab D,, Inclosures 1 - 4 inthis rep-ort,,
Coan D/16h Armor edoted
bs Starlight Scopes and infra-Red Equim ent
that Starlight Scopes eod Infra-Red eldireas
nd
to rovide valuable aid in
JUNCTION CITY I.
perimeter defense during the hours of darkness on ycratis

d.

Use of Tanks:

The use of tanks to break trails thri h heavy vegetated

d.

Use of StaginR Areas : The use of a staging area prior to the actual

terrain allows the introduction of hedvy fire power into areas not normally scessible to this unit and arovides infantry elements with direct firs tport and protection witha which to move into enemy held areas and assures the neutralization of
the hostile force with a minimu amount of friendly casualties.

anoloyment of comat elements proved desireable in that it assisted in neychologio
cally preparing the soldiers for the impending mission.
e, Marking Unit Locations: For marking of unit and troop positions cc
the ground for an aerial observer, each line commany was given a designated color
of moke to employ (e. g. Company A - Violet, Company B - Green, Company C - Yellow,.
This scheme was changed periodically and resulted in a greater ease of identifying
each unit, w:,ere they were, and the prcximity of the unit with others,
f. Effectiveness of Underound CP location, The Cavalry Troop (E9l7tb)
spent many hours in preparing their positions with or rhead cover, and for the irst
time, the Troop CP operated underground. This proved to be very effective during
the mortar attack which the Troop underwent. Because of this, operatione a!d ceomwnications personnel were able to con.inue to operate with little difficulty.
g. Mine Detector Tesas
It was discovered by the 173d Enginefr Cempany
that the fastest and best way to deploy mine detector teams was in grot -of five
men, with 25 meter spacing between bhe teems and with teis lined diagonally across
the road being eeured.
h. Use of APC's in Airborne Drops: Armored Personnel Carriers were fomd
tc be invaluable for moving awnition off the Drop Zone during D - Day and the days
immeitely following the varachute assault. Provisions should be made to include
thee in oz. all future airborne operations for this purpose.
18

Results of Operation JUNCTION CITY I
a. Friendly losses

(1) The following are personnel lssees
Brigade during the operation:
.
.IA
......

W

sustained by the 1734 Airborne

..................

.A
......................

33
.

MIA . .........

..................
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The folloin losses In equipment vere sustained by the PrIgade

Gas Kaskab
Cpasses

.
.

...

Antennasa

*

..

..

.

.

(BC) .

.

ZIA (Pass).

.

.

.. ..

vCc .-.......

.

.

.

....

.

.

.. .

.

.

.

3

.

*

7

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

. .

2

.

1

. .

.

*

.

*

.

....

.. .. ..

.

...

..

.

.

.

.

...

.

..

..

.

....

.

. . .

..

..

...

..

Plotting Boards

..

..

.

..................

..

..

...

.

..

PRC-25 Radio . .. ..
Handset

.

.

Flash Light

KrA
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.

.

. .

... .

.

......
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. .

2

.

266
.32

..

.

.

1

.

.

. . ..

.

a.J

.

(2) ft m
Dolt Action RM .e

ktaisti

Rifl

.

..

.. .

..
..

Light Nwbcineguns...

...
..

..

..
..

Anti Tank Weapons (B&0 EL)

Flare Pistols ..

..

..

. .

.

...

.

..

..
.

..

.

..

.

..
.

.

. .

.

a*17

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.1

.

.

.

.

.

2

..

10

7.92monds........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

51.

.

..

..

(1) Amiition
7*6M &.u.....

.. ..

.30 Caliber Rounds.. ..

.. ..
.....

..

.. ..

.. ...

. ..

.
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.

.
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.

....

..
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.....

....

.

7

.

.

. .

.

.

7

.

7

..
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.

.

. .
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.

.

.

.

.

....

.......

ho.......

.

..

.

.

. .
.

.

.

73

.

.

.......
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I.....
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....
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. .

.

.

1

. .

..

.......
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.

1
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.
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1

Vibrator Poer Unit .*...............

Niscellaneous Ei

int

2

. .....

.....

. ...

. ....

..

Antenns.

15

........................

Padioe ..........

... 1,000 lbs

..............

(8) Food:
Rice ............................

. to

Peanuts ............................
Dried Fish ....

(9)

...

...

Salt ....

.1.2

2.2 tom

..................
..

.....................

625 1lb

Miiscellaneous:

Medical Suvolies .....
Clothirg. ......

Dark

Ceer

.25

................
...

..................

Kiscellaneous Eqiiment .....

19.

toas

am (Coplete) .. .

............
. . . .

........

...................
.

ite

600 2_o
200 lbs
..
17,000 ft

Cmande's Analysis and Lessons learned:
a.

Cmander's Anabsis

Thro hodt Operation JUNCTIOW CITY I codr-ted in WAR ZJE OC. the
173d Airborne Prizade's Sk Soldie-s atain distinguished theselves by =ot
standing w-mrformance. The -ntire oneration was a tremendous success as every
assined mission was acc,"lished in a first class maner.
Operation JUJITICK CIT I arked another first for the 173d Airborne
by
Brigade (Separate), as umbers of the Brigade conducted the first combat j.
The .m and subsnquee. heliborne assaults on 22 February
U3 Forces in VIETI.
19-7 demontrated the Prigade's professioalim at its best. uring the next 22
days, the 173d becae the searbead of the larzest allied offensive conmzcted to
date in the BPU"EIC of VIETE(. As listed in nararah 19, considerable damage
was inflicted by the varatroooers in the Viet Coog ooerating in WAR ZM "'s. Of
significant tanortance was the zsber of Viet Co killed and captured amd the
Complete destruction cf the CC67N Public Infomatmnn Office for %yycholmical Pro.paganda and a COCWK signal site.
As a result cf this unit's accmlis.oents, the Brgade iz cotimal
to receive world wide publicity and tbe eyes of the nation are =uon us. Through
the personal efforts of the paratroovers, even bigger ard more significant su cqss
w;l-l be achieved by the 173d Airbone Brzade (Separate) in the ft-tur.
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b. Lessons Learned: The fol-lcing arc the most significant lessons learned
daring Operation JUNCTION CITY Is
Item:

DZ Parachute Problem

Discussion: Rotary wing ai-craft cannot safely perform misz.lons out
of a parachute Drop Zone uaess al1 parachutes have been secured. One accident and
several near misses were experienced as a result of helicopters trying to perform
missions on the DZ littered with parachutes.
Observation: Special attention should be paid during future airborre
operations which reouire helicopter suopot, to insure that LZ on and around the DZ
are properly policed of parachute eouipment which may hinder the aircraft's landing
or take off.
Item:

Dustoff '.-aining

Discussion. The amount of tima that the Dstoff heliconter must remain in the area is dependent upon the skill and sieed of lh. iindi-iduals on the
ground who maneuver the oatient into the aircraft. It we- found that often this
process was unnecessarily lengthy.
Observation: The need for training on the use of the Dustoff penetrator was apnarent during this operation,
Item:

Aerial Observers

Discussion: Continuous air observer coverage of maneuver e.Lemekts recuires the alternating use of two (2)aircraft.
Observation: This requirement needs to be iulfilled by two (2) O-E's.
Due to the time requirec to refuel, change pilots and mechanical difficulties, the
use of two Ol-Ets working in rotation car best provide the coverage renuired and a
amooth transition. Also, the use of two OI-E's will reduce the amount of time that
the aerial observer will be required to fly each day. In this operation, the aerial
averaged ten (10) hours on station each day. This is an excessive time perioe and
has an adverse effect on the effic.. nc;y of the aerial observer.
Item:

Convoy Control

Discussion: When being escorted through tho city of SAIGON by MP's
assigned to that district, arrangements should be made by the Brigade to have either
the SAIGON MP's or the Brigade's MP's and E/17th Cavalry to set up much needed TCP's
with!n the city itself to avoid any confusion in regard t- certairn turns etc. and to
avoid congested areas of civilian traffic.
Observation: It s recomended that a lead element of the Brigade
situate themselves in the city of SAIGON two days prior to the Brigade convoy moving
through the town. Whenever possible, aerial observation of the convoy movement by
an MP representative should be emploed to a'sist the MP's manning the TCP's along
the convoy route, Aerial observers could be effective to C..ck any possible points
of conjestion along the way.
Item:

New Model Enemy Mine

E
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Discussion* A new type handmade claymore mine was found by the 2/503d
Infantry yic XT 361941o The mine is rectangular in nhape, made of sheet metal, dark
green in color, contains avprox nately two pounds of TNT and 200 pellets, The mine
is seian and one half inches long9 four and three nuartere inches high and two and
one eighth inches thick. The front of the mine is concave with three flat surfaces.
The fuse well is in the ,ottom of the mine and a crude sighting device is on top.
The pellets are in a single layer under the front metal covering.
The pellets are
cut from a steel rod, one quarter inch in diameter and three eighths of an inch long.

li,66B".

ticular

Cbseratio:
On the bact of this new type claymore is marked: "9Ml2, T
It is believed that the VC nomenclature for this weapon is DH-2. This parine was probably made in November 1966,

Item.

VC Mining

Discussion:* Just because APC's or tanks have used a road once does not
mean it is cleared, The VC bury mines upside down in troughs, necessitating as many
as tein passes to detonate one of these trough deplayed mineso
Discussion: Not enough time is allowed mine detector teams to clear
roads of mines,
Commanders and staff should allocate a greater period of time to
allow a thorough clearing of a certain length of road. Under conditions where there
are no mines or metal objects in the road it takes one mine detector team one hour
to clear a strip of road 205 meters wide and 200 meters long.
Observation: When reconning by fire in conjunction with mine clearing
operations, firing should be controlled so that the brass, bullets, or canister
oellets do not land on the road to be cleared,
If metal is on the road, mine detectors are greatly impeded as they have to check out all responses.
Recomend that
firing be limited to the shoulders and off to the sides of the road, It is emphawhen travelling on roads that have not
execised
caution
that eeme cleared
sizedthoroughly
andmust
this be
practice
should be avoided if possible.
been
Item:

Recovery of Mined Vehicles

Discussioz:. In many instances, the VC place mines off the road in a
turn around area to impede the recovery of mined vehicles.

Observation: When recovering mined vehiclos on rcads, it is essential
that mine detectors have been employed off the road a sufficient distance so that
the turn around area can be safely used during recovery.

Item: Test Firing of Weapons
Discussion: The p.actice of test firing all weapons prior to darkness
was implemented by )D/16thArmor and found to be a practical method of insuring that
all function properly on perimeter defense.
Cbservation- Due to the large amount of road work done by the Armor
Company, the weapons were often clogged with dust, and by actually firing, the individuals were assured of their proper functioning in the event of a probe.
Item:

Staggered Perimeter Defense
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Discussion:

The staggered nerieter was found to be advantageous in an

open area,
Observation: The staggered formation allows the vehicles to mutually
susport each other and in the event that a vehicle is over-run, the vehicles to the
rear can cover it with fire without endangering vehicles to the left and right.
Item:

CAR-15 (Commando Automatic Rifle)

Discussion: The new CAR- .5 Weapon worked well for movement as employed
by the Brigade's Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols, however, certain difficulties
were encountered
It was found that the front hand guard heated too rapidly and that
the weapon jammed more often than the M-16 Rifle.
%servation: It is desired that further modifications be made on the
CAR-15 to prevent its heating at the front hand guard, and that a study be made concerning the characteristic jaming of the weapon.
Item:,

Units Requesting Resupply

Discussion: As on past operations, LOC helicopters were dispatched to
the forward area with an incorrect location or to an element that was not ready to
receive supolieso Such occurences are extremely costly in terms cf helicopter
sortier lost and ispede the satisfaction of unit logistical requirements.
Observation: Units must continue to refine their procedures for insuring the correctness of receiving unit locations, call signs, freauencies and that the
receiving unit is, in fact, ready to accent resunplyo Close and continuous coordination is essential,
All units, including senarate cosanies, must urovide a resresentative in BSOC for liaison.
Item:

Delivery of "A" Rations

Discussion: On a day when the Brigade aneuver forces are involved in
large scale airmobilt Rasaults, it is varticularly difficult to comolete the resunply
in the late afternoon,. Usually the helicopters available to work LOC are less than
reouirements, and the units do not zet to their over
normal because of troov lift
Additionally, the renuireents for muninight vositions until late n the afternoon.
tions and water are greater than on the average day.
Observation: When the majority of the Brigade's maneuver forces are involved in air assau]t or other major movements on a particular day, there should be
no attempt to feed "A" rations for the supper meal
This would allow the LOC effort
to be devoted entirely to the movement of weanons, anumition, and water during the
time available, operating under priorities established by the units.
Item:

Difficulties in Unloading Aircraft

Discussion.
Difficulty was experienced in unloading aircraft and in handling supplies in the BSOC Area,
Observation: An Air Force Aerial Port Teaw should be reauested to load
and unload aircraft in the forward area,
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It m:

Evacuation of Routine Casualties

Discussion: During the initial Phase of the oeration, difficulty was
experienced in evacuating routine casualties to BIEN HOA. Although this problem was
later resolved by using daily resupply choppers returning to Base Camp, in the early
days of the operation, there was some concern over patient evacuation.
Observation: From D - Day, a ship should be made available to evacuatb
routine casualties on a one flight per day basis., This could be coordinated with the
Brigade Aviation Officer prior to each operation.
Item:

Dust Control for Medical Purposes

Discussion: An ecological Problem of dust control was constant during
this oneration making sanitary maintenance virtually imossible during surgical Procedures,
Observation: A Portable Du3t-Off pad of some sort is necessary to Provide some semblance of sterility in the treatment section, e. g. rubber mat, nvirePrime surface,
Item:

Vehicle Maintenance

Discussion: A total of eighteen vehicles had to be towed during the convoy from BIEN HOA to SUOI DA, most for 2d Echelon work, Most organization echanics
do not take PLL repair parts to the field with them.
Observation: Vehicles should be inspected Prior to deployment to minimize
convoy losses due to minor maintenance Droblems. Units should be sure to take basic
PLI reoair Parts with them to the field,
The following items are concerned with the problems encountred imediately following the narachute assault of 22 February and tne subseouent heavy drops.
These lessons learned were suplied by the L73d Support Battalion.
Item:

Returning of Air Delivery Eouipment

Discussion: Units must, as a standard Procedure, return all air delivery eouipment to the Brigade Supply Office on the first available aircraft so that
such equipment is available for the shipment of additional supplies.
Observation: If pruie. return of air delivery enui~wnt is accmolished,
the Brigade can function on a lesser nuantity of air items (&i proximately 20 tons of
A-22 bags and associated eouipment were used on Overation JUNCTION CITY I), and the
loss nd back-haul renci. Iement will t-e reduced.
Item:

Problems Encountered on Heavy Drops

Discussion: On D + 1, many dircraft were loaded with more than 12 containers. In these aircraft, the last bunkles would plunge through the denloyed cano~ies of the preceding loads causing extensive canopy and suplv damage, The same
Problem occurred when aircraft extracted their loads while climbing at an angle greater
than 8 degrees.
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Observation: Further training by th Ai Force in CDS procedures would
Conrentrated CDS patterns were not achieved
imnrove future overations of this nature,
until the last two drop days when the angle nanel systeu was successfully emoloyed.
Item:

Aircraft Altitude for CDS Drops

)iscussion: At 0945 hours on D - Day, two CDS-G13 loads were 75% loss
when the C-130 aircralt executed extraction at 150 to 200 feet instead of the prescribed 400 feet.
Observation: It is mandatory that Air Force personnel be oriented to
the precise altitude of both CDS drops and Heavy Drops to insure the safe deployment of canopies, thereby insuring that the equipment will not be damaged due to
too rapid a descent.

Item,

A-4 SIage

Discussion: A-22 slings constructed of type 15 cotton webbing broke
on several occasions, causing malfunctions and the loss of supplies during LOG Canmand drops.
Observation* A-22 containers should b carefully inspected by the rigging
unit to insure that webbing and hardware are in good condition.
Item:

Damaged Air Equipment

Discussion: There was extensive pilferage of varachutes and kit bags
directly fo.lowing the oarachute assault, Helicopters landed and stole varachutes
from the DZ. Equirment was damaged unnecessarily on many occasions. Parachute suspension lines were cut. Canopy sections were removed.
Slings on A-22's and risers
on G-13 oarachutes were cut to free loads. In addition, there were insufficient personnel in the objective area to recover the suvolies and air delivery enuirmnt.
Observation: Personnel should be oriented in recovery techniques and
imoressed with the need for preserving air delivery eauirment.
Additional recovery
personnel from the Support Battalin should be programmed into the objective area in
an early follow up to the assault to accelerate recovery of suplies and air delivery
enuimnt o
FOR THE CCKMANDR:

E. B. ROBERSON
CPT, AGO
Asst AG
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TO:

Assistant Chief of Staff
For Force Development
DepartLent of the Army
Washirrton, D. Co 20310

The following report is
335-8.
(RCS EExpt)

submitted in accordance with MACV Directive Namber

1. General: During the initial planning of Operation JUNCTION CITY, the 173d
Airborne Brigade was not scheduled to participate in Phase II (JUNCTION CITY II",
however, immediately after the Brigade returned to BIEN HOA terminating their participation in Operation JUNCTION ClrT I, the lst Infantry Division made a request
to II FFORCEV for an additional Brigade in the- operational area. II FFORCEV *ade
the decision to redeploy the Brigade to the AO, now 4 n the 3astern Dortion of WAR
ZONE "C", again under the Operational Control of the 1st Infantry Division. The
173d Airborne Brigade (Seoarate) was ass'igned the mission of securing the staging
area at MINH THANH by 20 March 1967 and %o remain there for airmobile oterations on
23 March 1967.

2.

Eame of Operation:

3o

References:

4.

Type of Operation-

Search and Destroy

5.

Date of Operation:

20 March through 13 Avril 1967

6

Location:

7.

Comnd Headquarters:

8.

Reportin

9.

Task Force Organization:

JUNCTION CITY II

Maps Vietnam, 1:50,000 - Sheets 6231 I & IV, 6232 II & III
6331 IV, 6332 III

WAR ZONE "C", vicinity of MINH THANH

Officer:

173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)

Brigadier General John R. Deane Jr.

Operation JUICTION CITY II
1/503d Inf

-

LTC SACES

2/503d Inf - LTC SIGHOLTZ

ISqd ftgr
3 St DogToo

1lSqd Eng
3 Set Dog
4/503d Inf - LTC JAC=

1 Sqd Engr
3 Sct Dog TA
DNGRAIED AT 3

YEAR

INTERVAS

ECI-ASSIFIED AFTER 12"nARS
DOD DIECT!VE 5200.10
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Bde Control
D/16 h Armor
1/17th Car
Enr Co (-)

HHC (-)
BSC

10.

Supportinm Forces:
a.

United States Air Force:
(1)

(2)

Size of Force:
(a)

3d Tactical Fighter Wing

(b)

12.h Tactical Fighter Wing

(c)

31st Tactical Fighter Wing

(d)

35th Tactical Fighter Wing

How and When Paployrd:
(a)

TAC Sorties:
3d TW ...............
12th TFW. ........
31st TFW. . ...
............
35th TFW ...
............
TOTAL

(b)

FAC Sorties ..

(c)VA? Sorties .

..

.

. . . 303

...........

.

.

(3)

ViSUal R€CcnUaisaW8

.

.........

(g)

. . . . . . .

Results and Effectiveness:

.4oved to the MINH THAM6

.384.5

. . . . . . . 17

(fV Escort Vissions
Aerial Resupply

.

56

. . 0

. . . . . . . . ..

(d) T-n of Ordnane .........

(e)

108
27
65
M

7

.

295

The 173d Airborne BrigrAs (Separate)

Area by land convoy and C-130 aircraft begi-'

at 0500

hours on 20 March 1967. Infantry Battalions were airlifted into the forward operating area in 21 March 1967
Sustained rempply oertin
were nswoorted by C-123 and
C-130 airlift. TAC Air preartion was highly effective when troops were condcting airmcbile aetaults into codtested LZks.
(4) Timeliness: All sorties vrmided arrived within a aseable tm
froe and were effectively emloyed.
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b.

Am

Aviation

(1) Size of Force: During Operation JUNCTION CITY II, the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) was supported by the following units:
(a)

11th Aviation Fattalion

(b)

145th Aviation Battalion

(c)

254th Medical Detachment

(d)

173d Aviation Platoon (Caswer Platoon)

(2) How and When Employed: The above aviation units flew a total of
7o1.5 sorties to include Combat Assault, Armed Helicoter, Resupply, Command and
Liaison, Aerial Reconnaissance and Aerial Observer,

(3) Highlights of AY'ation Ativities: An uffective mebod of airmobile extraction was utilized on r'- 'inal day of the operation when two infantry
comeanies perforing road securiti
a picked tip by UHR-1 helicopters and transported to a vehicle rendezvous point. The airlifts provided the ground units with
a high degree of flexibility and utilizing the road way as a PZ provided an efficient extraction. Dust was a problem but extraction was successful. Gunaipe
supported the extraction.
(4) A total of 2,737.9 hours were flown in support of Operation
JUXTION CITY II for a daily average of 119 hours.
(5) A total of 8,6"- passengert were transported in support of the
Briade operation for a daily average of 360.0 passengers.
(6)
13.

A total of 2,834.? tors of carea were flen for a daily average of

tons.

(7) Results and Effectiveness: The aviation sunvort which the Brigade received was adeauate to meet the essential recuiraments. A shortage cxisted
to sumort the Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol and as u result, they lost a considerable amount of their effectiveness. The arrival of four (4) additioral UH-ID
heliconters from the 173d Aviation Platoon greatly eased the croblem in furnishing
Command and Liaison aircraft.
c.

Artillery

(1) Site of Force:
Btry .,3d Ba, 319th Arty (6 105= How)
Btry B, 3d tn, 319th Arty (6 lO= How)
Btry C, 3d Ba, 319th Arty (6 105= Pow)

(2)

How and When Employed:

(a) On Monday, 20 March 1967, : t 0655 hours, the 3d Battalion,
319th Artillery -) departed BIEN HOA Base Camp by road. The Artillery Battalion
closed at MIW TRAJH Airfield (FSB -D* - XT 646671) at 1500 hours. Advance elements

3
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which consisted of 18 M-102 Howitzers with crew dearted BIEN HOA Airbase by C-130
aircraft at 0921 hours closing at MINH THANH at 0930 hours. They were laid and
repuaed to fire at 0955 hours. Coordination was made with Destroyer TOC to support
the 2/18th Infantry, A total of three missions were fired and a total of 67 roundd
were expended. On Wednesday, 22 March 1967, the 3/319th tfrtillery moved from MINH
THANH Airfield by CH-47 aircraft. The Battalion departed at 1110 hours utilizing
41 personnel and ecuirment sorties, The 3 1319th Artillery closed at Fire Support
Base PARRY (XT 495754) at 1800 hours. Thirty-one Class V sorties were cueleted

at this time. On 28 March 1967, direct -.
ire was eunloyed.

It vroved to be effec-

tive by the decrease in sniper fire which had been received by the infantry elments
7protecting the fire suoport base.
On 8 Auril 1967, Battery A moved by CH-47 from
Position PARRY to Position RCvK (XT 6068), deDarting at 1124 hours and closing at

1145 hours, laid and ready to fire at 1200 hours.

On 9 Avil, at 0720 hours, C/

3/319t4 Artillery moved from Position PARRY to Vition
ROCK utilizing eleven sorties to ccmolete the move.
Battery C was laid and ready to fire at 035 hours.
Later that day, Bravo Battery also detloyed by CH-47 to Position ROCK closing at
1530 hours.

(b) Prenaration of Landing Zones:
23 Mar 67- 0915-0945H - XT 486 5 - 1100-11308
24 Mar 67 - Ol5-0945t - XT 457677 - 1100-1130.
9 Apr 67 - 0900-0930H - 1045 - . 15H - YT 509566is',

5125-

6640, 50806630, 51406620, 51206660
(3) Results and Effectiveness: Three preuarations were fired on
landing zones and two mere fired on extraction zones. The prezarations fired on LZ's

were firtd in accordance with a time schedule in con.unction with air strikes.

They

were very effective and reduced the aoant of ground fire that wa received by the
assaulting elements.
The extraction Drenarations were in the form of clearing fires
and were delivered around extraction
aZ'So
They were also very effective and Dermitted the forces to extract witb little or no grmnd fire from the enemy. Advancing
fires rare employ-d on nmerous occasions and enabled the infantry te aove with
greater smeed ard less contact, When contact was made, artillery fire was placed
on both the enemy ard in blocking wositins. Defensive concentrations were fired
daily as desired by the infantry ecsmanders.
Counter-mortar fires were ealoyed on
two occasions and were successful in silencing the enemy mortars. Naumerous missios
were fired on intelligence targets with unkrwn results. The H & I inca4
continued
to be stressed with an average of 500 rounds being fired ver night with unknown results. TOT's were fired on all previous base cmps with unk=m results.

(4)

Timeliness:

On contact missions when TAG air was emloved, the

transition between artillery fire check firing and TAC Air ordnance being delivered
was not smooth.
Check fire was given too early resulting in a part
of time whan
no ordnance was hittinc the eney, The time between receipt of fire mitasion and
first round shot was governed by the time recuired for air and ground clearance.
The technical coiutations and tactical considerstions recuired by all FDC's ware
accommlished with both sneed and accuracy.
(5)

Mssions and Rounds Fired:

10

Howitzer

Missions - 1,729
Rounds Ekoended - 18,575
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Size of Fxcc:

(1)

3 Demolition Squad1s
2 Mechanics
2 Watear Point Team
(2) How and Whom ft1oyed: on c, March 1967, the Dmolitinan
CammW depamrted BMN BOA for N= THAU
of the 1'73d bier
Water Point rera1
in WAR Z= *C' * The foll wing ac'ivitiss were conducted by the Eniser elegents
betwe 20 M(arch and. 13 Apri.1 1967:
We-

Cleare

(a)

1.

311 March 1967, cleared an LZ amsoyiqg 380 wods of C-4.

2.

On 3 Apwfl cleared an L2 emoa4rin

100 ?ca-ixls of C-4.

C-4..

2. On 7 - 9 karil, eleared ar. U. smoayinit J20 roans of
Size of 15 wa SO, asters x 150 maters.

C-4.

Size of 1.5 wa

iA.

V. 436683.

90

On 10 Anril 1967, cleared an 1.5 emoayin
aters x 200 meters.

550 soundS of

(b) A ewzw sive base c ap was iestrye on 30 Mareb 1967i at
Party bankers were destroyed using 133 -xwds of C-I..
(c)

Throngoctrt the veriod, the follcouiz %rere ftstroyuoi.
TIM

NUIE

1I
4.2z Ind12
60ma Prid1

1
2
1
17
2
7
20

B-72
Grenade, ftag
GrndVP
WmaPha
Claymoe Mine
m1aymcwre YW
Mo hbd
Grenade, ?rag
50 bbom
IOD1b Boo
ATine.

55

2
2
6

U
u
u
u
I
u
Large VC
VC
su
VC
VC
u
u
VC

(3) hmast and Uff1activenese: Inimer elinents w eustim ag-azr1,yd in non- miner ty-ve wission wh~en thew could have ~nused to better aduantWg elsesbere.
(4) Timelines:

N/A

6
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173d MilitAry Police
(1)

.

-

Size of Force:

the force constitutinR the 171d Military Police

during Oneration JUNCTION CITY II was as follows:
Personnel:
Four (4) 8-man snuads
Two (2) officers
Five (5) National Policemen
One (1) interpreter
Enui~mnt:
One (1) 3/4-ton truck

Eight (8) 1/4-ton trucks
Seven (7) M-60 machinegune
One (1) .50 caliber machinegun
(2)

How and When Employed:

(a)
To provide necessary traffic control points for movement of
the Brigade to and from the Tactical Area of Operations.
(b) To help provide security for the Brigade CP by attaching twc
nine-man squads to E/17th Cavalry (19 March - 12 April 1967).
(c) To urovide road security from the Brigade CP to the weter Ooft
with a roving gun jeen (19 March - 13 April).
(d) To vrovide a gun jeeo oatrol for the airstrio at MINH THANH
to keeo indigenous nersonnel out of the Brigade Area and to keep vehicles from crossing the runway (19 March - 13 April).
(e) To maintain a PCW Collecting Point at the Brigade Forward
Base Camn to include guarding, feeding and evacuation of cantives (19 March - 13

Aril 1967).
(f)
To urovide security for the TOC durinp 4he hours of darkness
(1800 - 0600 hours, 19 March - 13 Aril 1967).

(g) To Datrol the HOff Limits" area of MINH THANH and the beer
stands outside of the town itself that were on limits to the troore (19 March - 13
A ril 1967).
(h) To oroviii security for the S5 MEDCAP Teams onerating in a
MONTAGNARD Village north of the Base Camn Area.
(i) To secure a bridge with one (1) MP squad northeast of MINH
THANH on the day before tactical movement back to BIEN HOA (12 - 13 April 1967).
(j) To provide a 24 hour security guard on the Comanding General (19 March - 13 April 1967).

7
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(1) To work in conjunction with the Special Fores in the area and
the VllAge Chiefs and the S5 in order to curtail villagers from selling mrihuara to

173d pGrsomwel (19 ?ich - 13 April 1967).

(2) To again work in conJunctien with Special Forces, Villiage
Chiefs and ths 35 to chac~ W hf v' 1,,", 'f 4lIKH THANH for a radio transmitter that
was . mdii.? messages a~ was
to~'the village,

(3) Results and Effectiveness: The
ment of the Brigade to and from the tactical area
culty. TCP's manned by NP and National Policemen
direct Brigade vehicles to the designated routes.

traffic control of the riad movewas acccplished without any dttfi
were able to control traffic and
The Ccmanding General guard, nor-

mally accowliahed by non-military police -ersonnel, was anmented by MP's in order
to orovide better soiurlty, Control of indigenous personnel in the CP &-eawas a
constant problem, Thrgh close coordination 'with National Police, Special Forces
versonnel and the Village Chief of hDLR THANH, this problem was lessened but never
solved, Constant vigilance for the prennce of marihuana in the area by MP's resulted in the confiscation of seven parcels of marihuana in the isiat
area. No
actual enea contact was made during the time MP's were used as road security, patrols or perimeter defense,

(4) Timeliness: All missions of the 173d Military Police Platoon
were accomplished on time during the operation.
h.

LRRP (low game Reconnaissance Patrol)
(1)

Size of Force:

Two (2) Ol~cere
Forty (40) Enlisted Men
(2) How and When Eployed: The LMP moved to the forward operational
area at MINH THANH on the morning of 20 March 1967 and introdneed three six-man
reconnaissance teams with the mission of landing zone surveillance. On 21 Match
1967, a-twelre man team was introduced north of MINH TKM on a combat patrol. On
7 April, a six man team was introduced for landing rone surveillance. On 10 April

1967, four combat outposts were set around MINH THANH in reaction to an alert of a

proposed VC Regimental attack. Throuhout the operation, the LRRP conducted observation and listening posts for the Protection of the Brigade Cman.d Post at NW TANW.
A total of six long range and twenty-two local missions were conducted.
(3) Results and Effectiveness: The long range missions were successful
in either observing the landing zone or making contact with the enemy, thereby determinn their rresence in the area. The OP's were also successful and provided an
opportunity fo- the training of new personnel.
(4) Timeliness: The operations were conducted at the proper time and
introduced prior to large units entering the area, Due to the lack of helicopter

support, the LRRP was used amimally and on one occasion, was introduced late due

to comitment of gunships.
11.

Intellijence
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a, Enew Situation Before Ooeration.
Prior to the r-encement of the
oeratlon, element, of the 272d PF Rgiment, the 1C.1.t NVA Reimint, the 82d Rear
Services Group, the 9th VC Diviclon Headoarters, the lst Pattalion, 70th Guard
Regiment (COSVN) and two unidentified battalions of the 69th Artillery Regiment
were thought to be located within the Brigade's area of oneration, The eneW h.d
the capability to.
(1)

Attack with elements of the 272d MF Regiment, 101st NVA Regiment,

70th Security Guard Regiment and the 69th Artillery Regimant.
(2)

Defend vith the forces mentioned above.

(3) Rsinforc5 his attacks and defenses with elements of the 7th "I
Division, the 141st '.F Batt.,4!on and the Phu Loi Battalion.

(4)

Withdr.w fro: contact or avoid contact at the time and place of

his cho3irg.
b. E,
Situation During 2perations: From 22 Yarch to 12 April 1967,
the Brigade aintained daily contact with the enmWo These con;tacts were usually
engagements with sall
grouts of VC uv to platoon site elements,
Apprarimately
40 nor cent of these contacts were fr-endly initiated. Though no large engagements
took olace, mmerous base camps were found and the documents captured in these base
areas identified the following units in t.i AO: elements of the 9th VC Division,
elements of the 272d Main Force Regiment, C15 C23, C 4 0 and C46 Mechanized Capenies
subordinate, to the C921 . ilitary Staff Comi-.%o COSYX, elements of the 69th Artiller: Regiment, Z-26 (Worksite Section of Groun 82 COSVN Pear Service Department),
Hoesital 5A, (subordinate to Group 82, Headqu,-ters and Staff Section of the Military Staff Ccitee,
COSVN), elements of tnt (X, P roduction, Pruc-.rement and Transportation units -. bordinate to Grout 82, element of -46 and D47 subordinate'to B2,
C921 (-ntelligmnce or Reconnaissance section of th6 Witary Staff Cmittee, COCVM.
The dates on the documents were from less than oneqee
to 2 years old. The eremy
in most instances nave a sririted accounzing of himaeTL, and apneared to be in good
shape nlysicalll- and had hie. morale,
He makes exce :.enc use of camouflage and
sni.,ng techniaues, and when dua in in has baae areas, w-is difficult to dislodge.
co

Area of Ooerationa:

(1) Weather and Climate
The weather during Operation JUNCTION CITY
II was clear and dry. We had light rain showers on two tft -rnocns. Light fog
and low ceilings were commonplace in the morning hours uati 0930 hours. The average high temerature was about 900 and the average low Le-rature was about 670.
The weather was ideally suited for ground oerations throughout the entire oneration.
(2) Terrain: The Brigade AO was bounded by XT 75 east and west grid
zne on the north, the XT 40 north-south grid line on the west and the SAIGON RIVER
on the south and east, SUOI BA CHIEN and its tributaries is th- major water course
in the maneuver area, Generally, the vegatation is dense forest with a canopy of
100 feet with large areas of light forest, brush wood and bamboo thickets. HIGHWAY
244 bisects the maneuver area into western and evstern nortionso The light areas
of vegatation and oren areas are more oraminent west of HIGHWAY 24 , while tha denser
jungle dominates the east side of the hiehway to the SAIGON RIVER.
B-52 strikes in
the area have caused extensive blcmdown in the AO, and as such, have significantly
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altered the terrain and vegatation in target areas. The enemy skil'VUlly use.d the
dense Jungle areas and was afforded a measure of protection fraa VF and observation
by the high canopy of the denser jungle areas.
d. Final Analysis: There were contacts with the enemy in sauad and platoon sized forces. Daily contact was mace throughout the AO, though most of the
contacts were harassing tyve engagements on the part of the enemy. Of those few
occasions on which the enemy initiated the contact with platoor sized elements, he
did so while in fortified wositicns and gave a good accounting of himself before
being defeated, The enemy morale apnears to be high and he seems to have adenuate
supplies and logistical support.
The nmerous base cams, wells, and extensive
trail
systems indizate that this parti2ular area is an old base area for elements
of the COSVN and the 9th Division as listed in Dararraph 1-b abovv.
e. Sources of Intelligence: During Ooeration JUNurIGN CITY.II, the 172d
Military Intelligence Detachment provided tha 173d Airborne Brigade sreciallied intelligence suvport in the fields of Imagery Interoretation and Interrogation. The
activities of each setion art listed below:
(1)

Tkazery Interoretation Section:

(a) Imagery Interretaticn suoport for Operation JUICTIO CITY
II vonsisted of the preparat ion of immediats reDorts, detailed LZ analysis, constructiOn of mosaics, aeriael reconnaissance and weather cumport.
(b) Aerial reconnaissance was flown during the operation fro
the MINH THPNH Air Strip and TIP helluado
(c) Tmagery Interpretation surport for JUNCTION C=

II consisted

of the folloving:
Aerial Reconnaissance

Missior

Army WI-lB . .. .. ..
Army OH-13 ...
..............
Air Force FAC .......
Total Hours

.

..

0.

....

..

.
..
. . ..

.

.

3

.....

......

3
5

22.5

Photo Interaretation Re6orts:

Immediate
LZ Analysis

.

oo . .
.... .

. .
..

. . . ...
......

.

3
5

In addition, the aerial observer was utilized by S2 for radio operator and Dosting
OB renorts and overlays.

(2) Interrogation Section:
A statistical suary
cessed daring the operation follows:

of Dersonnel, docuents and material pro-
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Detainees:
Returneee
Civil Defeudentb
Civilians .
Docmnts

.

.

.

.*

. .

...............

...
.
....

..

Rifles and Carbine .....
...
Pistols-(Flare Type) . .. ..
...
AT GenadaLauchers .. .......
Light Machi-asguns

. .

o.

.

. .

..

........

16

. ...
....
. .........

1
2

o. ..

....

. ..

.3,705

..

......

ecoilles Rfle (57=). ...
sub.JKachilegune

0
0
4

.
.

..

.

. .. ...

..

..

.

.

.. 1
..

o3

hmnmition:
4.3aortedrU/a Rounds
AT Grenades .
.z o..

.
..

.

.

4,252

. ..

.
o. .

.. o

.

4

...

Hand Grenades..

.............................. 89
7= Howitzer ROUm43a .........
*
o....
3
Mime and Demolitions:
Anti-Nerso
Cla mors Tyne

I . .. ..........
.*..

..

..

....... . . .. o, 8
.

.

.

.

.

.

..

12

Shaaie Charges. .. .. . ....
... . ... ..... 3
Eymlosives (TT).. ... . ... ... ......
37 Tbs
eeating Came. .. .. . ... ....
. ...... 187
Electric Cord........................... 1,10ft
Cltig*.

Web a

.. .

. .. ........

..

323 lbs

o.. ...

. ......

.

.

.137 lbs

Misc Shop Tools & Equipment.....
.
.... . . . .1,000 lb

(3)

Significant Findings as a Result of Dounnt Exploitation*

(a) During the operation, dmmcwsnts were uncovered coneermi-~
the existence and organizational structure of the Mechanized Section,.Military
Staff Ccoittee, COSYN, These documents also revealed geograbhic areas of rssmnon.
sibility and oerational. missions of all elements of this section.
(b) Discovery of doc-ints fulfilling Intelligence renuiresents
for SICR U-UP1t-UO79,
subject; VVfUVA Medical Statisticso

12. Mission:

(M~ration JUNCTIONI

CMr II
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The missior. of the 173d Airborne Brigade (3eparate) during 'eeration JUICTICE
CITY II was as fo]llow:
To secure the staging area at MI H THANH not later than 20 March 1967.

a.

The Brigade was then to remain at this staging area for orevaration for airmobile
assaults cmencimg on 23 March 1967.
b. On 23 March 1967, the Brigade was to conzict airsobil

assaults into

eastern WAR ZONE "C.
c. The Brigade's r:ssicn was then to conduct search and dest-oy overaticna
7%'C/NVA forces and installation in assime AO's with
to find, fix and destroy CS
priority to Objectives ELM, OAK, anmi BIRCH.
d. The 173d Airborne Prigade (Searate) was under the Operational Control
of the 1st Infantry Division throughout the oeration.
13. Concet of Operationf The 173d Airborne
tion JUNCTION CITY in five (5) phases as follows:
a.

PHASE I:

"*e

(Separate)

conducted Opera-

Operation JUNCTION CITY II D - Day to D + 2 (20 - 22 March 1?67)

The 1rd Airborne Brigade (Separate) deployed froin BIEN OA Baso Cap
to a staging area in the vicinity of M
THANH on 20 March 1967 in treparatiom
for search and destroy operations cinencing on 23 March. The Brigade's uovement
was accomplished by intra-theater airlift
and road convoy. (OPORD 7-67)

b, PHASE II:
9 April 1967)

Heliborns Assault and S & D - D + 3 to ) + 20 (2.web-

The 173d Airborne Brigade conducted aimobile assaults into assigned
AO's and assmed responsibility for the security of Fire gapport Base PAW with
the 11503d Infantry and conducted S & D operations in zone. (FFW ORDER 1)
c.

PHASE III:

FAG ODERS 2 & 3.

qift

to Pan ROCK - D - 20 - D + 23 (9 Awil-

12 April 1967)

Th-, 173d Airborne Brigade rhased out of FSB PAlM and established a
Fire Supwot Base at the edge of the MIN THANK Rabber Plantation at PSB ROCK.
d.

PHASE IT:

Prep for iedeuloent D + 23 (1

April 1967)

The Brigade extracted the 1st and 2d Battalions, 5UTd Infantry frm
their AO to MINH TRANH in preparation for noiement to BIER HOA.
(FMAG ORR
D
)
PHASE V:

e.

%denlment - D + 24 (13 Aril

1967)

The 173d Airborne Brigade redeployed to BIEN HOA by airlift
and road
convoy, thereby terminating their perticipation in operation JUNCTION CITY.
(FRAG

ORDER 5 & 6),
U.

ecution
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a.

D -Day

JtUCTIO

CT

I & II

(20March 1967)

Chaies in Task Organiatio :

173d Abn Bde ;Sep) became
Ist Inf Div a. 1500 hours

POWN to the

Operatioa*S=: The 173d Airborne rigade (Separate) began deplayment fro BIEHOA Bso Crap to WIN ?HANR for participation in Operation JURCTIM
CIYT II and was placed under the Operational Control of the let Infantry Divisien
A Brigade (- coevoy consisting of the 3/319tb Artillery, 9/i7th Caat 1500 howr.
valry, D/16th Armor, the Brigde RC, the 173d Engineer Copany (-), and the BSOC
departed base cam at 0550 hcars and closed at MINH TRANH at 1500 howrs. At C"55
hors, the 3d Platoon of D/16th Armor movin with the trail party encountered 1savy
traffic vicinity rT 006050. VW tthe convoy ctinued to move, a civilian vehicle
cut in front of the lead element of the 3d Platoon, causing a three-track crash.
The collision resulted in ore man being injured and two trac.. dumeed, one of vich
recuired %orecker. Uoon the closing of all convoy elements, the Brigade CP was
etelshed at XT 643671. The Infantry elements of the Brigade remained at BI BOA
final arenarations far deploymnt to the oeerationeal area.
Maki
b.

D+1

(21March 1967)

Chances in Task Force 0rasziatinc.

Now

The 173d Airborne Brigade (Senre) comleted
Orational. !=
TSAXH for part i.aton in Operation J13TII CITY
HOA to
deplayemt from
II, under the O!CCW of the 1st Inftenry Division. The 1/503d Infantry, 2/503d Infanto an air strip
webase
' and kI503d Infantry moved by C-130 aircraft from BIEN HOA
at MIN THANI!, completing the move by 1620 houre. Twenty-two (22) C-130 sorties we
employed for the move. The infantry battalions established difensive oitiona and
not with negative contact on this day. D/ldth Armor and E/l7tb Cavalry conducted
maintenance of their organic vehicles and set up perimeter defenses for the Brigade
CP !r tne MINH THAMH Rubber Plantation.
c. D + 2

(22

6bruary 1967)

Changes in Task Fo e Organiation:

2/1th ACR OPWC 173d Abu We (SP)

(Senerate) OPCE to the
mry: The 173d Airborne rad
Operational
Ist nfantry Division established a Fire Seport Base at Position PAP! (IT 4975),
assault or 23 March 1967. The 3/319th Artilin preparation for a Brigade sire a
elilift from Y101H THRAN to Positior PARW begimin at IUt
iery moved by (-47
hors and closed a" 1730 hours. Forty-me versonml -d cuipmnt sorties -er emvloyed for the lift,
1 to OPM 5-67 and a comanThe 1/503d Infantry published FAG L
de:'s staff eting was called to dism:-s the ilrementation of the crder at 1800
hours. Scheduled deoarturo time from KIH THrAi was 231312W March with the .der of
introduction into LZ ALPHA being CI1/503d, /1/503d and Rcon Platoon.
The 2/503d Wnfantry remained at MINH TAl conducting local patrollin
and mbmshos in dditim to eariag to move to 0bJective PAM an the foflloing
day. The V/0%Cd Infantry also ecatimed final peparation for the assault into
LZ AHA.
P/16th Armor and /17th Cavalry contizmed to maint.:'n defoese
conducted maintenance of vehicles.
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d. D +3

(23 Warch

-

Oeration JUC-1 C"

rt

i1

1957)

Changes in Task Caxanizatian:

B/4/593d Infrntry OPCMI 2/11th ACE

The 1734 Airborne Brigade (Separate) under the
0perational 2Mrjy
MOD of ths 1st Infantry Division. conducted a Battalicn size helicopter ame and
a two Battalion helicopter aswaalt northwest and west of KIM~ THAMI respectively.
The 1/503d Infantry conducted a heliborne assault an 12 AMYRA (XT 40AW8) at 1327
hours with the last lift - osirM at 14l5 hburs The Battalionmmdiately established defensive positices for the ni~ght and mae& pr~partims f cr a two prvWed rweep
to the northwest on the follorizi day.

The 1,1503 Infantry W- also cnduc-t d a hellborna assaul~t into 1.1
ALPHA eemloYirg 95 DR-iD sorties and closing at 1232 hours. ?he Battalion then con.
dreted search and destroy operations to the znort.. est. At 120 hears, CfL,'-Ct3d Infantry received 5 ram-As of */a fire from an unknown muaber of hostile' at XT 1.$7-588. .ire was returned with 1 VC KU (pass) and one US VIA by friedk" air-. Thoe
wa~s no further contact as this day rerorted bry the &/503d.
The 2/503d Infanftry noved by helicovter to the Fire Supprt Pasw at
IM jctive PA~MU at -C hears, The 2/11th ACR with R/a./503d. InfartrY OnCR =$sis-.
ted In the defenste f. the TSP3, and conducted local uatro2W.rg in and arourd the ue.
At 1730 he, tlemwits of ^%12/1-2±b ACR cont~acted an estimated 15 VC movirm east at
The contact
IT 470761. Atillei7 sa prt was imdiately called in as the eas.
resulted in 2 'VC XhA (EC) anzi negative US5casualties.
At 1300 howrs, a fire broke out at Position P~f which was camsed by
the waste from the mumae of a howitzer igniting a charrs of an adiacent artillery
viece. The fir. was broatht unler control two hoars later. P~esults of the accident
were: frm the 2-flzb ACR (-) 8 VIA (oim officer amd seveL enlisted men), 1 "-577,
l
ass (1) S. P. 155= Ec~rittzer and an unknown aount of sia dsstrnysd. On
105= Bowitier frain C 3/319th Artillery received minor dwaee azy- 2 mew fran C/21503d
Infantry twr wouinded by flyirM shrapml.
9/l7th Cavalry and 1)116th Armor continued to seetre the Brigade CP
at Fire Support Bass ILTA (vie Xflig 7HANH Robber Plartation) and ccndmcted local
patrolling In %am. 9/l7th Cavalr'y W- cntacted patrols north and northwuest of the
CP with oam contact. At 1035 hocars, elmxints of the Cavalry Troop sade contact with
2 VC at IT 625712. They pam.d the ense, hosev r, the reults vere unkcnown. DtI6th
Armor and elownts of Vi17th Cavalry coeducted local patrolling to the south* and
scatheast without contact. Both mite closed into the CP area byr 1645 hours.
e.

D+

(24 Kazcb 1967)

Chantes in Task Force (rtanization:

Name

Operational Suary: The 17-M Airborne Brigade (Severat.) cautinmsd
particiration in Operation Jt1NCTICS CMI 11 undr the operations~. control of the
!st Infantr7 Divitice. Each Infantry Battalion of the 503d Infantry conducted airmobile assauilts into assigned AO'e. ?be 1/503d Infanttry concted search and destroy operation to the northwest into (Ibiectve KI.
At 0930 hours, A/31503d Infantry located and destroyed. a squad size base cmp at IT 417692. On hear later, C/l
5034 Infantry located a battalion size base area at XT P.9%"8 which was also destroyed
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after exploitation. At 1340 hours, Charlie Company fired on 1 VC who fled to the
north. At 1405 hours, C/l/503d Infantry received an incmnir cla;more blast but
suffer-d viocasualties, Five minutes later, the infantrymen located a bamboo fence
at XT 490696 and shortly thereafter received two additional incoming claymores resulting i .1 friendly casualty who did not renuire evacuation. Air strikes were called
in, however, C/i/503d Infantry was not able to evloit the damage since their mission
required that they return to-the Battalion Derimneter. The Derineter was establi's.,ed
at XT 482701, At 1800 hours, a suuply heliconter sighted 3 VCat XT 480702 and A/i/
503d Infantry was dispatched to the area with negative results. A listening. mot
from B/l/503d Infantry received one incoming granade at 2016 hours with negativa
casualties reported. There were no further incidents during the night.
The 2/5Y3d Infantry conducted an airmobile assault in Objective B.RCH
beginning tf, 1150 hours and completed at 1400 hours. The battalion then conducted
S & D operations in the area with n.~ative contact.
The 4/503d Infantry conducted search and destroy operations in the
vicinity of Objective OAK with negative contact throughout the day.
The 2/11th ACR (-) OPCON to the ,3rigade, continued their security
mission of Objective PARRY and conducted local patrolling in and arcund tie FSB,
meeting wit% several enemy contacts. At 0820 hours, an APC of the 2/11th ACR (-)
Hit a mine at XT 504761 resulting in 1 US WIA. At 1030 hours. a tanK letriever hit
another mine at XT 538842 resulting in light damage to the vehicle and negative
friendly casualties. At 1100 hours, a vehicle of 2/11th ACR hit an AT mine at
XT 503707 resulting in light damage to the vehicle. Thirty minutes later, the amored unit made contact with 8 VC at XT 527741. The VC were taken under fire. resulting in 3 VC KIA (Poss) and the location of a base camp in the area. At 14C
hours, elements of the 2/11th ACR received 2 recoilless rifle rounds and semiautomatic fire on the southwest corner of the FSBo A light fire team was dispatched to check out the area meeting with negative results. Another tank detonated an AT mine at 1530 hours wi,.h no US casualties. The perimeter oT Objective
PF RRY received some sninek. fire at 1510 hours with no casualties reported.
D/16th Armor and E/17th Cavalry continued their security miLisions at
MINH T1ANH and conducted local patrollink in +.he CP area.

f.

D + 5 (25 March 1967)
Changes in Tas'. '.ganization: None

Operational Sumary.. The 173d Airborne Brigade continued participation in Operation JUNCTION CITY II with heavy contact on this day. The 1/503d
Infantry continued search and destroy operations in AO 1 (vic Objective EM) uncovering several VC base camse of varying size. At 1335 hours, C/l/503d Infantry
located a boobytrap ana p nji stakes at XT 493694, Shortly thereafter, a amaV
base cam was 2ocated nearby containing four straw and wood buf idinge which were
destroyed. One US casualty was sustained from a boobytrapped VC grenade, however,

the casualty did not require evacuation.
From 0247 hours to 0320 hours, Company B/2/503d lafantry and C/2/503d
Infantry received 40 rounds of 82=, and 81nm mortar fire at TT 445673 and received
=mAll arms fire from an estimated platoon size hostile force. Counter-mortar fire
was p3 -ed on suspected firing positions and small arms fire was returned on the

I
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>
the VC platoon, R
of t.
vhZs
'ti.iv were 6 US KIA, 3 US WIA and 11 VC KIA (BC),
two (2, AK-47 riflen, and a Chicom MG barrel captured. At 0900 hours, B/2/503d
Infantry Lound" 3 bodies in graves at XT 448674. The Recon Platoon of the 2d Battalion located 1 VC KBA in a B-52 crater at XT 41688. At.1105 hours, the Reco
Platoon, while condu".ting a search and destroy operation, made contact with 6 well
armed VC ontrenched in bunkers at IT 441688. B/2/503d Infantry sent two platoons
to reinforce the units, in addition to airstrikes and artillery support. An aerial
observer spotted the enemy mortar positions and called in artillery. The contact
resulted in 1 US KTA, 3 US WIA and 4 VC KIA (BC),

The 4/503d Infantry continued search and destroy operations within AO
4 moving north Loward Objective OAK. At 1115 hourn, A/4 503d Infantry made contact
with eight VC at XT 468694 resulting in four VC KIA (BC) and negative friendly casualties, Air strikes and artillery assisted in the action. A comoany size base camp
was located at 7T 477693 with negative findins, The camp was marked for later dest~uctiono From 1150 hours to 1330 hours, Company D/4/503d Infantry made contact
with an estimated VC squad armed with at least one light machinegun. Air and artillery were 'alled in but were ineffective. The contact resulted in one VC KIA (BC)
and two US WIA with one M-16 rifle lost, Dustoff was not available when initially
called, After 1 hour and 15 minutes, the ship arrived, however, then the shie's
hoist broke and casualties had to be evacuated to an LZ which took another 45 minutes.
All elements closed into the harboring area at XT 465700 at 1600 hours. There was
no further contact on this day.
The 2/11th ACR (-) continued security nislions in the vicinity of
Position. PARRYo At 0244 hours, the Cavalry unit received semi-autamatic fire and
one recoilless rifle round at XT 496756, Fire was returned with the enemy. 'The
results of the skirmish were 2 US WIA and one APC destroyed with 10 VC KIA (pose)
and the capturing of numerous semi-autcmatic rounds in the area. At 1240 hours,
an APC from E/2/lith ACR detonated a pressure type mine at XT 492755 resulting in
1 US WIA and light damage to the APCo At 2030 hours, E/2/llth ACR observed 3 - 4
VC at XT 0 97 5 4 and engaged them with claymores and automatic weapons fire. The
action resulted in 1 VC KIA (BC) and 2 VC KIA (poss) with 1 US WIA. E/17th Cavalry
with D/16th Armor conducted security missions at MINH THANH in AO 3.
At 1745 hours, C zpa D6th Armor (-) departed base camp on a missios
to transport an LRRP team southwest of MINH THANH at XT 547625, At 1835 hours, the
laad 3d Platoon had turned onto ROUTE 14 and headed south. At this time, the 3d
Platoon took an estimated 10 to 12 enemy soldiers under fire. The enemy soldiers
were dressed in green uniforms with steel helmets and LES. The were believed to
be VC Main Force or NVA., however, due to the intense volume of MG fire released by
D/16th, the enemy contacted fled to the east and -est, In the meantime, the 2d
Platoon was -sent back to sbee-vs the road j jnctiono While the enemy retreated,
one body was sighted lying . the road, but before elements could reach him' he
was dragged off by his con,-4dos, Tim CO reouested an airstrike on the area, The
Armor Company began to witix :.oi Z e to the fact that darkness was setting in and
this limits the track's mobility. As D '16th Armor approached the road junction,
the 3d Platoon was again fired on by an estimated 10 to 15 enemy soldiers. Again the
platoon let loose with a heavy volume of fire, however, the VC again broke cbntant
leaving 7 dead behind, The canany then regroued and Droceaded to base camp.
Final -esults were 8 VC KIA (BC) with negative US losses,
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D+ 6

(26 March 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

TF SPEARHEAD
E/17th Car (-)
D/16th Armor
2 Pits CIDG
1 Section/4o2" Mtre/1/503d Inf

Overational
-: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) contirsted
participation in Oneration JUNCTION CITY II conducting search and destroy opera-

tions with three infantry battalions,

At 0322 hours, three 105mm mortar rounds of

perimeter. The
unknown origin landed 75 meters in front of the 1/503d Infantry
rounds had negative effect. 'On this date, the lst Battalion began movement towards

Position PAPRY travl'ng northwest with two colums abreast.
tact during

492726.

At

+,!e

There was negative con-

a5y and the battalion established a perimeter for the night at XT

lO)
nour3, a listening post of D/1/50d infantry spotted 1 VC and acti-

vated 3 clV,-:-ore m

' with unknown results,
2,

Tlis2/503d Infantry conducted search and destroy operations in Objective BM.1 u'II.vout contazt° They located a few base camps and numerous supplies
were found and evacuated or destroyed in place, Company "C" and the 1econ Platoon
provided security for the Battalion CP.
The 4/503d Infantry conducted search and destroy operations in the
southeast uortion of Objective OAK, Comnany B provided security for the Battalion
CP. At 1315 hours. A/4/503d Infantry fired on one VC wearing khaki shorts and &
black pajama top at XT 468695. The VC fled southeast and the area was thoroughly
searched with negativs results, At 31?O hours, Alpha Comoany received a command

detonated claymore mine at XT 968694, The blast resulted in 3 US KIA and 2 US WIA.
No further contact was made during the day and all units harbored at XT 465700.
The 2/11th ACR (-) Troops E and G conducted search search and destroy
°
overations south of Position PARRY,
"F" Trooo conducted dismounted ,tweeps 300 400 meters from the fire sumort base and around the perimeter. At 1110 hours,
G/2/llth ACR fired on an unknown number of VC at XT 5C0732, The VC fired RPG, 2
rounds with negative results,
Comoany D/16th Armor moved out of the base camo area to pick up elements of E/17th Cavalry, CIDG Strike Force, and the Mortar Platoon of 1/503d Infan-

try (TF SPEARHEAD) and then-moved along ROUTE 13 and conducted S & D operations
north and south of the road, southwest of FSB "D". At 1005 hours, the TF intercepted
an enemy supply convoy, The material confiscated was 9 bicycles, 100 nounds of
noncho material, 100 pair of black trousers, 100 pounds of polished rice, assorted
packages of bread and tobacco and 50 pounds of suspension tools. The 3/319th Artillery continued to support the Brigade Operations from Position PARRT.
h,

D+ 7

(27 March 1967)

Changes in Task Organization.

2/U1th ACR OPCON to 1/503d Inf

e 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) continued
Operational SuTmaryhparticipation in Operation JUNCTION CITY II under the OPCON of the lst Infantry
Division. The 1/503d Infantry continued movement north toward Position PARRY blosing at that location at 1510 hours, Upon arrival, the Battalion deployed to provide
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perimeter security for the 3/319th Artillery,

At 1630 hours, the 2/11th ACR came

under the OPCON of the let Battalion. At 2349 hours, 1 VC was S4'hted and engaged
wirh small arms fire and a claymore mine by A/1/503d Infantry.
The 2/503d Infantry conducted searth and destroy operations in and
around Objective BIRCH In AQ 2. At 1250 houras A/2/503d Infantry made contact with
an enemy element when a scout *og spotted I VCo The enemy soldier fled into a bun.ro Fire was exchanged and grenades were thrown by elements of AlphaCcmpany. The
action resulted in 1 PS WIA and 2 VC KIA (BC).
The 4/503d Infantry continued S & D operations within AO 4-in the
vicinity of Objective OAK, Having departed the base camp at 0920 hours, B/4/503d
Infantry located an old platoon to cowany size base camp at XT 464704, 75% of which
nad been destroyed by B-52 strikes. At 1705 hours, D/4/503d infantry spotted 2 VC
at XT 470692. The two VC were engaged with semi-autcmatic fire resulting ii.the
death (BC) of one of the enemy,
"oroany ""s LZ security souad detonated one AT
mine at XT 468702 resulting in one US KIA and one US WIA. No further contact was made
on this day°
D/i6th Armor and E/17th Cavalry continued to arovide security of the
Brigade CP at Fire Support Base "D" (XT 460675).

i. D+8

(28 March 1967)

Cha..es in Task Organization,

2/11th ACR released OPC0N 1/53,

0erational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued Darticitation
in Oeratioi, JUNCTION-CITY9 OPCON to the 1st Infantry Division, At 0003 hours,
Position PARRY sustained a mortar attack of 10 minute duration, receiving an est.mated 100 rounds of 82nm mortar fire. Friendly casualties were 16 WIA, Countermortar fire was initiated by the 3/319th Artillery, 2/11th ACR &In organic mortars
of the 1/503d Infantry at 0018 hours, Dustoff ships were summuned to the scene and
the evacuation of woundod personnel (6 required evacuation) was completed at 0120

hours. The 1/503d %nfantry continued to secure Position PARR for the 3/319th
Artillery. At 08W hours, the 2/11th ACR was released OCON of the 1/503d Infantry

and departed the area, At this time, the let Battalion began to consolodate its
perimeter and conducted local perimeter patrolling, At 1340 houre C/i/503d Infantry sighted and flred on 2 VC at XT 4754, The erimy fled west. At 1440 hours, a
FAC 90hted a suspectud VC base camp at XT 537730° The Battal3ion planned H & I
fires for the area, At 1820 hours, the 1/503d Infantry nlthdmw its secirity ele
ments from the eastern LZ and closed the perimeter for the night.
The 2/503d Infantry ;onducted search and destroy operations in Objec-

tive BIRCH in AO 2,

B/2/503d Iniantry onerated in the gouthern nortion of the ob-

Jective while Charlie Comniany onerated in the west,
t ct on this day.

There was no significant con-

The 4/503d Infantry continued search-and destroy operations within !0,
4, vicinity of Objective OAK, Throughout the day, the 4th Battalion made numorous
discoveries of rice, weanone, bicycles and Darts, and aqsorted tools. All of the
enuiment located appeared to be brand new and many items were still crated. At
1505 hours, C/4/503d Infantry made contact with a VC force of unknown size at XT
447703. Charlie Counany took one casualty as a result of the contact (WIA) with
enem losses unknown, Fifteen minutes later, C/4/503d Infantry aain made contact
with a VC force (estimated 30 - 40 enemy)o Artillery, airtrikes anda light fire

te

were called in on tie enemy with unknown results,

At 1700 hours, D/4/503d

Infantry found a base came at XT 464692 consimting of several huts, in which were
found several claymore mines, grenades, miscellaneous documents and assorted s/a
18
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rounds,
At 1640 hours , B/4/503d Infantry initiated movement to
At 1800 hours, Bravo Company receivesd automatic fire from their
contact lasted until 1920 hours and the compary took 4 WII with
Dustoff was not required at that time since the canualties were
status.

secure the cache.
right flank. The
enemy losses unknown.
not of evacuation

D/16th Armor conducted a recon mission to the south of MINH THANK.
The Armor Cocary closed into FSB "D" at 1215 hoars with negative contact reported, 3/17th Cavalry continued its security mission of the Brigade CP at Fire
Sumrt Base ND" (vie MINH THANH Rubber Plantation).
J. D+9

(29March1967)

Chaee in Task Force Lrngisatonw

None

Opratiotal S ar : The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate', under the
OPCOK of the let Infantry Divisian, continued marticiDation in Operation JIfrTION
CITY II. The 11503d Infantry continued their security mission in tim vicinity of
Fire Support Base PARRT, conducting mall unit patrolling around the FSB virimeter.
The sole contact of the day occurred at 2200 hours when Ccmnany A re6eived one incoming 8emi-automatic round, Fire was returned with unknown results.
The 2/503d infantry also met with no significant enemy contact as they
conducted search and destroy operations in the vicinity of Objective BIRCH. All
companies closed into the Battalion CP (XT 449677) for the eveiing.
The 4/503d Infantry continued search and clestroy operations within AO
4, vicinity of Objective OAK with concentration on an area where a possible VC
warehouse was located° At 015 hours, Company D/4/503d Infantry reported three US
WIA due to 81in mortar fire which wan supporting friendly forces who had revorted
suspected movement in the vicinity.
t 1335 hours, 0/4/503d Inf&ntry made contact
with an unknown nmber cf VC fightirg from bunkers at XT 445702. The VC were engaged
with artillery hnd air resulting in one (1) VC KIA (B) and 1 US WIA (who died later
of wounds). C/4/503d Infantry sent a vatrol back into the area of contact but the
element was uaable to check it out due to the time factor, As they returned, they
hit a boobytrap, resulting in one WIA (XT 446703). At 2120 hours, Bra,,, ^owany,
4th Battalion reported that one of its LP'a had spotted -wo VC moving across their
flanks, 15 - 20 meters out. The VC were engaged with results unknown, At 2230 hours
B/4/503d Infantry fired one claymore after an LP detected movement, The results of
the claymore were unknown and "he Battalion hbd po further contact on this day.
D/16th Aror and E/17th Cavalry continued to .ecure the Brigade CP in
the vicinity of the MINK THANN rubber Plantation.

k.

D + 10 (30 Mc197)
Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

!erational Sumsar: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) continued
participation in Operation JUNCTION CITY II. The 1/503d Infantry continued to iA"prove defensive poeitins and to conduct local patrolling in assigned AO. All units
of 'the 1/503d Infantry established daylight ambushes in the vicinity of the LZ with
-negative contact, At 2055 hours at XT 493750, A/1/503d Infantry's night ambush
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received 2 incoming nortar rounds from the southeast,
At 2335 hours, the element
reportad another round of small caliber mortar fire, There ware no friendly casualties and A/1/503d Infantry returned the fire with 81m mortars.
Companies A and B of the 2/503d Infantry patrolled from the Battalion
Base Area (XT 447676) into the northwest portion of CbY'active BIRCH meeting with
negative enemy contact during the day.
The 4/503d Infantry continued search and destroy o.erations within AO
Companies A and D/4/503d Infantry closed out the old CP area and moved to the
Company B and C location (vicinity of VC storage site) and established a aew CP in
that location. B/4/503d Infantry located a bunker system at XT 454701 with some
live ducks and pigs, C/4/503d Infantry found one M-16 rifle with blood on the weapon, , O pounds of rice, salt, pepper and 6 - 8 hand grenades at ST 448702. All
Batt lion elements ;losed to the new CP locatton by 1530 hours,

4.

The ist Platoon of Di16th Armor had the mission of picking up an LRR?
team north of MINH THANH at vie XT 613724. This mission had to be abandoned however,
since an impassible stream located at XT 622714 lay in the path of the armored tracks.
The strem was reconned to the north and south, however, no suitable point of Desaae
could be loated° The lt Patoon returned tc the vicinity of the Bri4ade CP at
1023 hours° The 2d and 3d Platoons of D/16th Armor conducted a thorough screening
maneuoe, throughout the MINH THANH Rabber Plancation meeting with negative results.
E/17th C&valry maintained security in the Brigade CP area throughout the day,

1. D)+ 11

(31 March 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

Ordrational Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) continued
participation Ln Oneration JUNCTION CITY II. An anbush patrol of A/I/503d Infantry
received one incoming rifle grenade at 0013 hours, There were no friendly casualties
and fire was returned with 81m mortars with unknown results. The 1st Battalion
continued to secure Position PARRY in support of 3/319th Artill&ry. Line companies
patrolled the perimeter with clatoon and larger sized elements with negative contact.
.At1425 hours, the Battalion was placed on a one hour alert for possible movement
to XT 430855 to support elements of the 1st Infantry Division (1/26th Infantry).
All
units were instructed to call in their natrols to prepare for the move on order,
The 1/503d infantry remained on alert for the remainder of the day.
At 0715 hours, Companies B and C/2/503d Infantry commenced movement to
LZ 1 (XT 133695), conducting seay-zh and destroy operations enroute, Upon arTival,
they secured the LZ and the 4.21 Mortar Platoon was moved 1y helicopter to the Lending Zone.
Company A departed LZ CHARLIE and closed at LZ 1 at 1555 hours without
incident.
The 4/503d Infantry continued operations in the vicinity of Objective
OAK. At 0950 hours, B/4/503d Infantry located two boobytrape and fresh punji pits
at XT 447701. All were destroyed in place, Company C/4/503d Infantry disarmed
and destroyed one boobytrap at XT 14W702. Two hours later, Bravo Company received
one long artillery round at XT 455698 which resulted in 3 US WIA, two of which required immediate penetrator extraction. At 1440 hours, B/4/503d Infantry arri,,ed at

the area of contact of 26 March. They disarmed and destroyed five 60= mortar
rounds and three Chicom grenades rigged as boobytrape in addition to finding six
additional Chicoa grenades, two M-16 rifles, two rucksacks, a medical kit and an
KLO-shaed bunker with overhead cover.
All elements closed by 1800 hours with no
further contact reported.
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D/16th Armor continued to ccnduct a roving patrol within the Rubber
Plantation. to include security of the Brigade ';P and FSB with /i th Cavalry. At
0900 hours, D/16th Armor was alerted to pick up an LRRP team at vicinity of grid
coordinates 6270. This was undertaken by two elemonts of the Ist Platoon. There
was negative enemy contact throughout the day.
"o

D+12

(1Apr!I- 29W

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

Operational Suma : The 173d Airborne Brigade contimed articipation
in Ooeration JUN.TION CITY II on this date. The 1/503d Infantry continued to secure
Position PARRY. At 0720 hours, the Battalion was again placed on immediate alert
to move northwest to suvort elements of the let Infantry Division. At 1300 hours,
the 1/503d Infantry was relieved of the immediate alert status and again was placed
on 3 cne hour alert which continued for the rest of this date. At 2210 hours, an LP
oi .
infantry suffered one WIA rom friendly mortar fire. The man did not
i]/5
recaire eveauation,

The 2/503d Infantry conducted platoon size patrolling from the Battalion base area at XT 434695 north of Objective BIRCH. At 1152 hours, a/2/503d made
contact with an estimated VC squad while conducting search and destroy operations
in the vicinity of XT 426701,
Air strikes and artillery supported the contact which
broke at 1730 hours. There were 2 US WIA and 1 VC KIA (BC) as a result of the action.
The 4/503d Infantry moved from Objective OAK to a position in the vicinity of XT 46171 conducting search and destroy operations enroute. The battalion
was proceeding to Objective FIR, At 1300 hours, Conpany A/4/503d Infantry hit a
boobytrap at XT 457711, wounding three (3) individuals, two of which had to be evacuated,
All elements closed at a harbor site by 1530 hours and sabush patrols were
dispatched, meeting with negative contact.
D!16th Armor and E/17th Cavalry continued to Provide security for the
Brigade CP in the vicinity of NI3H THANH Rubber Plantation.

n.

D+ 13

(2 Anil1267)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

Operational Suarj:
The 173d Airborne Brigals tSeparate) continued
operations in the vi-inLty of MINH THANH, under the OPCON of the let Infantry Divi-

sion.

The 1/503d Infantry continued to secure Position PARRY,

At 0006 hours and

at 0409 hours, the 1/503d Infantry received SLAR renorts of movement at XT 430745,
XT 43773?, and IT 477758. The 1/503d Infantry fired org.anic mortars and Artillery
into the suspected areas with unknown results, During the day, Comuar C and the
Pecon Platoon//503d Infantry secured the fire sunport base while Ccmnany A patrolled
southwest of Position PARRY and B/1/503d Infantry patrolled south of the FSB on the
western side of ROUTE 244. There was negative contact throughout the ddy.
The 2/503d Infantry conducted S & D operations from the Battalion base
located at XT 433695 with Comwanies B and C/2/503d Infantry. The two Infantry campanies patrolled to the southern edge of Objective ASH.
At 1212 hours, Co
y "C"
sustained 2 WIA as a result of an activated booby trau at XT 427709. While A/2/503d
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Inf&rt.ry was returning to the FSB, they received automatic weanons 'ire resulting
in I US WIA. A Dustoff helicopter trying to evacuate the wounded man received 7
1its and wss grounded at the Battalion FSB with negative casualties.
The 4/503d Infantry continued to operate within AO 4 moving north to
Objective FIR, At 0905 hour: , C/4/503d Infantry received one stiper round resulting in 1 US WIA (XT 462713). Fire was and soon followed by friendly air and artillery support. The action resulted in two (2) VC KIA (BC)p killed by air as their
bodies were located later that. afternoon by Companies B and C. A/4/503d Infantry
detonated a boobytrap at XT 461700 resulting in four US WIAo There were no further
significant contacts on this day,
D/16th Armor and E/l7th Cavalry continued to provide security ox the
Brigade CP at Fire Support Base WLTA.
o. D + 14

(j April 1967)

Charges in Task Force Organization:
Operational Su1
: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued to participate in Operation JUNCTION CITY II under the O1..ON of the lst Infantry Division,
The 1/503d Infantry continued to secure Position PARRY and C/i/503d Infantry and the
Fscon Platoon conducted da~right patrols to the south, At 1320 hours, Recon Plat6on
found a VC base camb at XT 513732 consisting of seven bunt.ers with overhead cover,'
Medical suoplies, tools, bicycle oarts ind cooking utensils were found in the area,
all of which was destroyed, At 1427 hours. Recon Platoon/I/503d Infantry made conta-t with an estimated enemy souad at XT 57 4733 who were emoloyig automatic weanons
frx&dug-in vositions, The Platoon imediately called in air strikes which commnced
at 1512 hours and lasted for over a half hour, After the Recon Platoon had initiated
movement back to their base area, they amain came under fire at XT 513732 from an enemy
force of squad size in bunkers, Two friendly WIA were suffered, Artillery was called
in on the enemy as the Platoon withdrew, At 1725 hours, the casualties were evacuated
by Dustoff helicoter and the unit continued movement to Position PARRTY A platoon
from both Aloha and Bravo Comoanies were disnatched to help secure the return route
of Recon Platoon. At 1840 hour3s, Recon/1/503d Infantry again was subjected to automatic weapons fire at XT 513723 from an estimated squad of dug-in VC. One WIA was
sustained as a result of the contact, The Platoon was not able to break contact,
therefore, they established a perimeter for the night at this location, Two air
strikes were put into the area. At 1925 hours, A/I/503d Infantry was ordered t6
link up with Recon Platoon, The perimeter of Position PARRY was strengthened by
50 men of 3/31.Yh Artillery, At 2200 hours, a Dustoff ship attempting to evacuate
casualties received'heavy automatic weapons fire and made a forced landing at Poaition PARRY. At 2100 hours, A/I/503d Infantry linked up with the two platoons and contimued to move to link up with Recon I'latoono
The 2/503d Irceantry mtwed overland to LZ 2 (XT 435722). Companies A
and B moved at 0830 hours rnd secured the I.Z ior movement of the 4.2" Mortar Platoon and Battalion HQ by air at 1225 S*nw:e
C/2/503d Infantry followed the Headquarters element by ground movement. The 2/503d Infantry continued to conduct S &
D operations in assigned AO. At 1010 hours, C/2/503d Infantry received 35 - 40
rounds of semi-automatic fire, 2 claymcres and 6 rifle grerades, all with negative
results, At 1425 hours, Aloha Comoany recoived a command detonated claymore resulting in two (2) US WIAo
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9/l7th Cavalry therefore sent out patrols to the west and south and CIDO elemnts began to move north to recosi, At 0930 hours, the 1St Platoon/S/l7th Cavalry made contact with an estimated 3 to 6 VC at XT 545627. F'ire was exchanged with small arms,
mortars and air strikes resulting in 1 VC KIA (BC). The emsy broke contact and fled to the south, The Cavalry Troov (-) continued to patrol and fund a base cap
at XT 532629 with 35 bankers. It was estimated to be aloprazinately six to eight
months old. At the soethern edge of the camp, three small kitchens ivere found, As
the Cavalry Troop began to withdraw to the 81=e mortar position, again contest with
the enemy was establishad at XT 546622 with the hostile force estinited at squad
size. The VC were believed to have been equipped with two automatic wearome. Again
fire was exchanged and reinforcements were sent in to aid the 'Troopers. The emmy
finally broke contact and fled southeast, There were no US casualties and VC losses'
were undnosen. All elements closed at XT 51,8646 and began to move back to MINH THAJIH,
completing the move without incident at 1700 hours.
p. D + 15

(4.Arril 1967)

ChaEes in Task Force Organization:

Nons

92rational Smmar: The 173d Airborne Brigade continued participatiron in Operation JUNCTION CflYII in WAR ZONE ECO under the operationial control of
the 1st Infantry Division, Conpany A/l/513d Infantry affected a linkup uith Bsom
Platoonfl/503d Infantry at 0450 hours., At 0610 hours, the crmposite unI. z-onducted a
mactmd off" which touched off inomaing semi-autm~atic and automatic fire frft the
north and northwest, At 0830 hours, the Battalion CO's helicopter picked up the
Recon Platoon's serious casualty and took his& to Positiom PARK! for NEDIVAC. Cmpanics B and C/1/503d Infantry continued to secure Position PARK!T while A/1/53d
Infantry and Rcom Platoon conducted S & D operations back toward the %~ttolio6 CP.
At 0945 hours, two air strikes were 5laced on the site of the previons day's action.
Strikes were terminated at 1030 hours, At 1300 hours, Aflf503d Infantry located a
battalion mss base camp at IT 515736, In the camp were found tools and medical
supplies which were evacuated, At 1409 hours, A116ha Cosoany found three graves at
STP513734 which contained the bodies of VC who had apparntly ben killed byai
strikes conducted three days prior, At IT 50574g3, A/l/503d Infantry located a battalion size base camp which had not been used in several months. The cmsoite Cmany
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closed at Position PARRY at 1645 hours.
At 1912 h(rs,
the Fire Support Base came
under mortar attack from the north-northwest.
The barage lasted 20 minutes, durirg
which time anproximately 150 82m mortar rounds were received.
At 1916 hours, counter
mozitar ire from organic mortar& and artillery from Position THRUST began, The 1/503d
suffered a total of 6 WIA, to inclr.de 3 slightly WIA incurred by Mn mortar round
charges igniting posmatureLy in the tibeo
The 2/503d Infantry conducted S & 1 operations from their Battalion
base area with platoons from Companies Aq B, and Recon Platoon. At 0955 houre A/2/
503d Infantry received one grenade, 25 rounds of s/a fire and two claymore mines
from an estimated enemy sqiad &t XT 436720.
Fire was returnee with artillery, i.rstrikes and small arms reeulting in one VC KIA (BC) and 2 73
lA (pose).
The k/503d Infantry continued to search tha orea within AO & moving toward
Chjective FIR.
411. elements closed into harbor 3ite
(XT 443754) by 1430 hors having
met with negative contact.
At 1600 hours, B/4/503d Infantry located a base camp with
45 bunkers at XT 4M2754, From 1935 houi3 to 1945 hours, an ambush patrol frM A/4/
503d Infantry engaged a number of VC which resulted in the confirmed death of one,
and one VC KIA (pose). No further cotact was made -- 4 1-4 day,
Z/17th Cavalry and D/16th Armor continued 't
the vicinity of MINH THA.H without significant contact.
q.
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(5 A

secure the Brigade CP in

il l967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

Operational Suar7: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) under the
OPCON of the let Division, continued participation in Operation JUNCTION CITY IT
in WAR ZCN8 "CO. The 1/503d Infantry continued to secure Position PM in support
of the 3/319th Artillery. B/l/503d Infantry patrolled to the southwest,
At 1320
hours, Bravo Company located several freshly used bunkers with overhead cover at
XT 488M27. One VC was spotted at this location, taken under fire and killed (BC).

Artillery was placed at XT 490729 and B/i/503d Infantry moved in to check the area,
receiving semi-automatic and automatic fire. The infantry sustained one VIA and air
strikes were dalled, Ccqmny B was directed to return to Position PARRY and closed
at 1753 hours.

The 2/503d Infantry continued search and destroy operations in AO 2
with Comoanies A, C, and Recon Platoon patrolling north, east- and south' of the
Battalion Base Camp, They located and destroyed several enemy base camps, however,
significant enemy conttact was not establiehe,
The 4/503d Infantry continued operations within AO & in the vicinity"
of Objective FIR. At 1030 hours, Comnany B located an old base cam at XT 446756.
Company A clearing patrol located one dead VC and an AK-47 rifle as a result of
the ambush sprung by elements of Alpha Cmpany an the previous night. An LZ elearing tem from the 1st Division spent the day clearing the LZ in prenaration for
extraction on 8 April, All Battalion elements were closed into the base perimeter
by 1620 hours, There was no further contact.
At 1640 hours, the Coand and Control hele opter of the 2d Battalion,
503d Infantry with the Battalion commnder and 83 aboard spotted two VC at XT 452704.
Jointly, the Battalion CO, 33 and door gunner opened fire resulting in 2 VC KNA (BC).
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At 1500 hours, the Ccmar-4 ing Gen~ral while flYire over an ena~ base camn at XT
545696 observed movement.
Ajrtillery was adjnsted and placed in the area by the CG,
resualting in 3 enemly being killed by awtiflewv.
Batween 2330 hours to 0015 hours, the Brigade Cmand Post at MNHR THAW
Counter mortar fira was placed
into suspected enem firing areas with unknon revults. Daring the incident, 5 t'aratroopers received %vundsand thr68 were evacuated for further medical treatment.
received 30 - 40 incoming rounds of 8= mortars.

r.
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(b April 1967)

Chane in Task Force Organization?

xone

OPGa-atical Sumar : The 173d Airborne Brigade ccontinued particiration
in Operation JUNCTION CiTY. The 1st Battalion, 503d Infantry continued their soonrity mission of Poeition pAaff while Comosnies A and P Patrolled to the south. At
1016 hours, A/11503d Infantry directed planned air atyikes on XT 512722. The company
subseouently entered a vreviously located base ceun at XT 51272 and found 6 nem
model bicycles with wHands Across the SeaS markings and one 1.5 mf generator of German "aacture * All ouient 'Was evacuated. At 1516 hours, B/1/503d Infantry sustained 1 WIA from a VC boobytravped grenade at XT 492730. At 1600 bours, B/lf503d
Infantry reported entering a base camp in the sae vicinity sAd located several blood
trails. Artillery and air strikes vere revorted to have been affiettive, At 1725 hcurs,
bravo Cmnany had their casualty extracted by, Dustoff at IT 492730. Almha aid Bravo
COMPanies were closed at Position PAWJ by 1845 hours.
The 2/503~d Infantry beean disolacement north of objective AsH at 0730
hours. CemPany C and the becon Platoon remained at the old position and orovided
se-curity for the 4.20 mortars. The mortar tubes were lifted to this location (LZ 3,
IT 472745), however the persnnl remained witth the Battalion. CmmWn C and Usco
Platoon moved north and joined the Bttalion (-) closing at 1500 hours, There was
negative contact throughout the day.
The 4/503d Infantry continued S & D o!,eratiolis wi4thinv AO j, in the vicinity
of Objective FIM. At 1-35 hours, A/41503d Infantry spotted seven VC and fired on then
with negative results at IT 1.2776. Charlie Company located four bunker with overhead cover and several unused trails. At 2335 howrs, two mortar rounds of unknown
origin landed 500 meters fromn th4 Battalina Perimeter. No further contact was reported.
On 6 Aril 1967, D/l6th Armor (-) with 2 Platoons of 117th Cavalry
moved out to recon southeast of MNHl THAUR. The let Platoon of D/l6th AorWas
sent with one Platoon of 9/17th Cavalry to recon in the vicinity of IT b58654.and
upon ccmpletion of the move, were able to link 'up with the remainder of the Cay!
Armor elements, This plan had to be aborted, homeer, selms CIDG elements wr
vorking i the area. At 11GO hours, Dfl6th Armor pickEd un four individuals (I YX
man and 3 wmen) who were coming frrn the east on RW7M 13. They 'bre checked for
ID cards and searched, TUvon returning to thet Brigade CP, the 1, individuals wr
turned over to the 173d WPl a for future interrogation.
s.
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(7 April 1967)

Chances in Task Org~anization:

None
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Operational Sumary: The 173d Mi-borne -Arigade continued Darticination in Operationi JUNCTION CIT Il. The 1/503d Tnfanltr:y continued their security
mission of Position 'AP.RT with Cil/503d Infantry and P~econ/l/5C3d infantry pp-trc-1
ling from the veriter. Throughout the day, the 1/503d Infantry -ad* -rusereu
discoverie-i cf enemy fortified areas, conststire mostly of bunkers, many with overhead cover. At 140 7 hours, C/1/5Q03d infantry took two VC unier fire at XT 478757,
The vc 1lsd east.
The 215Crld Infantry conducted eearch an'd destroy operations in the
vicinity of Objective ASH with Coany A in the nort'Uiest, Cuar~y B in the northeast aMA Charlie Cempany aroviding seearity for the Battalion C'1. There was nefative enemy contact throuehout the day, andt the Battalion harbore-d at MP J.27796.
The 4d5C3d Infantry continoed search and destroy overatioris in the
vicinity of Objective FIR, Camnr B and D initiated moemnt at 0915 hours and t
0935 hours respectively, Ccapazy A and Com an C/l4/503d Tnfantry ass--ed the security of the Battalion neriasts,. At 1C30 hours, CompaV. B ranorted detcxatirng one
boobytrap at XT 43766 resultirig in I. US KIA and 7 US WIA. Dustoff was completed
at 1223 hours, Ccioany D/41503d infantr- found two bankcers and four CBD's at XT
454759 and destroyed then in place. At 1605 hotL-s, Bravo Cotteny sliahted four MC
at XT 44~3764 and fired w~ the enaty witn uzu]=mn results. At 1623 hamrs, 314/5053d
:nfantry reported isceiving beavy sei-autcaatic and automatic weaos fire frm
the sawe vicinity, resulting in one US 'IAM. Contact lasted until 1900 hocurs. At 1815
hnmzrs, C1/503d Infantry received three si's rounds into their uerimeter. Fifteen
mnotes later, D/)d5,03d Infantry !nitiated itorement frott the Bagtt-%lion 0ieter
to
link up te-th Bravo Ccapamy, zaipleting the mere at 1000 hamrs. At 2130 tnmrs, Vl
503d infantry reuorted movement to the north, waled I.?' s back and ftrYed claymores
with urknc-on results.* There was no farther cotact made by the Ath Sattalicn.
31 17th Cavalry and D/l6th Arwr continued to riovide security for FSB:ELTA and jatrolled to the north and east withcant contact with tIe enm.
t.
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Chances in Task Ptarc Organization:

B//03d Iuf OCM~

3do MI

Operational Srv:
The 17-.d Airborne Brigade (Semarate) continued
particinaticn in Operation JUNCTION CMT 11 -- de" the CPC of the 1st Infantry
tDivision. At 0M30 hours, an ambush site of Raeeou/L'5M infantry suffered one
friendly MIA
One oatrol member zot no from his owition and walked to another
nosition in the area. Hie was cballerted I- another vatrol
Ier wh~o rsived no
rAwer, 1%efired one roaua and heard nothine more. The friendly KIA was discvre
at the first !!Rht of morning. The 1/5C'5d Infantry continued to secae the FSB at
'Poition PkARE. At 1045 hours, a areplanned airstrike was delivered at XT k9072.
There were no sigr'Micaut contacts made on this date.
The 21503d Infantry continued to conduct S & D oceratons in Objective
ASH. Conanies A and B operated in the north and M~arlie Comany was in t-he south
At 11310 hoars, C/2,'503d Infantry swotted 2 VC in Ithe vicinity of XT 1r3-12. The
c~aypi fired on the 7C who fled. Artillery was called in and the coatact resulted
in two 7C KIA (BC). Contact was reestablished at 1215 hamr with an estimated VC
squaad in the sine vicinity. A platoon was sent to reinforco the platoon in contact.
of the setcnd contact iore 3 US !MA and 3 US VIA. All elemnts of the httalion harbored for tbe night at XT 4M2352.

Results
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The 4/503d Infantry continued operation-t in the vicinity of Objective
FIR.

B//503d Infantry moved by air to FSB "D" and then moved by vehicle to FSB

ROCK to secure one batter. of artiie- at XT 607683, Upon arrival at FB "D" (MINH
THANH), Bravo Compay *,,am OPCON tc Brigade. A//503d Infantry secured the Batttlion paeinbter while Charlie Compa.ny moved north on S & D operation

to the area of

contact of 7 April. At 0?56 hours, D,4/503d Infantry initiated movem.-nt'fr,, thei
ha.rbor site (XT 443761) closing at the Battalion perimeter at 0900 hours. At 0815
hours, B./W503d Infantry departed the base area for Position ROCK (via FSB- "D"). At
091.0 hours, C/4/503d Infantry initiated movement north finding punji pits at XT 143764. At 12.0 hours, C/4/5Q3d Infantry made contact at XT 444765 with an estimated
TC squad resulting initially in 2 US WIAo The enely was equipped wit It auteatic
weasonso Contact wac broken at 1330 hours with three US WIA (total) and *.x TZ1Ao
Air and artillery supported the contact° At 1425 hours, one WIA died.
Aftor subse-

quont airstrikes, C/4/503d Infantry moved through the contact area finding one VC
(KBA) and one AK6.1.'

rifle,

There wsrc no further contacts on this day,

E/17tn Cavalry and D/16th Armor continued to provide security for FSE
EELTA. The Cavalry Troop lcsred the road for convoys between the Brigade CT aiWd
FSB ROCK. A/3/319th Artillery was heliltifted from Position PARRY to FSB "D" and
then moved to Position ROCK by road, The Battery was in position by 1540 hours,
a. P +20

(9 April 1967)

Changes in Task Organization-

No-'

Ooerational Summary
The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate') continued perticipation in Operation JCTI
CITY II this date. The Ist Battalion., 503d Infantry
displaced from Position PARRY to the southeast in two elements.
At 0810 hours, Alpha
Commany, HQ (-) and Recon Platoon denarted FSB PARo At 1016 hours, A Comnany ant'
Recon Platoon received an incoming carbine round at XT 509742,
Artillery was called
n. At 1215 hours, the same element located a base camp at XT 52C748 containing seveI-al bunkers, spider holes and a hut with thatched roof. At 1500-hours, 3/319th Artillery (-) completely cleared Position PARY with the Battalion CP, Bravo and Charlie
Cempanies of the lst Battalion and commenrnced movement towards a Dosi ion located at
XT 523741
At 1755 hours, the 1st Battalion consolidated at this position for the
night.
At 1758 hours, the 1/503d Infantry received ap-oxzimately 5 incoming rifle
grenades,
One VC was observed east of the perimeter and was taken under fire witr.
sami-automatic =d X-79 weapoas, The VC fled southeast. Two 9S WIA were sustained
as a result of the action aud were 67acuated on a WOC helicopter.
The 2/503d Infantry commenced a heliborne assault fron LZ 3 to LZ RORMT
(XT 512663) at 1122 hours, The LZ waa prepared with 105 and 155mm artillery and TAC
Air, At 11.3 hours, the first lift with elements of Cempany A landed on LZ ROHMT.

The first lift was composed of twenty stips and included tho Recon Platoon and elements of the Mortar Platoon, As elements oZ A/2/503d Infantry moved 'out"of the perimeter to the east, they received fire from an estimated reinforced snuad.
Oin mar.
was wounded immedJtely and fell in front of the bunkers frm which fire was issuing,
Artillery could not be delivered on the enemy vasiticas due to the close proximity
of the wounded, The remainder of the 2/503d Infantry was diverted-to MINH THANH
since the LZ was not considered secure for landing. At 1525 hours, they were 'gain
helilifted to the LZ, Sniper fire continued in the vicinity of contact until 1715
hours, TAC Air was finally delivered and artillery supqrt was used throuwhoit the

afternoon.

In addition, CS in powdered form was dispensed with a Mighty Mite,

sults of the contact w.v-e 4 US KIA., 17 US WIA and 5 VC KIA (FC).
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The 4/503d Infantry W- conducted an extraction from an LZ located at

XT 44754 (ve Objective FIR), to Fire Support Bus DELTA and moved by road to FSB
ROCK. Order of extructionwas HHC, Ccpanies A, C, then D. At 0822 hours, C/4/503d
Infantry received one short artillery round resulting in five US WIA, Dustoff was
completed at 0840 hourv, At 0855 hours, 4/503d Infantry (-) camenced extraction
using four olicks per lift, During the move, enemy activity was reported'500, eters
to the south. The area was supressed with gun ships with unknown results, All elements were closed at FSB ROCK (XT 607683) at 1038 hours. The companies then issued
platoon size clearing patrols which met with negative contat.
E/17th Cavalry and D/16th Armor continued to provide security for the
Brigade Comand Post at FSB DELTA.
v.

D +21

(10 April 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

Operational Sumnarm, The 173d Airborne Brigade continued to participate in Operation JUNCTIO CITY II this date under the Operational Control of the
let Infantry Division. The 1/503d Infantry continued t6 search and destroy south
towards Objective SAND. Company A departed the Battalion perimeter first and at 0815
hours, they took five V6 under fird at XT 520740, The enemy fled to the test and
artillery was called into the area, Forty minutes later, a scout of A/l/503d Infantry suffered three casualties from enemy fire at the same vicinity. Contact
was made in an old base camp containing bunkers; huts and trenches, At 0908 hours,
contact was broken when artillery was called in, Results of the skirmish were 2 US
WIA and 1 VC KIA (BC). Alpha Coupany's casualties were evacuated by Dustoff at'
0950 hours. C/1/503d Infantry engaged 4 VC armed with-s/a weaon at XT 525737.
The VC fled south with unknown results, At 1035 hours, AlDha Company located thf.
bodies of 2 VC killed by air at IT 521733, Throughout the morning, the Batt aa'ic
made contact several times with small groups (1 or 2) bf VC, however, 6n each -oecasion, the enemy fled before substantial fire could be placed upon them. At 1605
hours, C/l/503d Infantry ongaged 2 Viet Cong on a bicycle and placed fire on them,
claiming 1 VC KIA (BC) od the bicycle. The action took place at XT 524720. The
!st Battalion .:rorolidated for the night at XT 523709.

The 2/503d Infantry initiated moiement from LZ RMR" (IT 510669) toward Objective DUST, ft 1120 hours, A/2/503d Infantry located a bunker complex at
XT 519671 where they received sniper fire fron an unknown number of Viet Cong, Contact was broken, however, with unknown results, At 1140 hours, Bravo Camany
received sniper fire from XT 519676. Charlie Company of the 2d Battalion moved west
to maneuver the eneW left flank, At 1215 hours, Charlie Company entered the bart,
camp, however, contact was not broken for an hour and 15 minutes. There were two
friendly WIA as a result of the action, The battalion harbored for the night at

IT 520678.
The 4/503d Infantry continued search and destroy operations inthe vicinity of Position ROCK issuing platoon size patrols of CospanLts A, B, and C. At 09 1
hours, Comowny D dispatched a squad siz patiol, hut due to a Brigade alert, the pa-

trol returned at 104:; hours,

In view o' intAIligene indicating a VC attack on MIH

THANH, Company D/4/503d Infantry with thc Plimc Kom ar Platoon from Alpha Copmany was
attached to E/17th Cavalry, arriving at MB M1.X at 1240 hours, 'All units closed
the Battalion wrimater by 1600 hours, No f£arth1.r contact wns resorted,
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On this date, the 3d Platoon of D/16th Armor was sent to clear the
road from MINH THANH to FSB ROCK for convoys mo'ving to and from the Fire Support
Base. At 1300 hours, the 3d Platoon wab relieved by the Brigade W"s. A report
fra S2 was received at this time that the Viet Cong were plannin g an attack, therefcrt, all elements of D/lfth Armor returned to the CP and set up defenses at XT 638670. E/17th C-.valry remainrd at the Brigade CP in readiness for possiblo enemy offen-

sives.
w.

D + 22

(U April 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

None

Operational Sunmary
The 173d Airborne Brigade, OPCOW to the 1st Infantry Division, cortinued participation in Operation JUNCTION CITY II conducting S & D
operations in Objcctive DUST and north of Objective SAND. The 1/503d Infantry remained
at XT 523709 base area this date and conducted search and destroy and patrolling operations in AO SAND,
At 0917 hours, a platoon of C-l/503d Infantry spotted 1 V' at*
IT 5257W. The Viet Cong fled southeast and 81mm mortars were fired into the area;
Beginning at 1015 hours, the first of two preplanned airstrikes were deliveied at XT

5177113.

A 1032 hours, anaher VC was spotted by elements of Alpha Company.

The

enemy soldier fled -mst when taken under fire. At 1050 hours, the second planned
air strike was complet6l and Alpha Ccmpany continued to move toward the base camp
located on 10 April. At 121 hours, the first elements of the 2/503d Infantry cloned
at the 1/503d Infantry's perimatoc I- m-evaration for air movement fran that location on 12 April. By 1600 hours, Company A entered th'e air strike area finding a'
fresh grave. There was only minimal damage to the bunkers 4n the enemy base area,
Twenty minutes later, one of A/11503d lnfantry's elements came u der fire from 5 VC
employing automatic and semi-aut.-atic weaoons from trees. Contact was not broken
for an hour and twanty-five minutes owing to the enemy sniing activity, There VM
2 US KIA., 6 US WIA and I VC KIA (EC) as a result of the contact. "Aw Company was advised by a Command and Liaison ship to proceed to an LZ to the east for extraction of
wounded oersozmel, however, mechanical difficulties were excerienced with the Dustoff aircraft and the extraction was finally accomplished by the C and L ship. Artillery was called into the contact area and illumination was fired as a navigational
aid to the paratroopers. The Ccmpany closed at the Battalion position at 2355 hours.
The 2/503d Infantry moved from their harbor position of the previ6us
night to LZ WILLIAM. They closed the LZ at 1230 hours without further contact. The
battalion conducted search and destroy operations enroute and located and destroyed
several small base camps and small amounts of supplies. At 1300 hours, the Battalion

HZ element and A/2/503d Infantry located a fresh grave at XT 5;2696 containIng a dead
VO.

The Battalion harbored approximately 250 meters from the let Battalion

The 4/503d Infantry (-) contivued security of FSB ROCK with local patrolling. All patrols had depart3d, the Battalion Base Area by 1010 hours and returned
by 1600 hours meeting with nagative contact. At 1621 hours, C/4/503d Infantry received two inming mortar or rifle grenades landing 50 meters to the front of their
perimeter, Patrols were sent to investigate, however, they made no contact with the
enemy,
D/16th Armor and E/17th Cavalry continued their security mission at
the Brigade CP,
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_(12 April 196?)

Changes in Task Force Organization:

B,& C/1/503d Inf OPCON E/l7th Cay

Operational
_m y The 173d Airborne P.,igade continued Operation
.JuNTION CITY I in WAR
C., nPCn to the let Divicion, The 1/503d Infantry lifted behind the 2/503d Tnfantry from LZ WILLIAM to vicinity of MINH THANH with the
first lift departing at 1059 hours And the last lift closing MINH THANH at 1616 hours.
At 1530 hours, Pravo and Charlie Comranies of the 1st Battalion became OPCON to E/17th

Cavalry and .bee.ntly movea out to assist in aecuring iGWAY 245o
CP was located at XT 663847A

'ho Battalion

On this date, the 2.Ojd Infantry was extracted from 17 WILLIAM and
moved by helicototer to MINH THANH where it assumed the resporsibility of securing
the 173d Air-borne Brigade Hdadauarter& and the BSOCo
The 4/503d Infantry continued security of FSB ROCK with local patrolling. Companies A. B, and C/4/503d Infantry conducted platoon- size natrols within
their sectors, with All elements departing at 1030 hours and closed by 1500 hours.
They met with negative contact, At 2005 hours, an ambush platoon suotted movement
at XT 594678. 81m mortars were fired with unknoin resultes
There was no further
contact renorted by the 4th Battalion,
E/17th Cavalry and D/16th Armor denarted MINH THAIPN
at 1000 hours to
clear h, LGHWAY 215 to HIGHWAY 13 and escorted a convoy from the ist BIfantry Divisic.
to MINH THANHo All convoys were closed by 1930 hnurs. Te 3/31h9th Artillery continued to support Brigade Operations from FSB ROCK.

yo

D + 24

(13 April 1967)

Changes in Task OGanization

73d Abn Bde (Sen) released OPCON of
lst Int Div

Operational S nary, The 173d Airborne Brigade terminated their
participation in Operation JUNCTION CITY this date with all units redeployin from
their respective areas to the Base Camp at BIEN HOAo The 1/503d Infantry departed
from MINH THANH at 0930 hours by CH4,7 helicopter to LAI KHEo Upon arriving at LAI
RHE, the let Battalion boarded trucks and returned to BIEN HOA closing at 1845 hotrs.
HOA.

The 2/503d Infantry was moved by CV-2 aircraft from MINH THANH to BIEN
The Battalion closed at the Brigade Base Camp at 1210 hours.

The 4/503d Infantry departed MINH 'HANH by CH-47 helicovt3r at 07.5
hours enroute to LAI KEE where they also boarded trucks for BIEN HOA at i402 hours,
The 4/503d Infantry closed at BIEN HOA at 1830 hours.
The howitzers of the 3/319th Artillery imre transoorted from MIN,THANH to Base Camp by C-123 aircraft, The movement stnrted at C730 hours and was

campleted by 1210 hours,

All vehicles of the 173d departed MINH THANH in a con-

voy of three serials, with the lead element leaving the area at 0730 hours and the
rar elemnt closing at BLMN HOA at 1845 hours, No contact was reported during ay
phase of the movement. The Brigade was released from the Operational Control of the
1st Infantry Division at 1850 hours,
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.Revolutionary Developent
a.

Civic Action Activities:
(1) The following distributions were made in the AO of Operation JUWC-

TION CITY II:

Ao Boxes, wood ..
Polished Rice ,*..
C-Rastions, Box Misc
Nails
.
.

..
.....
. . ..
. .0.....

.

.

15,256

23 tons

. .150

.

lbs
50 ibs

b. Brigade F'5Activities:
(1) MEDCAP and DENTCAPDATE

LOCATION

23 March 1967
27 March 1967

POA MY/XINH THjH
MINH HOA/MINH '11ANH
Tital
(2)

Psychological Operations-

MEDCAP

THIM01

MISSION

22 March 1967

Chieu Hoi
Safe Conduct
Tape A-12
JUSPAO Newsletter
Safe Conduct Pass/Wons Rvd
Chieu Hai
Powerful Sky Soldier
Rally Instructions
Safe Conduct Pass/Wpns Rwd
Chien Hoi
Powerful Sky Soldier
Why You Should Rally
Chien Hol
Safe Conduct Passes

Leaflet
Lealet
Speaker
leaflet
Leaflet
Leaflet
Leafle
Speakez
Leaflet
Leaflet
Leaflet
Speaker
Leaflet
Leaflet

25 March 1967

29 March 1967
(3)

97
55
152

0
315
115

Spzaker and Leaflet Missions

DATIE

24 March 1967

DENTCAI

TMAMOUNJT
53%C00
56,000
1 hr
25,600
181,000
100,000
1,000
I hr
8lIO00
100,000
lCoo
1 hr
50;000
70,000

Solatium:

(a) 3,000 $VN - to the aunt of a boy gored by water buffalo
which was startled by gunfire.
(b) 1,500 $VN -- payment for repair of damage to houses at the
end of the air strip at MINH THANHo
16.

logistic/Administrative Activities

a, General: A Brigade Swuport Operations Center (BSOC) was establia.iad
at )M THAR0 tormvide direct logistical suoport for the Brigade thremghout
.
tion JUNCTION CITY II.
Hesupply was accomplished by fixed wirg aircraft frca .=,
HOA to MINH THAAH and by rotary wing from the BSOC location to forward eleentzs
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b.
forward

pplyad Transportation:

(1)
units:

The following resupply sorties were flown fron MIH THAUH to the

CH(2)
MIF. THANH:
.

. . . .

. ..

296

.

The Zllawing .z-aupply sorties were flown batween BEN HOA and
C.123

.

.

.

.

.

. ..

C-130
(3)

.....

.

.

..

. . .. . . .

100

.205

The following amounts (short tons) of supplies were handlad:

Class I......

Class It
Class III

.......
.

..

.....

...

71.80 ST

....

.......

...

74.30 ST

...

Class III-A . . .

Class V

.361.193?

...

.

, . . . . . .

TOTAL . . . . . . . .

. . ..

. . . . . . ...

.793.608S
2047,
.
ST

3,505.59 ST

c. Maintenance:
(1) The BSOC maintenance contact team consisted of two officers and

twenty-five enlisted men.
air from >EIN HOAo

Back-ap support and repair resupply was accomplished by

(2) During the operation, a total of 6W-requirements for support were
received, cateagcrized as listed below:
SECTION

l-eh Maint &Eng
Aruint
Signal
TOTAL

JORS COv

JOBS RECEIVED

100
287
221

92
275
200
567

TD

jOes UNcGamnE

8
12
21
14

d. Medical, A Brgafe Clearing Station was set up upon arrival to furhish
mdical, surgical, dental and medical supply support as needed. The initial complement was composed of 38 D( and four officers including two physicians, one dep itand one NSC officer. A 20 bed holding facility was utilized tc care for the siek
and wouned until such time as they could be returned to duty cr evacuated to a larger
aedical installation. Urgent cases were flown to the 3d and 45th Surgical Hospitals
via wDustoff" or Slick helicopters. Routine cases were evacuated to BIEN HOA by C-130.
A total of 536 patients were treated by the clearing station forward. A Breakdown is
as listed below:
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PATIN

KIA

IWA

TYPE

VM4EMR PATIENTS

. . . . . . . . . . ....
.. .. .. .. #.. .. ..

Injuries . .
FUO

. . .

I & I7

...

..
.

Permatological

.

.

.

.

. ..
.

. . . .
*..

. .

. .30
... 156

..

.

.*

.

.

.

.

.
* .

. .

.

.

.

.84
9

.176

. .....
P-70 *. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Gastro-Intestinal ..
.........
. .
... 4
Genito-Urinary (Including VD) . . . . . . .44
Nero-Psychiatric .. ....
. . . .
5
Other Medical
* .
..........
54
Other Surgical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26

Dental . . ... . . ........
Vietnam ese . . . .. . , .. . .

. . ;33
. . .

TOTAL...............

..

.53

e, Compnications: The Brigade CP displaced to MINH THANH on 20 March
1967 and contunications were established imediately with the let Infantry Division
CP at LAI KHE by FM Radio. Single side band radio was established simultaneously
with the Brigade Base Camp at BIEN HOA. Upon establishing a VHF system, the single
side band was deactivated, This was the first time thiet.
th, modified wealons' carrier
(M-274) "Talking Mule" was used at Brigade level. It pro7ed quite successful. Upon
the establishment of a Tactical CP at Fire Support PARIM, comunication were tied
b,-k to XIR THAINI by both FM and I-Channel VHF radio. The Tactical 'CP was able to
etablish and maintain FM radio cmnnLcations with all maneuver elements not 6apable
of cmmunicating with the forward CP at MINH THANH. On 9 April, FS PARMT closed
down and the artillery elements displaced to Position ROCK. VHF 4-ehanhel was established from the FSE to MINH THANH to the 3/319th and 4/503d switchboard. Froa time
to time during the operation, it was rccessary to provide an airborne relay to insure cin nications to Battalion CP's dring their displacements.

1?.

Special Equipment/Teehniques

a. LZ Defense: During the heliborne assault on LZ RMT, the 2d Battilion, 503d Infantry encountered resistance from VC who were entrenched in bunkei
..
ocated 75 teters from the LZ. CS powder was dispersed from a Mity Mite but roved
ineffective° CS grenades on the other hand rere highly effective. A cotraction
type defense as used during the extraction from LZ 3 proved highly successful. With
the proper planning and cordination, a contraction defense is effective in ainiizins enemy resistance encountered during extraction.
b. LZ Construction Team: On two serarate occasions, the 4th Battalion
successfully utilized an "LZ" construction team provided by B Company, let Battalion, 1st Infantry Divisioa. An LZ was constructed for resuWply pr
aoees.
The
team and its ecuipment were brought into the operational area by a CH-47 using a
sling load and ladder. The second LZ was constructed to enable the battalion to
extract on 9 April 1967, Consideration should be given to frming such a teem
within the 173d Airborne Brigade's resources.
c. Marking Friendly -Peitiorm few dir Strikes" Difficulty was exptrienced
in marking friendly positions for airstrikes by the forward elemants in contact with
the VC. This difficulty can be reduced or eliminated by having the elements not in
contact mark their positions with sm&Av and relay the distance and direction from
their positions to where friendly elements are located.
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Once the fighters are on station and~ centact has been made with the FAC, one or
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esuts
f Oeraton UNCIONCITY II

I,.) Pereonnel:

WIA

. .*

.

MIA

.

..

(2)

.

.

.

.
..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

..
.

..

.

.

..

156
0

*

Eqimet

APC Destroyed
APC Damaged
M-'79 .

,

.

. .

.

.

.

. *.

.,

Pistol, .45 Cal

b. Lnt

. . . . ..

Isses

(EC)

XIA

(poes)

. .

KBA

(pas),

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

. .

. .

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

. .

.

.

..
*

.

.

.

.

..

..

..

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

. ...
.

.

.. ......

B-40 Rocket Launchers

. . . . .

. .

.

.

.

.

AK-47 Rifles.
.

. . .

.

Xosin Nagant Rifles

Xachineguns.

. .
..

*,

.

1

..........

.

.

. .

Detainees,

US Rifles

.

1

..

1

..
. .

.

*

.

.

.

2

Personnel

-

KIA

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

..

. . .

31

..

1

C*

..

4

.

.
..

.

.

.

..

95

.

..

7

.

.

5

..

. ..

..

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

.

.

.

.
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iminition.
Grenades
VC

..........

Grenades

153

.........

. ..................

,

Claymore Mines

. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

Ri fle Grenades

..

.

Sual

Als

.

.

.

.

. . . . . . ..........

Howitzer Rounds

.

52 ruds

.

.....................
..

. ........

121

5,873 rade

..............

7.6m Round
Mine

.

15,800 rnds

. . . . . ..

.

. .

15

Food:
Rice

. . . . .

o......

Dried Fish

. . . . . ....

Chickens

**

Pip

.

..

. . . ... .

.*.

.............

.

. .

.

Russian Canned Milk .

lbs

3,765

242 ibs

....

.31

. ..

..............

. .

.

21

..

72 pints

Eruitment:
Uniforms

.. . . .

. o,

. .....

a a a * .

Rucksacks . . . . . .4.........
Rubber Sandals

.

.

................

21 pair

..

Gas Masks . . . . . . . # . . . . . . . . .
Bifcyles

25

.

.

13

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49

Assorted Clothing . . . . . .

..

. .

a

0 Tbs

Stractures:

. . ..

Bunkers .
Foxholes

Hats

. . . . .

. ...

. . . . . . . . . ...

*

......

. .

......

Bmb Selter ......

.

449

..

149

. . . .

. 136

. . . . . . .. .
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nMortar
A

rti-Aircraft Positio

Documents:

.

.. ...

...

. . . . .

.

6

..

...........

Poitions ..

.

...

3,705

.

.

II

Miscellaneous

Wire

. . .

.

Electrical Wire
Batteries

. . . . . . . .....

...

Copr Wire

.

. .

.

.

. 2,000

.
.......

..

. 5,000 ft

ft

. 3,078 ft

.

....

. . . . . . ........

Ase.,tcd Equipment .
19.

. . ...

......

.

6,650
195 lbs

Ccamander's Analysis and Lessons Learned

a. Cosmander's Analysis: The following are a series of c nnnts made
by Brigadier General John R. Deane Jr. at a critique of Operation JUNCTION CITY
II held on 24 April 1967 at BIEN HOA Base Camp.

(1) Operation JUNCTION CITY II had several difficult landing zones.
Comanders should continually improve LZ's in their areas, especially trees in the
approach and departure routes.
(2) Genera Deane cautioned against C & L ships flying too low.

(3) Thera Is a possibility that the KAC codes will replace the present use of points of origin. It will entail more time but will be more secure.
(4) General Deane had noticed that air strikes were being called In
Comwhen troops were unable to break contact, forcing the jets to be sent away.
menders were insti ncted to make a practice of selecting alternate targes to be used
if the primary t..gst cannot be hit.
Personnel callm in air strikes were advised to start thinking
(5)
about how they will describe and mark the target. O ientation of the FAC must be
quick to got efficient and timely reslts.
(6)

Comand sauhasis is re.uired in the maintenance 'program.

b. Lessons Learned: Lessons Learned will be discussed by unit and restricted to the significant itmas brought forward at the critique of 24 April 3267.

(1)
Item:

2d Battalion,

d Infantry

20m Cannon

Discussion: The 2/503d Infantry nuestioned the effectiveness of the
20a. cannon on TAC Air missions against base camps. CPT Widick recomended that
the Z.) caimons be replaced by other ordance such as napalm to improve the strike
effectiveness against balse camp targets.
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Observation/Recmendations: Major Lanners, the Brigade ALO, informed the Brigade that the 20m cannon is an integral part of the aircraft and io
necessary for the fighter's defense, in addition to its employtent acainst t*arg,-r'
of ouportunity. It was further felt by the ALO, and agreed -upon by the CG, that
there tiould be no appreciable increase in ordnance carried by fighters if the 20m
earnom were replaced by other ordnance.
Iter.:

Mighty Mite

Discussion: T.': 2/50Y3d Infantry discovered that the Mighty Mite had
proved to be inadequate for disuensing CS gas when a unit was in contact on 9 V~ril
1-967. LTfC Sigholts recomended greater use of the CS dismenser mownted on rocket
pods of gunships or to ia~rovise a system similar to the "MAD* Bmer for accurate
placement of CS .when required.
Ctse vation/Recnndat ion: General Deane informed the Brigade Aiation Ofi±cer to train our pilots in the MAD Bomber technique. He further stated that
CS should be distributed from Rocket pods and fused bags made of plastic; The fuses
may get damp and would require frequent refill1s. General Deane further questicmsd
the Brigade surgeon concerning the effects of CS on car wounded, esoeciafly ttcbe
with head and chest wounds, The Brigade Surgeon informed the CG that it could have
serious effects.
Item:

CowmWn

and Liaison Aircraft

Discussion* The 2/503d Infantry recomend~ed that the Battalion Commanders be provided the rmemr comand and liaison ships daring extraction operations.
The requirement to be filled is the, the helicopters be eaninped with co-soles rather
than the PRC-25 radio,
ObservationsfRecomndations:
General Deane directed the Brixade Co
Officer to eet a status of~ consoles by type and capabilities available to the l?3d
Airborne Brigade (Separate). If there are deficiencies or severel different types
of consoles, General Deans will contact Generel Terry, (Comander, 1srt Signal Bds),
to alleviate the problem.
Item:

Usie of Napal&

Discussion: It was recomeded that wore napalm be employed in the
Air Forcz, preparatic.. of LZ's and that it be '2.Aced on the edge of the L2. The
2/50-1d Infantry noted- that the large amount of artillery and Air preparation on
LZ HOEERT on 9 April was not successful in destroyingpirepared VC Poitions.
ObsorvationefRecmmndations: Major landers, The BMe AIO, stated that
the heavy canopy surrounding various 12's broke up the effect of napalm and ibibited
its desired placement. tUe further sated that the burning which tight result after
an extensive napalm strike could conceivably interfere with helicopter landings.
Item:

Piacuent of Bombs

Discussion: Colonel NcQar-y informed all present at the briefing that
if the bombe are placed effectively, through proper 1paniffl,
the ultimte mission
could be accomplished.
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The lesson learned is to pla I.!
(servetiou/Rscinudations:
preparations carefully, and in advance. It is essential that the desired contact
area be known before the Air Force is on station, General Deane stated th'a~t there
was no knowledge of the bankers on LZ 1OX1 , therefore, it was believed that Air
and Artillery preparation would as sufficient, The only trvly effective was
against bankers of this tyne is the 88 howitser. The responsibility for preparations rests with the Battalion comanders and they nust consult the FA~*.'a be
effective. Preperattions nust be diagrmd and the Air Force notified well in advance to insure that the desired ordhaane* is received.
Itm: Chain Same
Di: cassion: The 2/503d Infantry roecends that all chain saws "be reThis will facilitate aintenance of the aw and
planred by one' c-mmon brand of sm,
establishment -~f PLI.
Observtions/ecmmedatin:
The 3S'port Battilon stated thatbtter
maintenance and atte-rtion to nainternne at all ler~ls could solve the prolem. The
CG instructed the Sapp:--t Battalion Cmaier to have classes ccridcted on the =wIntenance of chain saws.
(2)
Iten:

Ath Battalion; 503d Infantry
use cf .9hoke

Discussion: The 9/503d Infantry fauad it difficult to use wek to
mirk targets when the units are in close contact. Colonel Jactfle a-at- thxt the
4t$h Battalion had gotten WXi6 swim streers of all colors to include red for anking the
my-. General Dsane cautioned about using red snake In dense jwgIs are.
Gunships have bendrilled an hitting an area covered by red smcka. In these dely
leliated areas, there Is a possibility of manshis deliverirg fire In an usafe pre;1aity to frisncdly troops.
Cbeervation: General Doan instructed the brigade Aviation Officer
to hare all pilots practice threxirg smke from high Altitudes accurately. Be
This iq
cutioned personnel in C & L, shi , about gaing too close to throw smok.
an unecessary risk of botl% lives and eqipment.
Itm: M-79 Efficiency Against Banks
Discussion: The KM-79 grenade bas caven in reemt aerations to be
Therefmoe, the
inefficiert in the destruction of Viet Cong f-itiflled nsitimn.
4th Battalion now has HKA? rifle grenades and these will be smaloyid on subseamsot
operations.
Coionel God warned that ith the rairq
aborAion/bcinndti:
2*often and own
season suproachin3g, units will have to rotate their Tb-72 (LwO)
then will find a 1ar~e perueentage of dads.
Itsm:

Use of Napalm

Discussion: LTC Jwakly was not in favor of using napala In LZ Peparatim becase of te darger to amition In the Vlrs support bcse.
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Observations LTC Jackely recomended that napalm *,e used only on Air
Cap unless the canopy was open over the target area =nd if the target is well defined.
Item.

Direct Fire

-

Beehive Rounds

Discussion: Direct fire weat),Ls rith the taehive round were planned
during this operation, however, they were not required.
(servation:
The Beehive round will continua to be planned on zuzure
operationso

Itsm:
Dvi

:

Instant Landing Zone Teaas

Discussiou, LTC Jackely was highly pleased with the 1st Inftntry
,nstant Landirg Zcm Team,

ObservationRaccnendation.
It was rccmnended that the 1734 Engineers
train a similar team for use on subsequent Brigade operations.
Item:

Dustoff Nets

Discussion. LTC Jackley feels that it is much simpler to clear the
Battalion Ad 7ENe17lnet than the Comnand net for ccnunieation with Medical
Evacuation helicovterso
Item:, btraction of Lister Bagi
Discussions ,he 4/503d Infantry employed lister bags on JUNCTION CITY
II to preclude extraction of water cans at an inconvient time, The water was delivered in cans and poured into lister bavso The cans wer6 then set out and collected the same 1_y,

Observation/Recomendation.

This procedure was quite helpful in sneedGenera. Deane advised that this procedu-.e become standard practice. The only problem encountered was
the acquiring of lister bags in aufficient quantity.

ing up the extraction of the Battalion on the foll6wing morning.

Item:

Miscalculated Artillary

Discussion: On three occasions, elements of the Battalion were hit by
friendly artillery or mortar rounds, The problem was not due to long or short rounds
but to a lack of FO'a knowledge of the probable error box,
Observations The FO9& failed to realize that the probable error box
allowed that a erain percentage of rounds were going to fall short. FO's must be
thoroughly oriented to avoid friendly casualties due to misplaced artillery support.
(3)
Item:

lt

Battalion, 503d Infantr
Coordination for Perimeter Defense

Discussion: LTC Sache stated that careful coordination was requLmd
for nerimeter defene when two Battalions wer going into the same LZ.
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Observationa/Recc=AndationsLTC Sachs co: sidered the major problem
encountered in this type of operation to be with the light organic-.
The perimeter
and fire plans must be fully coordinated. There is e vary strong possibility that
with two battalions on the same LZ, there may be a blank in the defensive fires.
Iteq*

Night Navigation

Discussion: Night navigation abd Y)7*paration for night moves proved
to be a problem as shom in two instances as noted belo:
Incident 1 - The Recon Platoon of the 1/503d Infantry was engaged on
a BDA nission which ran into the hnurs of darkness, forcing them to remain out overnight. In preparing another unit to move out to meet them, it took three hours. LTC
Sachs stated that a reaction force should be able to move out inediately. If their
aid isn't needed, they can be halted enroute to the linkup,
Incident 2 - During tlre course of a long move, A/l/503e Infantry came
across a large base camp, The infa;,trymen woi ked thr area over well and returned
to the camp site tne next morningo Upon their return, they went into an area that
had not been hit° The platoon leader let 4 people fan out too far resulting in 2
dead and 1 wounded,
This iA an oxcelient exmple of a small -.it losing control.
Observations/Reconendations:
It was noted that in both cases at night
the 1/503d Infantry had found that flares were excellent for night navigation. The
aitillery flares could not be continued because of the small basic load.
After using

all the flares, the flare ship,."SPOOKI" wes employed with outstanding results.

Another

type navigational aid was the firing of 8]%\' mortars on the flanks of the moving
ground troops. The employment of this type of fire kept Alpha Company on a straight
line for 3,000 meters, The mortar rounds were fired on the flanks, rather than the
front to avoid the possibility of rounds falling short on the lead element.
(4)
Item-

2d2attaliong 319th Artillel!
Coordination of Perimeter Defense

Discussion: Major Bruemmer stated that in the reconnaissance and selection of nosition areas, close coordination had to be made with the unit providing
perimeter defenseo
Observation* If coordination ii not effected, it may cause one or both
units to have to aLter the location of the pcsition area. Major Bruemer stressed
the need for coordination between infantry and artillery elements, especially when
direct fire weapons are being employed.

Item:

Unfuzed hwunition and Varied Lots

Discussion-

The Artillery Battalion emphasized the ne.d for fuzed imm-

It was noted that a battery may have as many ar 20 different
nition and large lots.
lotso All lots have different ballistic characteristics.

Cbservations/Reccmendations: The Support Battalion Commander stated
that LONG BINH was clearing out their many different lots at this time. The Support
Battalion Commander stated that they wanted the Brigade Artillery Batteries to fire
up the small lots during H & I :!Lreo The problem with unfused amunition will con-

tinue because it happens to be available,

LTC Drake stated that of the two problems
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that a letter be drafted concerrning thin ma~ ker.

Thei letter should r6ntair. figures

(5) q"~PTroop, 3.t1' Cava~ry
Item: Helicoptter Sappv-t
Discussion* Owing to a lack of sufficient helicopters, the Long Range
RaconaissanPtrols of the Cavalr Troop could not be etployed effectively,
Obs,rvation: It is reccarended that more helicopters be placed at the
disposal of LW'a, thereby increasing the effectiveness of this intelligence finding
unit I
item* Placement of 105mm Hwitzers
Discussion: Major Sutton recommended that the Brigade C? be kest in
range of 105mm Hfidtsers.
Observation: If these artillery Owees are *laced out of range of the
CP, Patrols Issuing from. the C? are limited.
Item*. Coordination of Perimeter Defense
Discussion: The situation at MINH! THANH during Operation JUNCTION CIT
II would have been bad for the maneuvering of a reaction force, due to the large nonber of tents in the area,
Observation: It was recommended that the HQ Commandant. and comander of
the periter coordinate the inner and outer perimeters. The HQ Comandant should be
responsible for the inner perimeter and the perimeter commander responsible for the
outer periter.
Item:

Control of Serial Marches

Discussion: Serial cemanders and march unit commanders should exercise
-keeping
their speeds and proper distance for good convoy control.
extreme care iT
Observation: To allowr the least possible amount of vulnerability during serial movement, strict convoy control is essential.
(6)
thea:

Company D, 16th Armor
Digging in of Armored Personnel Carriers

Discussion: It was recommended that wehen bulldoer
APO'c be dug into the earth,

are available, that

Gqarvation: The digging in of APC' a will provide better grazing fi.res,
in addition toW
aninrease of both crew, and vehicle protection,
Item: Maintenance Capability During Marches
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It was recommended that eadh march unit have a mainte:ance
Discussion:
caoability of its own, This capability would aid the trail party and speed up th.
entire convoy,
Observation: The S3 was inatructed to inr.lude this maintenance cepability in coordinating inrtictors for future operations.
(7)

173d SupporL Battalion

Item:

ReuppJ7 Aircraft

Disoussion: The C-123 aircraft was discustsd as a problem for carrying
cargo due to the limited tonnage capability and the inability of the aircraft to be
loaded with outsize cargo

Discussion: The Support Battalion Commander reflected that there was
a problem with loading aircraft with explosives, The problem was due to Air Force
regulaticna on non-capatible muniticns.

Observation/Recomendations:

It is recommended that compatibility of

munitions regulatios be waivered in combat support operations. General Deane directed that someone with ex~po:ience in the handling of explosivea draft up a letter concerning the inherent dwnge-s of the various explosives,
Item:

Night Dustoff

Discussion:

There has been a problem with the summoning of DNstoff

ships during the hours of darkness for personnel who were not seriously insured,
that is, not requiring ijuediate evacuation.
Observation:

It was recommended that the Surgeon be notified and try

to ascertain the condition of the wounded man,

General Deane pointed out that a

platoon engaged in a night maneuver could not adequately determine the seriousness
of a wound,
Item:

Tmreper Maintenance

Discussion: There has been an increase in the problem of items being
turned in as "unserviceable" when in actuality the problem lay in inproper maintenance

or inproper cleanirg on the part of the oneratoro
Observation: General Deane directed that figures be kept on the units
for improper maintenance and the turning in of items as unserviceable when in fact
the problem lies in operator maintenance.

(8)Signal
Item:

Radio Squelch Position

Discussion: The Brigade Signal Officer stated that all radios should
operate in thr old squelch position, however, difficulties in communication are
often encountered.
If communications are not good in the old
Observation/Recammendation:
squelch position, radios should be switched to operate in the "OLD OFF" position.
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Item:

Preparation of Messages

Dincussion:

Major Moulton advised that there were a rnber of person-

.a2 who were not prepared to give their message before contacting another staticn.
Observation:

It is recomnended that messages be organized prior to the
beginning of the transmission.
Item:

Communication Security

Discussioa: It is imperative that all classified information and messages
be transmitted with the most extreme security measureso
Observation: The utilization of codes is now being taken under consideration,

(9)

Engineers

Item* Handling of Daaolitions
Discussion, Major Raudebaugh stated that in -esuaply of demolitions,
exolosive items were received in the same container with detonation cords and blasting caps. This is a dangerous practice and he warned aeainst it.

Observation:

It is recomended that all personnel concerned listen to

the advise of the demolition specialist to i.sure the safety of the troop.

Item: Demolitions Maae Availabl, frr Infantrymen
Discussion:

Often while on search and destroy operations, infantrymen

do not have sufficient demolitions to destroy enemy installations and tunnel complxes
they encounter.
Observation: The Brigade Engineer recommended that the Infantry Battalions make it SOP for each inrntryman to carry a 2J-pound block of demolitions. This
would provide sufficient demolitions to destroy base camps and tunnel complexes while

conduting S &D operations.
FOR THE CCKMANDER:

E. B. ROH1SON
CPT, AGC
A st AG
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CONFIO-NTIAL
Alrborne Operation (jdUIK10

C M~I)

1. Opera ion JUNCTION CITY ALTERNATE was a multi-unit operation involving
the 25th Infantry Division, let Infantry Division, 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)
and the l1th Armored Cavalry Regiment minus one squadron. The purpose of the operation war the destruction of COSVN and VC/NVA forces and installations in western
WAR ZCNE hC" (northern TAT NINH PROVINCE).
D - Day for the operation was 22 February 1967.
Th5 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) was placed under the operational
control of the let Infantry Division for the operation.
2.
Initial coordination with the !at Infantry Division was aade on 8 February
167o A joint reconnaissance was made of the 173d'e proposed Area of Operations,
tentative missions were outlined and airlift (helicopter) requirements ere discussed.
A suitable drop zone was noted during thnis initial reconnaissance.
Based upon the
initial coordination and reconnaissance, the 173d Airborne Brigade S3 proDosed to
the Coanding General that consideration be given to conducting an Airborne Assault.
3o The requirement for helicopter i1ft on D - Day was substantial. The let
Infantry Division had five infantry battalions to nut in by air assault and the 173d
had three infantry battalions.
In addition to the recuiremefit for UH-ID helicopters,
there was a tremendous requirement for CH-47 lift
for positioning artillery, command
posts and resunplyo Recognizing that an Atrborne Assault would result in a considerable savings in helicopter lift,
the 173d Airborne Brigade $3 presented to the Cmanding General an Airmovement Comparison Study (Iucl 2) based on a Battalion Task rorce
size jump. The results of the study showed a saving of sixty (60) UH-ID helicopters
for a period of 2 hours and 30 minutes and six (6) CH-47 helicopters for a period of

3 hours and 30 mintes.

The study had a major impact on the decision to continue

planning for the Airborne Assault.
4. A critical point in the development of the Airborne Assault Plan was action
requtred to prevent compromise of tht Drop Zone- The Brigade had earlier planned for
an Airborne Operation which later had to be cancelled because of possible compromise
of the Drop Zone.
Action taken to prevent comromise in the operation under discussion included:

a.

The decision to proceed with the airborne plan was known initially by

only the Commanding General, Deputy Brigade Commander, rigdde S3 and S3 Plans Officer. Additional Staff Officers were briefed on the operation as the planning Inogressed.
b. It was felt necessary that a cover ulan involvi-g another DZ located
outside the planned area of operations be used for planning parnoses. The cover
plan developed was based on a mission assigned to the lt
Infantry Division by
Headquarters, II FFORCE7 to secure a CID and airfield construction site during
Phase II of the operation at a Doint where ROMIE 246 crosses the SAIGON River (XT
624815). In conjunction with division, it was agreed that their initial order for
jUNCTION CITY would bive the 173d Airborne Brigade a mission requiring an Airborne

Assault with a Battalion Task Force into a DZ at SROC CON TRANG (XT 565855 - See
Aerial Photograph, Incl 7), This was the nearest DZ available to the proposed CM!
camp. The Brigade mission to the Task Force required the establishment of a Fire
Support Base with one artillery battery at SROC CON TRAM and then an attack omerland to seize and secure the site of the proposed camp. This mission was written
into the initial oeration orders of both the 1st Division and the 173d Airborne
Brigade, Headquarters XI FFORCEV was advised of the cover vlan prior to ccmleting the detailed planning.
c. Knowlelge of the true assault objective was limited initially to the
four individuals noted above. All staff sections were briefed on the cover plan
and proceeded with detailed planning for the Airborne Assault at SROC CON TRANG.
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The staff sections were not given the true objective until the latest possible tiae
ani then only those staff officers whose acti-Ities were definitely affected by the
exact DZ were rea? into the plan. The S4 for example was brouvht into the plan on
about 12 February, but the Signal Officer was informed of the exact DZ only two days
prior to D - Day.

d. The true plan for the Airborne Assault Phase of t:.e operation was not
published until late the night of 20 February and was not distrituted to the units
until 211900 hours February, the evening before D - Day, The Task Force Ccander
(LTC Sigholtz) briefed the troops on the operation the afternoon of the 21st, and
then sealed his battalion area so word of the operation could not be passed to other
----------------

amej.

e, The cover plan was used for all initial planning and coordination with
the Air Force. The Air Force received their final briefing from the Brigade S3 on
20 February and at that time were Riven all per-tinent information on the actual DZ.
This procedure can work very well nrovided that the actual DZ and cover DZ are
approximately the same size. The Air Force can then accomalish their nlannin!
based on the cover DZ and will reouire only adjustment in flight route, check poirts
and IP's for the actual DZ,

5. The 173d Airborne Brigade's mission
- Day was to block enemy escape
routes along HIGHWAY 4 between coordinates XT .324886 and coordinates XT 307946. It
was determined that this would reauire two battalions. An additional battalion would
be reauired to secure a Fire Support Base within the AO from which the airmobile
assaults and subseouent omeratious could be supported. This mission was assigned
to the Airborne Task Force in the actual plan, The Airborne Assault nermitted ranid
seizure of the Fire Support Base, and the introduction of the Brigade Command Post
and a battery of artillery, In addition, it freed hlicopters for movement of other
forces as outlined earlier,
6. Aircraft requ'.raaents for the drop were thi .".een (13) C-130's for personnel,
eight (8) C-130's for heavy dr3o and two (2) C-13t'e for CDS. The technicue of drop
was as follows:
!.i';raft ip *,ral,- 10 second i' erval
Joap t.citude - 10O0 feet
Two passes .. 15 mmn -Acks
Tunaround t'-_4 - 6 ainutes

Heay &-,p altitude - 1500 feet
CT. Ircp altitu& - 400 feet
Timinc of the drop was as followsTAC Air prenaration - 0710 - 0855 hours
Nrs

crop - 0900 - 0910 hours

Heavy Drop - 0925 hours
CDS - 0930
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7. A Combat Control Team was not used for the oerse
l drop. A FAC marked
ths IP with rockets and te lead men in t... first stick then threw smoke marking
their imaet point so the aircraft could adjast if neessary for the second pass.
This procedure worked very well. The CCT jumped An the second pass and ere used
for control of the heavy drop and resupply drops that continued the day, It should
be kept in mind that if a CCT is used, they nave to be put in at least 20 zinmite
prior to drop time. Putting tem in ahead of the drop could alert the enmy and
give him tine to react and close on the DZ. In stancea where the DZ is clearly
defined and the-e is little likelihood ov dropping in the wrong place, it is felt
that there is no requirament for a CCT to go in ahead of the personnel jamp.
-.
a suary of the peculiarities and technical aspects of
detailed planning involved in an airborne operations. This Inclosure can be used
as a guide in planni
future Airborne Operations.
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Problem:

I AL

7

TEM
CCDPARMIOI STUD!

To dstrming the practicality of making an airborne assault with

a battalion size task force as op

-4dto making an airsobile assult using UH-ID

ad CH-47 helieopters.
2.

Assuatios:

a. That sixty (60) U-ID and six (6) CI-47 helicopters would be available
to sumoort. an aizuobile assault.
b. That the staring area for the 173d Airborne Prisade would be OUAN LOI
and the assault area at the vicinity of KATUE (distnce of 50 kilometers).
c. That an airborne assault force would consist of an infantry battalion
reinforced, an artillery battery and elements of the Primade Headqarters.
3.

Discussion:
a,

Organization of Airborne Assault Force:
(1)

personnel:
Inf BA
Arty Btry
nW q
NP Sqd

- 510

IN' TA
Sig See

-

S~ n
Bde Hq
TOTAL

- 110
- 30
8

-

4
12
30

-

(2) Eqdmet:
InfBA
1 - 1/4-ton track

6 - M274 Mules
4 - 4.22 Mortars
6 - Cia Mortars
Arty Ba
1/1.-ton truck wftrlr
1!cwitsers
2 - 3/p-ton trucks
I

-

6 - M-10

Dde He
1 - 1/k-tom truck-w/trIr
3 - 1/k-ton trucks
b. Aircraft recuirments to conduct ab airborne aseault with the task
earara 3a above would be 13 C-130's for mersonel and 10 0-130's
force oatlind in
for heavy drop of equient. It is envisioned that a nortion of the heavy drop airies to suwort the entire bricraft would be utilized for a second drop of balk sul
gade operation. A mininm of -wo days would be requdred for rigging of heavy drop

squipeeft and balk supplie.
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e, The introduction of the &setask force Into the operational area
C-7's
based on the asswmtions made in aeragrath 2 wmld r6ouire
using U-1D--z.
105 UH-.D sorties ano 22 CH-47 sorties. The M-ID's vwid reauire I hour and 30
.d:utes to got the force into the area plus an additional 1 h-ur for reflelizM.
The CH-4? lift
could be €cupleted in an estimated time of 3 hours sa 30 uZ xuto
4.

Conlusions:

a.

An airborne assault vould result in freeing sixty (60) M-D's for a

period of 2 hours

nd 30 minutes for suvport of additional forces.

b,
=-irborne szsan*l. wou!d result in freeing six (6) CM-47's for a period
of 3 hours and 30 mintes for rpw.rt of other fore.
sco
ation: Plecamend that an airbere assault be conducted with a
5.
task force as o
rtand in perarnip 3 above and the helicopter reooem be used
sdiately followirg the airborne
additiceal forces into the objective aree
to amo
assault.
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SUMMARY OF PECULIAPITIES AND TECHNICAL ASPECTS
OF PLANNING AIRBORNE OPRATIONS

1. General: Planning for airborne operations beeins with the .xrlection of an
objective area. This area may be selected by higher headquarters and
rect-ld as an
assault objective, or as was the case on Operation JUNCTION CITY, the objecTive may
be selected by the commander of the force to be amnloyed,
Once the objective is
determined, the Dlanning seauence used is what is commonlv referred to as the Reserve
PlamAng Seouenceo It begins with a visualization of onerations in the objective
area (,'round Tactical Plan). Next to be considered is the Tanding Plan. The Landinm
Plan is followed by the Air Movement Plan and Marshalling Plan.
a,

Ground Tactical Plan:

The Ground Tactic-! Plan includes the ajsigrment

of objecties and missions to subordinate units, task oreanlzation, unit boundariet

and provision for a reserve.
A specific ground tactical plan will denond unon the
forces available and suecific objectives and missions.
In the caee of a one battalion task force operation, such as JUNCTION CITY, the Task Force Commander develops
the Ground Tactical Plan bied unun the mission assigned by Brigade.
b. Landing Plan: The Landing Plan includes the senuence, time and method
of delivery of troops and material necessary to sumort the scheme of maneuver, the
plan may include any combination of Parachute Assault, air land (AF aircraft) or
airmobile (Army Aviation) moment into the objective area. In ulanning IntraTheater Airborne Operations, consideration should always be given to use of airmobile assaults in conjunction with Airborne Assaults and to use airmobile forces as
a reserve.
c.
Air Movement Plan: The Air Movement Plan involves preparation of Air
Loading Tables (prepared by Army), selection of loading sites and flight routes
(prepared by the troop carrier) from the departure airfield.
If move than one unit
is involved, an Air Movement -Table must be prevared. In manifesting aircraft loads
the key is to cross load personnel so that the men exit the aircraft in the area of

the Drop Zone that corresponds to his initial assembly area, thei y permitting
quicker assembly and less movement on the part of the individuals to reach their
assembly areas. If a brigade size operation is plarrted, then the brigade must block
out a number of aircraft for each unit and establish the priority or order of aircraft manifesting is the responsibility of each specific unit.

d. Marshalling Plan: The Marshalling Plan involves movement to temoorary
camps, (ifrequired) movement to loading sites, And loading of personnel and heavy
equipment. The S4 prepares the Marshalling Plan.
2, Since Airborne Operations are "Joint operations" a J.i;i Planning Coisference
is recuired early in the planning, The purnose of this conference is to arrite at
cmplete agreement and firm decisions on the various aspects of the operation. The
decisions arrived at become the basis uon which both the Army tactical unit commander and the troop carrier unit commander tublish their orders. The S3 should be
prepared to uresent the following information at the Joint Planning Conference.
a,

Number of oersonnel to jump.

b.

Amount and type of heavy eauirment to be drooned.

c.

Number of CUS loads to be droped if any.

d. Drop Zone location, ninnointed on four corners by six-digit ccordinates.
Also, the location of the desired impact voint (IP) for both personnel and heavy eiipment.
Aerial Dhotogravhs of the Drop Zone should be considered a must for DlannIng
and coordination of these noints.
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Desir: 1 jump altitude and !ize of sticks. These two points alone with
a.
the aircraft formation are normally debatable as the Air Force will hsve their views
also. The Air Force will provide necessary information on turn-around times and
flight times to the objective area.
f.

The Air Force will want to know what type weather delay

are desired and

a rendezvcus point must be agreed uuon where the Army Commander and Troop lift Comiander can meet early on D - Day to make a joint waather decision.
g.
A code vrd to be used in the event of a no-jumv situation or for recall
of the PJrcraft musx oe - abA3i.
h. Radio callsigz wid 1reqaencies must he exchanged and should include
VHF and UHP,
i.
On Operation JUNCTION CITY, a TAC Air preparation of ono hour and 45
minutes was used,
In addition, helicopter gunships were used to escort +he troop
carriers on the last 5 minutes to the DZ and they remained in the area during the
early ,taies of the assembly.
J. A time .cr the Joint Load Inspection conducted by a Brigade representative and USAF ropretentative wst be ci~.lishd.
k.
for loading,

The Air Force will provile the time that the aircraft will be available
station t'Are, take off time, flight tine, and aircraft parking plan.

1.
If a FAC is used to mark the Drop Zone, the color smoke used and its
meaning must be agreed upon during the planning conference.
On this point, the FAC
can use his WP rockets very effectively for marking the IP on the D.
3. The employment of airborne forces is nor ally visualized as an Inter-Theater
Operation aimed at achieving strateeic surmdee and positioning forces in strategic
areas where other means of noeitionin, cannot be used, Ccosideration should be given
to the employment of airborne forces in Intra-Theater operations whenever significant
advantage in tactical surprise can be gained by the sudden, undetected, mass delivery
of troops.
Although parachute delivery of troops and er-aiment is a relatively Inefficient method of introduction, the cobat envirent of the Vietrnam Theater often
lends itself to this tyne emoloyment. The shifting of operations from one location
to another about the country reauires considerable air movement and positioning of
forces before operations can begin. When multiple units are involved in ousrations,
there is always a greater demand for helicopter lift
than there are helicopters to
provide support.
Often a significant advantage can be gained introducire airborne
forces directly into an operation.
Intra-Theater employment of airborne forces can
be particularly advantageous when employed in conjunction with other forces.
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RESUME OF CCMBAT PARACh1r ASRSAULT
T7he following Commnents are a resume o" the plannii~g and omranization for the
Conbat Parachute Assault conducted on 22 February 1967,
All Planning was oriented tc support the ground tactical plan. The grund
tactical plan was designed to accmplish the Task Force's basic assigned mission
of security for the 173d Airborne Brigade's CP, Brigade Fire Support Pase and the
heavy drop zone. The Ccemanders plan was to be executed in three (3) phases.
Phase I - Three (3)
cfeouesnies after landing on the DZ would move to the edges
of the OZ and establish bscurity and -arevent the enemy from olacing obser ve fire
or ;*.-i V% Each comany vao Riven atmprcodmately one-third of the area to. secro
for wrauple, Company A wo-0'9 secure the north edge and one-half of t~e northeast
zortion of the DZ. Comany L~ would secure the southwestern and and portions of the
north and southeastern sides, Ccwmny C would secure one-half of the northeastern
end and the ma,-or~ty of the sc-ithsastern side, Recon Platoon would be the Ti' reserve.
Phase II - the rifle companies, which were now assembled by virtue of -tht leadin
Plan (explained below), and the , asembly 13lan contract the perimter to secer" the
heavy drop zone (HDZ). This was reasonable when the size of the persorral DZ (1000'
=60D00) and the HDZ (5001 x 1200,') area couared. Each rifle company retained its

Irelative

Dosition with the adjacent rifle comnanies,

Phase III

-

also included a

contraction of the perimeter. The basic reoufrement during this phase was to secor
the Brigade CP and the Fire Suvport Baso. Each of the three Dhases were eoxacuted on
D -Day.
OnD + 1th.D +6, the battalon wouldexpand theperimeter at 0830hours
to secure the HDZ (Phase !I) and at apprcoivately 1700 hours, the perimeter would
contract to execute Phase III.
To support the ground tactical plan, the entire Task Force was~ cross loaded aboard
13 C-13n aircraft with 60 passengers in each, f: . a total force of 780 comat troops.
On the majurity of the aircrax't, each- rifle c mparty v~as given 10 spaces and the reainder were given to N'C/2/503d Infantr.-, Alpha Batt-7s 3/319th Artillery and support
elment- from the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate),
The first priority vias to get as many infantry on A-is ,iround as soon as possible.
This had to be considered because although the DZ had A flight length of aeximately
26 seconds, two passes would be required to delivpr all of the personnel in the Task
Force. Company B was givrn the first five stnaces by each door, Company A was given
the next 10 soaces for the left door, and Cemnany C was eir.-tn the next 10 seaces for
the right doo)r, This was iust the basic start of cross o!ing which would place the
personnel from the rifle comianmes on the DZ in the area ',iev would Pecure. The detail cross loading wns accomplished by the rifle ecanany car' andes when they filled
their allotted spaces on each aircraft with nersonnel frort ea,'h platoon. This technioue permitted the aembers of a platoon to all land in close Wraamity to each other
because they all had occupied the saw. relative position an different aircraft.
On 21 February, the Battalion S4 drew all air items that iusre renufred for the
parachute assault. On the afternoon of the 21st, the entire Task Force was assembled
and briefed bv the Task Force Coander. Jumpaasters assemabled their chalks and
issued shoe taes to each soldier, because of the technione of detct~led cross loadirs,
it was felt that the regular manifest would not work at thlis rhase %nd was made an
itm of record at comany level with copies forwarded to the Batt-~Aon 31. The shoe
tag, which was filled out to contain the same information as a uani.esst, contained
four varts, The fourth part was given to the itmimaster, the first part was tied
to the kit bag with parts two and three intact. The julnster then moved their
personnel to the air item issue point located at the Battalion S4 Office. After all
sir items were cAraw--, all enuimnt was Dacked in the appropriate container and parachutes were fitted and chsc);ed. All equipment was then stored in prescribe buildings
to be isuarded during ti-e ni.ght. Jumumasters then conducted their detail briefing
which was outlined for them that morning. Their briefing included such things as
PLI' (Parachute Landing Falls) and emrgency landing techniques.
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Oni 22 February, veliclvs a;-rived in the marshal~ling area (CinP Zinni) where the
The trucks soted to the storaze
areas and jtpasmsters a; atmb3ed ' hair chalks * All enuimnt was secured and -&3 personnel 3oaded by chalks to dsnart for the airfield.
entir6 Task Force had saertt tha night of 21 February,

'lie ordsr of march was not in numerical secnence ' ut in accordance 4.o the aj-raft park~ng plan, All aircraft were -ositioned prior to the arrival of the Task
71orce at the dsuartire air isld, Upon _rriyal.*each chalk load w~as uet by a guide
guides carried a
%!bree
z1nvtich vas the saeas
the chalic inber) who led
that chalk to the Pws-itiut- aircraft,
The soldier-L cff loaded from the trucks and mov-ed =_lonz the sii"~ of their
cnalk. The distanes 'raxs~ad by each soldier did nct exceed 100 feet and vas mush
lesa in most cases. This procednure vas oesigued to conserve the energy of the soldier,
save time, and red:'rs the distance the soldiers voazld have -,o walk ith their equi-.
mn- and PAE bags -When !oa' ing the airc-aft.
The aircraft began departing at 220851 February. The first ur tped at 09001F
with the last at 0910H1. Asambly probl*ms were reduced primarilyv bezause of two
things: cross loadirg and the ini'tial requirmnt to move rapidly to thes flanks of
the DZ.
The normal control moasures were used such as assembly areas (DuriM "base IT,
smoke and colored balloons. Initially, smoke was thrown to give direction to ihoca
soldiers who ay havre becem disoriented during descent. During Thase I!, it was
thrown in~ the unit assmbly areas. Balloons ware aLto flown at this time.
In conlmiia; the effectiveness c' this parachute c-ssault was due in large
to the results of lesssons learned duinrw the two practice rarschute junas executed
in October and November 1966. The sold-trs were W117 trai.ned. They had bowi in coabat and knew what to exoect, but more Lmotant, they did what was emeected of them.
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Listed below are the individmal participants of the Coat Parmchute Assault
of 22 February 1967. This listed is brokm dewn iuto two separate graer: key
personmel and other soldiers conftct2lr the jmp. It has not been the intent to
slAett the value of any ne perse's participation, bat rather to 4iv* due credit
to those wbo ahed the burden in vlamning, organizatioa for tha final execution of
this CW-bat iap.
iioster of Key Prsonnel

Duff
&1gade C-mander

G9K~f~J
RAM3
Deane, John R.

t.

Pig Gem

Cne 020.35
Brigade SK

)-sicb, Robert A
RA 1228M

ah V9

S3

Peters, 31mr R.
I
059196

LTC

Aist to W5e Cm
Fruerly Spt i O(PC

Siska, mm F.
038M9 ,

LTC

W5e Surgeon

Ra,
Einar
KC 08395

rTC

Semiar AO
19th TAMSCPSO
Dien Hae AFB

Rrr,
H~enry U.
FR 264 2

M!C

S3 Plans Officer

Crump, Roger L.
Inf O88360

KAJ

SI

Bethke, Gerald R.
11F 075927

MAJ

S2

3CCoy, Geore
MY7 092496

S4

Paler, Wiliam T.
117 0764ft

S5

Anderson, Jume L.
IMP 066656

XAJ

Signal Officer

DarlbW, Gregory
sM 09"12

KAJ

Provost Marshall

Friend, Bernard D.
MC 094927

NM.A

NWe Aviation Officer

Utsman, Charles D.
IV 082373

MAJ

Dixon, Allso C. Jr.
7363

MAJ

Car,

CPT

b, PO

51st Cbem Dot (mdr

.

Miltem B.
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Giglieflo. Xavier
0997810

or.

IC

Asat Bde Chaplain

Walker, Conrad N.
05500422

MAJ

Asst S2

Motchette, Claude R.

CPT

Amf

086173

Asst S3

Clark, Peai C. Jr.

CPP

Bde Arty LAD

Cole. Robert H.

CP.

LrRtp cdr
2/l7th Ca,

Phiflins, Alm~ B.
871

Cft

172d NI Det C

Bowen, Harry R.
053o71o

CPT

Asst Bde Sig Officer

Mc Cateer, Peter J.
Sig OF 101586

C.'T

S3 Air

Ward, Peter H.
W 092977

CPT

Acting Aide de Cmap

Nozden, Janes P.
R170F 101621

CVT

ALO

Callaghan, Jmes T.
FR 56232

CT

Asst Bd. S5

Boyle David J.
IN
05236366

IET

S2 Operatims SGT

My, Wlhi= K.
RA 15256759

XSG m

53 Operations SG?

Ways, Harold A.

mm Es

RA 419322A.
Amst Operations SG7

AxbVood, Dsnjmin H.
HA 1363630C3

S4 Operations SGT

Rine, Dana W.
RA 13255002

SFC 97
SG Be

HkS Btry 3/319th
BA XO

Nommtel, Robert
OF 105495

WAJ

BU CO

Ndin, Willi
05913?

LTC

.

A/3/319th At
try CO

nderson, Charle C. Jr.
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CPT

'fN"iDENT WAL

N 10

Vau=,
ki

532

!Is-7

WA;

1261'31

Phcflitt, !&wdC.s

(9

Mq152
0532OX7?6
32ViMahbgy,

Lauwiae.

3Q CapeWy CO

Ksszjwyat

Agat S3

Baty, Robert

V.

CPT
Cm

ILT

OF 1WX765
A/2/503d afaatrw

co

Conn, ZKdn H. J. .w.

CPT!

ISIE

".gicmf, Lads 7.
RA 1123706

23N Me

Pit Lbr

Ow,
John J.
0-327-102

1

W&

namrt,

n.T

L&

Eas,

Vit

Pit

Arthr X.

Ptiusp II.21

05329639

Pit Ur

O'lary, Earthoeali2L
B/2503d Ur~tryr

CO

wapan, KAC~th
086347

isO!T

Le.u, Dmid L.
IA 20377M.k

1911

Pit I&

Ntebsl , Bbesr

ILT
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rat, Fabert C.
OF 105933

Fit ldw

Ntedh, Donald F.
05 325404

UT?

Wit w~

memi3, wiim P.
0532513k

IL!

causln, Kaumpt
02321&W2

2=

ft ldr

A.

Ct//sr3d Infmtry
co

Carmoy, Thomas P.
098627

epT

is~l

Davis, B&M4 P. Jr

iml M

RA 1227521
05020511

M.itr

?=PI,

Pit I&
itlAw
TA aiditio

Alz'ocrr

ifrd 3.

1=~

Calm , Webm A. Jr.
(W10n32

112

1wilis, joesii
05327702

1=2

P. Jr

to thbome cited abowe the foloi

Task Fmc. utijeb exected the camit

Individuals
jm

of

we su r

22 Flir=

of the

1967.

MC/253d Taatry

Fimsemr, Dco.

SSG

nA 56120672

Scot, Sm

SGT

tS 55935

Came, Kamah

3?.

US 5579iAM

Hatcer, Draytun

PSG

PA 2337%632

Gwanmr, Cicro

SC!

RA 32"l69

Rama,

B-uee

1F.A158351(3

Sbotts, Dnld C.
Dmmlle,

so==

fteha, Mchard
Tq'1M,
Bumatt,

B&rt W.
Larzy G.

USC52050706
lc

US 515?9631

SF1.

RA 187316a1

SP&

RA

SM
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A 1&9161696

126,
t%n
u lrari
I I nrarrm
Ulr,, I AL
N=S

GRMI

Dockery, Willard

S7

RA 24962M 5

&on, Cecil. x

SP4

US 54364302

Janes, T~.card

SOT

RA 51456555

McDonald, Eloan D.

PFC

RA 16751516

ASN

Byers, Trrence

P7

RA 15733376

Kendall, Robert

MSG

RA 54061795

Sia,

S0f

RA 39402781

Haggard, Boy

sP4

US 52643395

Beaver, Gerald

PlC

US 53406716

Nesse,

ILT

05326288

Hassler, Gerald

SP4

US 53405578

Newland, Iuslie

SP4

US 51546259

Durhim, Clyde

PFC

RA l277.59

Crow, Marion

SSG

RA 52378447

Kelley, Donald

SP4

US 5639462,

Limbraso, Andrew

SPK

US 55834834

Moffett, Herbert

p77

RA 19"74632

Gantt, Nethonie

SPK

RA 13856729

Bromn, Joe

SOT

NA 1441,66

Tipton, Doyle

SP4

RA 11857627

Iarson George

SP4

RA 1"60902

Kuitert, Gary,

SP4

RA 162903

Fller,

PFC

RA 1489563

Dee, Manfred

P'

NA 1155007

White,

?FC

US 56624570

C

RA 10820993

Cohen, Thomas

SP4

RA 1941502

Guerra, Pedro

SP4

RA 18643M6

Meunier

SSG

RA 2793(is"

sP4

US 56379943

Deborah

David

John

Jehue

Sanders, Donald

lerm W.

Maya, Jesse
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Strmbersky, Robert

JdmMa~,

".1P70

M 56379943

US 55M82902

Abernathy, Ronald

sP4

US 55835235

Castaneda, Felmeno

PFC

RA 26249972

Scarino, Auattino

SP4

RA 127315

GreyFran

SOTRA

18693152

Jcb~au, Joes

Pre

US 5334M4

Rodriquez, Santos

SSG

RA 18534564

Hudson, Jack

SP4

RA 19789935

8-4e,
SP4

RA 19845641

Malmo, J, T.

P70

US 543630173

bier, Clifford
Donohue, Th me

PC
PFC

RA 18650579
RA 1M751

Fernandes, Gilbert

PFC

RA 1940009

Spegnola, Charles

PFC

RA 13832741

Detten, William

SOT

RA 18715660

Wdrbalow, Elner

SP4

RA 17737496

Ji umon, Robert

SP4

US 51575524

Roel, Gary

Pr

RA 177375M

Lester, Kichael

PFC

RA 168WOt

Dambrowkl,

SOT

RA 1668=122

Mahone, James

SGT

RA 13643774

Powell, Marcus N.

SSG

RA 14272096

Taylor, Robert

SP5

RA 16629779

Cortez, Migel

SK

RA

Pendleton, Ronald

PFC

RA 1770132

Parker, Harold

SP4

RA 14905644

Johnson, David

SOT

RA 24761584

Corbitt, Alfred

SSG

RA 24635093

Clarence

*

SP4

ASh

Larry

CONF IDENTIAL
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Nixon, Milton

SSG

RA 33996263

Allen,

PFC

PA Ik8502

Harris, Hohn

SGT

US 5340 7940

Booker, Richard

PFC

US 56401664

Chase Walter

SGOI

US 53401381

Warnic, Ben

PFC

RA 12737869

Leader, William

P7C

RA 19"84901

Morris, Robert

pFF

RA 11701909

Dfllon, James D.

CPI.

RA 144.B824

Hand, Jams

PC

RA 1496751,5

Lelbowitx, Bruce

PFC

RA 12754748

King, Harold

SP4

RA 13868529

Myers, Donald

SGT

RA 16743478

Ham, Wllim

PFC

RA 31/82559

Millr, Ira D,

SK4

RA 19852570

Smith, Donald

CPT

Of 105827

Roundtree, John

SSG

RA 14505542

Richardson, Charles

SP6

RA 33472514

Grant, Frederick

SP5

RA 51416047

Wallace, Raymond

SP5

RA 16570282

Gleason, Arthur

PY

RA 12714828

Bowman, Edward

SGT

RA 13831707

Howard, Robert

PSM

RA 16542145

Wenzel, Thomas

ILT

05325335

Orew,

SP5

U3 53400614

Saigth, Gregory

SP4

RA 14917604

Smith, Willim

PFC

RA 15740M

Fisher, Alton

PFC

US 56408170

Harvey, Jack

P70

RA 14$57385

Jackson, Carl

SP4

US 533822

Johnny

Tim

AS
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Marts, Ueroy

17C

5325327
1

Stickler, Rexfod W.
M

RA 172272

l,
SPC

Gcriffin, David

CP4

Mills , Jerms

4

RA 565339

PF

RA 195027

ut
W~~~itehea,
Smith, Charlet

PUS5560
PFC

US 5338260

Clark, Gone
Drayton, Joh-nmy

SK

US 53400550
RA lgn5TJ

Whitehead, Cartia

SK+

UI 5IL556ftg

Jose

lTC

US 5001062

Jams
Wilson,
Alle, Eddrie

PVC
PVC

56393252
US
RA 14905519

S

RA 19A4222

P

us 56396056

380

.

Warner, Larr
Nayrod RhSrd

Abrhm,

OF 104583

r Dit

ow

Carter, Taothy

PT

RA 3925363

Hicks, Dotch

PFC

RA 14911"53

Dinn, John

PVC

US 5156197

Sider, Billy
Vaguie, Rafel A.

PVC
SSG

US 5523957
RA 2193641

o5016241

SSG

lT

RA 12352501

Skornpa, N ert D.

SC

RA '417515

pitsmo, Jes

SP4

RA =225084

Short, Lee

SP4

RA 34911491

Tan Wapner, Raymond

SPK

RA I.TM5250

Patton, George,

PFIC

RA 22765135

Elders, Sylvester

PIC

US 53394ZIA-

Lindsey, Wimm

SP

US 56693574

RamnWg,

Stergion
Rrnsai
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.S 4924

Thampeon, Gry

Aefale,

-+Mayrodis,

n 173000164

.
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Dillard, John

Sl5

RA 14771176

Rice, Harley G.

SP4

RA 19361117

Borba, Robert

PC

US 5640238

Hall, Albert

PFC

RA 3.1856140

Lee, Luther

SP4

RA 14920904

Chain, Willie

PIC

RA 14932561

Guerra, Pedro

SP4

HA 186438"8

Johnson, David

SGT

RA 14761584

SObastion, Gerald

SGT

US 52t27298

Solie, Terence

Pre

RA 168)3099

ASH

A/2/503d Infantry
Anderson, DcaaI4 B.

SP4

RA 16841981

Doman, Dallas

PFC

A 1386943

FMe, Woodrow

PFC

RA 14925492

Gregory, Ronmie

PFC

HA 56407046

Wilson, Raymond 1.

SP4

RA 15740146

loon, Terry

PY(

US 56411507

Brns, Charles W.

pC

US 51560450

Harris, Greg ff.

Pre(

MA16"7019

Levart, Michael

PFC

RA 17727181

Perkins, Paul S.

PC

RA 19877493

Sanches, Rickie

SSG

RA 19726172

Kel y, John

SP4

RA 13258754

Cooper, Jackie

SPA

RA 12862181

Rogers, Dennis

SP

RA !25252

Wiseman, Larry L.

Pre

RA 19852522

Hart, Laimn

PM

HA 1146183I3

Teufel, Thcmas

PlC

RA 13877839

C(rawfr, Alozo

P7"C

US 526389W3

W1lscaTerry

Pr"e

ts 5020595
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Doloach, Loyd

PC

PA 15803702

Willi=, Richard

S

RA 533727

Whiteman, Romnald

PFu

RA 1574"66

McEachin, John R.

SP4

RA 1"737297

SP4

RA 1958515

Booth, Robert L.

PVC

RA n564619

Hall, Lean

PFC

RA 109721.6

Craig, Gary P.

PrC

RA 19825654

Gibson, brrell

PVC

US 53373744

O'1ally, Rick

PrC

US 53393744

1L?

05326"4

Degpegrio, Daniel

PVC

RA 12750752

Walder, Ephron

SOT

RA 52373607

K&jsaa.7, Robert

Pre

HA 19875036

Green, Larry

PVC

US 56389396

Carrier, Wllia

PVC

HA 11462312

baran, Randelph 3.

PVC

RA 17739831

Florenee, Theddis

"C

US 5,A409

Tucker, Ronald

PVC

US 53559218

Bobowski, Jan

S3

RA

!veraom, Wesley

890

HA 16583741

Reynolds, WAlim

PVC

RA 168I1776

Horshm, Walter

SP

US 56395760

? re, Edward I.

PYC

US 534(07913

Nacum, David G.

PVC

A 13869168

Wye

US 54308394

Cutbirth, Harry

PFC

HA 10887259

Lytwyn, Michael

PVC

03 53249875

SSG

RA 19276172

Gomales, Laray

33

RA 19507652

Crawford, Da

"C

RA 1

Yo.,

Joeeph

Fumertan, Arthur

Anstin,

"ae's,

Mark

Johnie

.
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Henderson, Czrl

SSG

RA 171.3

Ranfro, Norman

P0

nA 14910695

Smith, David
Nako, John

SP4
FPC

RA 1945802
RA 12755470

Sc8hultz, Peter

SP4

RA 1682963

Fmchfs, HO2

PnO

US 52620541

Johnsom, Wi

SM

V 543642M

SPA1

US 5261.883

groAt, 0-7

PFC

RA 17719M

Laster, Leroy

P70

US 534OV275

Hostack, Leon

PS

NA 16233087

Wiliams, Richard L.

SS

RA 13363425

laifas, Robert

p70

NA 23858M2

Schrin, Nichol"s

FF0

NA 22753076

Oren, Charlie

SOT

US 5369612

PYC

NA 1984571.9

P0

PA IL9863405

Cleveland, Wayne

P7C

RA 115668

Kelley, Stephen

SP4

RA 14920672

Adair, Dennis

P7C

RA 1375047

Noo e, Romald C.

SP4

RA 19863551

Richard, John

SP4

RA 17701514

Watson, Lem

P

NA 128261

Walker, Charlie

PC

NA 149606f

bents, Fdvard

PFC

NA 15832730

Farrow, Viflimi

SGT

NA 267557iA5

Peadarivee, Sylvester

PrC

NA 12691932

Gilbert, Willie

SP4

US 531.30012

Scett, Walter R.

SPA

RA 15909902

eAnks,
Theodore

aroiolns, John
heeler, Jose*

C.
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Palaer, David

SPh

US 515696"

Nwprt, Daniel

SP4

RA 16SU586

Tysm, Arthur

PM

RA 2480.

Hmioy, Gonsale
Kazpataakom, Glenn

P
PFC

RA 1877358
IA U9672041

W*Issnbacher, Varren

P

RA 3.4967

Dic~aw., Gregory
Nima, John R.

PM
SSG

S 08335
RA 174"6

P,
lCs

"3
U A1871.390

Tqlar, Thcoas

SP4

US 51340552

Hood, bby

PMc

RA 148883tM

rg].., ftesel

PPC

RA1l768W

SteJhem,

Dwrid

SP4

RA 14925868

Spears, Patrick

PC

R A4W406

ORa.rks, Eand

pm

k.haub, MlIvin G.

"10

RA 11"9302

Rines Gary J.

5P4

RA 16383

Gosdla, Kermll

SK

US 54365681

Ulics, Francisco

PY0

US 50011975

SHit, PFml L.

P70

US 5582396A

besry, Walter K.

p70

RA 1273627

Bertrand, Arlon A.

PlO

US 52,77--1

Card, Vincnt W.

SSG

A 1739189

quartserm,

3P

US 56329135

PC

RA 1-0599

fBrnette,

Thas

Theodore F.

Swartz, Charles
BE

*

aIrNVY

1167659

Pre

RA 1687038

Warles, Jeff

P;

RA 14902790

Emott, Harlem

SPI

IA 16839043

Gater, Robert

n XUk
!365843
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Nicholls,

.illim
3.

IYC

itnchev, Roy A.

A 12757502

SP

M 54365195

Gregory, Ronnie

PVC

RA 5640"04

91.1]y, Rich

Fn

US 53393744

b/2/503d Iefm&i~
Adams, Nock J.

P0

RA 14538868

Wod, Harris

SG?

RA 24770212

Cleland, Harry T.

SF4

RA 1"1201

Cary, Jobea X.

SFI4

US 55835r,:3

Grosman, Gary J.

sn

RA 13831116

Knapp, Thoas J.

Pre

NA 14917095

Boaks, Holly

PVC

NA 13761459

S4

RA 19"8181

MI

NA 163.782

SGT

NA IM85305

Perod, Arthur

Pre

R 16877661

shwart-, Jams J.

S

US 52647967

ODomll,

ieharv

Narable, Kartia H.
Br

, Dold W.

20*~, VillU

.

A.

RV
A 14922291

Vinters, Jon

S4

IRA 14915660

31gU, Robe.t G.

SF4

NA 19862498S

athbws, Gordon

PVC

NA 16831020

Virtb, David i.

soT

RA :4773845

Niehburg, Jerry

SF4

US 534 S71

J.gerai, Zuelalo

PYC

US 54365133

Ninore, Fwak

PVC

US 51605453

Patrick, Gary T.

Pre

NA 18 49 7

iaJr, Emer

SP4

US 5340276

paqns, Jesse

31"4

US 53381812

FVC

9S 534 3078

Fn

RA 11465729

hommakar, SamiSwith, Nathsw V.
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lim

trnem., Leonard

rfT

n 17691.3c

bid, wiim B.

FPC

RA 3.94-1365

N.

PSG

RA 5306699

Strode, Js"
Tate@,

HMJMald

SP1R

1U338

15

PYC

RA 17220

Pitsgerald, Eldon

SSG

UA 13A368"2

Serimagr, Sel

SO?

RA 1685839

SP4

RA 1274707

Stevens, Wilber

PlC

S 526M82

Jardine, Cone

PFC

US 6001.176

Johnson, Danmds C.

PFT

US 56&4MW8

Bll, Janes H.

SPM

US 51365628

bFrlqy, jas

Sigisnd

brzostarkI,

&mas,

IRA 52631215

Geoewg
PVC

U 18755359

Carles

SF1

UR5155328

Astia, ims G.

PlC

RA 13989453

Sith, Richard
Rodrigue,

US 51.399579

Bright, Rol*&

US 531.03003

MarSd

Youn,

Gooceh, Calvin C.

SOT

RA I &I778

Palemy, Jon

PlC

U 32768757

&dth, Gary D.

PIT

A 17738327

War, Dale W.

sm

assa, Richard

PlC

dAond

PlC

Carter,

US 56392
U 19776133
079
198A

Pre

US 5582M87

PPC

US 55R263

Jges D.

PPC

RA 15862539

Jose

PTC

US 563661.56

hletoa, laster ff.

PVC

US 531i05092

Townsend, Jack

SSG

RA 11502M3

besRandall

Chapia, NM1
Sa,

1lyareiz,

US 5155385

Denils, Olen

31
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Dillard, Oliver

SK&

US 5340266

Capalbo, Kenneth A.

SF1.

RA 12"0467

Obavis, J1W

ST

RA 5339143

Nomforti, ftchard

PlC

RA 12736596

Adm, Jame

PlC

US 52639001

Keith, Joan

PYC

RA 24"964.51

LAcas, Lov.

SF1.

W 51365626

Ficuere, JIM'

PlC

15 531.(M82

Solms, Delano

SF1

U3 51.365005

Brt
&rard 0.

F0

US 5156974.0

Aian.

F0

nA 26872281

Iudax, Michael

FF0

NA 1M2D.&A

Job& S.

PVC

NA 1574.3M41

SSG

RK 14678506

Kece, Riafl

PAT

NA 19811759

Roomer, ERnest L.

FV0

US 5261096

MwAcshear, Clarence

SF1.

US 531.00966

0'Nua, Larry

SF1

US 56025505

Tiaisey, J. B.

F0

N

OIL

NA 252@6871

Hatcerw, Thma U.

SF.

N 12773671.

janet, Jchn F.

PlC

NJ 119535.6

Praklay, Don

31.

Wr1Wht

Urggs
Ncusfl

Rod B.

RWlttO,

Damm@

lee

167m

N.

248894

A 12753282

PSG

N 17311973

Thaqww, Alm

SSG

n 5732n12

Kirg, S

SF.A

1ma

P*77, TImon C.

F1

13867=fl

US 5261.82
U 5582796
03

With Larry
NU248, Michael

PlC

IA 1871.230

RUatt, Raw" N.

SO

US 52631.A16

my, Charle

sm

W 52620069

15
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Peres, Roberto

us*5M71

LoM9, J6MS

KV
A 1S7&195

R.

?taljt P Alvia

PVC

US 5340O7M3

PFC

RAnf566&)2

Raybal, ?.ddy

PVC

US 50366501

Caruso, Jose*i

SP4

US 5154953

Naples, Fru 1s

PVC

RA 15955475

Omniwhm, Plebard B.

511

US 50369001

Caidy. Ifrg

WC

RA 1276361A

Doiswrt, Tnth

SP4

RA Wfl5976

TPP,

Jomsw*

PVC%

10S 51506791

10171,

StevqM

plC

RA 19S99%

Arnold, Dale

PVC

US 5583&90

Camfe,

S%-

RA 19195I610

Fares Naivin

PYC

PA 12756292

ft~

PVC

RA 13876400

SA

RA 12465M(

SI-0

IM 543696a1

SP4

RA 19673669

Phillip

D==.

VKAmth

Tiawx.d

Scarola, Fkerick
Jdmie

Bmetn

Tamd, Dum*
Patarnostro, J

.SEC

US 5154107

01 711M, PM

anT

PA 1969W173

XZwtz, Ioanerd

PVC

US 56366369

PVC

ZA 15925617

PC

US 561920,50

NIebard

PVC

09 56945569

how

SOT

nA W671L&

Ddwa, Chester

PFC

US 54L725

Rag2iubs 10

1

Davis, Joe
Ine.,

oDR c

Pezlig

Is~wPTC

PA 19853283

CONFIDENTIA .

I
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Schmuck, Helmut

PFC

RA 12754438

PFC

RA 16836210

SGT

RA 1013279

PFC

RA 14931981

Cruz, Gerald

SP4

RA 17731902

Johnson, Phillip

P7C

US 56690953

Kohaya, Bobby S.

PT0

RA 18906073

Sizemore, Earl

SGT

b5 52636196

Hopkins, Elmo

SP4

US 55834844

Fitzanko, Steven

SPA

RA 16838962

Pierce, Lynwood

P70

RA 12730531

Nolden, Joseph

SSG

RA 13485031

McMahan, Troy C.

PFC

RA 14912878

Crane, Richard
Wtlliam

P70
P

US 55642544
RA 14926799

Parks, Peter

Pn

RA 13,76065

Wilson, Chester

SP.

RA 19851255

Williams, Willie T.

PYT

RA 19842696

Gist, Roger

SwT

RA IWO

Dalin, George,

G
SGT

RA 15378502
RA 13261704

Smith,

imas B.

Kapule, Wilfred
Thornhil,

iBeek,

ASN

SAXE

Jesse

Sabastion, Gerald

c/2/503d Infantry
Deane, James R.

P7C

US 52628650

Gordy, Charles HI.

SSG

RA 14704311

SmdIrxg, Peter M.

SGT

RA 51532462

Lietaert, William P.

PFC

US 55828047

Iynch, Peter F.

PFC

NA 187,74585

Lorring, Kenneth

SSG

RA 15538739

Blattenberger, Richard

SP

RA 12690(r63

Wood, James C.

PC

RA 15765263
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Pines, John G.

PFF

RA 14963938

Melten, Clayton

SOT

RA 187 295

Langhm, Daniel W.

PFC

RA 1871828

Garcia, Pedro I.

3P4

RA 187A5539

Drish, George R.

PFC

US 55899605

Tttle, L17d W.

P7C

US 56336107

Kuhl, Willim D.
Meeks, Richard L.

P7C

RA 126592.2

PFC

U'352620463

Supove, Peter

SPA

US 53400"7

Culp, Willia .

F

RA

Welch, Stephen

PVC

RA 18905783

Henderson, James R.

PFC

RA 16955209

Catossi, Pal H.

PF0

RA 1275222

Toe,

PFC

US 56378892

Pip

RA 12751500

Secandine

Coles, Joseph T.

774219

Ogd; Wallace

P70

RA 187522L4

Coustatino, Michael

SP4

RA 13M910

Pluke.tt, Braxton

SSG

RA 35820729

Hendom, Charles W.

SP4

US 55823232

McDonald, Charlea J.

PSG

RA 11302193

Aleuander, Douglas M.

SK4

US 54361280

Dove, Ber0.

SSG

RA 54219243

Pre

RA 1490MO

3P,

R 11463357

Garvin, Patrick X.

SP4

RA 19833665

Bonilla, Ricardo

PFC

RA 12755479

Carter, Preston H.

PIG

US 534O5104

Keller, Willi

PnC

RA 138622!;

PlC

US 55895534

Dbboewsl,

Bruce.

Scale, Deaei

1, SP4

J.

Caseaddan, Rager D.
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Johnson, Ronald D.

GRADE
SP4

ASH
RA 11827265

Mus, Marvin

PM

HA 1492317

Lefler, Jams P1

PTC

RA 19866812

_ flenwood, Russel 0.

PFC

RA 16972028

Jenkins, William R.

SSG

RA 14670034

Montague, James W.

SP4

RA 17724199

Malone, Michael L.

PFC

RA 17737845

Pradley, Willie C.

SP4

RA 18737514

Mgwood, Nathaniel

PFC

RA 14912120

PVC

US 53385495

Watson, LaMout

PV

RA 1C9060C

tdarcia, John

PVT

RA 18745539

Fabrisch, Keith C.

PFC

US 55880540

Mader, Phillip

PFC

US 55875545

Wartino, Robert L.

SP4

RA 13887675

Bigger, Floyd

PVC

US 52666068

Walls, Calvin

PVC

HA 12756398

Wilson, Perbert Jr.

PVC

RA 12938793

Ebald, Michael L.

PVC

RA 15758656

Stalker, Johnny R.

SP4

RA 19857473

Walker, John F.

PV

US 53398794

Carreon, Jobm G.

PFC

Us 56395730

Catllo,

PC

US 1960403

Cartegena, Angel L.

PIC

US 5164650

Puck, Jsmes C

PrC

HA 1385870q

Collins, Clifford C.

pC

HA 13874798

blisard, Kenneth I.

550

RA 34574981

Rut17', Cecil 0.

SOT

HA 14T161

I lio, Charles J.

Sp4

US 51559878

Konen, David E,

SSO

RA 16249087

Robert J.

SThomo,

ams
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Santelli, Robert J.

SP4

RA 13862590

Dona .torg, Alfonso

PIO

RA 12753508

brown, Julius

SNG

RA 14473739

King, Nathaniel

SGT

RA 14718872

Loser, Ronald Z.

SP4

RA 13858937

Mitchell, Linwood

SP4

RA 13876168

Wolfe, Paul B.

SP4

RA 24446906

Castello, Larry D.

SP4

US 55826909

Hill, Michael K.

PFC

RA lIb8626

Norman, Martin C.

PFC

RA I4925211

Garrett, Walter J.

SPA

US 53402525

Seeley, Willias L.

SP4

RA 19709787

Sneed, Charlie Jr.

PFC

US 53385495

Farmer Michael L.

PFC

RA 12733618

Nicholson, Six C.

PFC

RA 16960714

Levis, James R.

PF

RA 19840110

Murry, James

sG

RA 23325284

Ca, George T.

SGT

RA 14543008

Roes, George A.

FFC

US 53405392

Tyler, James L.

SP4

RA 18724200

Jenkins, Alvin F.

PFC

RA 12771045

Hall, Clarence

PFC

RA 11652015

Harris, Nathaniel

pC

RA 14960558

Frierson, David S.

SP4

US 5340882

Holloway, Willis ff.

FF0

RA 171045

Gyant, Charles R.

SSG

RA 14623010

Dsm,

FTC

RA 13875099

Allen, Odell

Pft

NA 14945257

ST Jui!en, Leander

PFC

US 54375919

Deue, Robert F.

FF

RA 157"42825

Joseph P.

ASN

20
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Nail

GRAMZ

Crai .
Sharp,
Feoote,, George

PN
PFC

RAA 1966
W,87'21

bars, Talade G.

SPA

US 534000

Randleyr, Lar

sGr

RA 18635737

Felix, Lorenyc 0.

SP

RA 1957229

Jenson, Daryl R.

SP4

US 56392058

Hill, Robert L.

.C

RA 17724818

Prouty, John M.

P1

US 56372861

Hart, Besrry L.

S4

RA 13893862

Saez-Ramd"s, Angel P.

SSG

RA 50127301

Alandt, Charles B.

PFC

1.-16849642

Green, Noses

SP4

RA 12M35824

Moore, Douglas E.

Sm

RA 53337643

McIntyre, James F.

Sm7

RA 146

Parris, Vernon L.

PVT

RA 51582557

S.ith, Jmes A.

PVC

RA 15761667

Stephens, Warren A.

SK4

US 52635318

Koton, David P,

SP4

RA 52566116

Siles, James A.

PFC

US 51569634

Anthoz', Lionell S.

FC

US 56393665

Gilbert, Joseob P.

PVC

RA 16873304

Bothwll, Frank E.,

SGT

RA 511.661462

Craig, Norris N.

Pn

US 54375492

PVC

RA 15740140

Adams, John L.

SP4

RA 1489562

Drake, Michael J.

PC

RA 12881505

Bennet, Carles H.

PnC

RA IU"3V

Vasquez, Selvester J.

PFC

RA 19889170

Curran, Paul W.

PVC

Rk 12772830

Fn

RA 11,61509

Wilson,

C.

Raynond C.

arrison,

oS.
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Gould, Richard L,

PIC

US 52668Mk3

Jones, Robert L.

PFC

US 53362282

Beura, Garyl

PFC

RA 34944418

Koo, Gary D.

FPC

RA 19871516

Johnson, Walter J.

SP4

US 56395398

Broady, Willie J.

SGT

RA 13372852

Layt, Parra-Friag R.

PF

RA 13M580M

Strack, Lawrence

PIT

RA 1276249

H&S Etry 3d Ph 319th Arty
Weignd, Leo

FC

A 13871939

Sappington, Charles

SP5

PA 14683108

Schwartz, Harold

SP4

RA 1957510

Biggs,

SA

N 14009653

SSG

RA 14572969

Day, Dennis

SSG

NA 17519377

Worington, James

CPT

096291

Grant, Charles

PF

RA 10825174

Solie, Terrence

PFC

RA 16833099

Zenoni, George J.

SFC

RA 28723097

Paacarella, Frank

ILT

05419050

O'Neal, George H.

I3

RA 18M333

Oney, Henry L.

570

RA 3461816

Came, G yn

%"1w

RA 107.O

Jones, Arceidus

SGT

RA 15550462

Evans, James L.
Pat@, O'Neal J,

INt

OF 103292

SF0

RA 14213408

Brooks, John
Mitchell,
Willie

S
SwG

RA 51289130
RA 18473906

Salazar, Paul

SGT

RA 19590468

Ragus,

3

Hamer
.orris
R.
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Williams,Tomy

SGT

RA 18502095

Crus,

CPL

RA 19857639

CPL

RA 12725507

uadalepe

Cersoe-,o, Anthoi!

Asbury, Clinto n."h

ASN

RA 15725507

Baker, Hibert

SP4

RA 1385723

Rogers,, George H.

SSG

RA 24633635

Hardy, Richard L.

SOT

RA A164648

C-uz, Peter

CPL

US 55359393

Drake, Randal

CPL

.A15725226

Lindsay, Arthur

CPL

US' 52626972

Natthewe, Robert

SP4

RA 14M897605

Bogan, Jimie

PFC

HA 16856599

Carlyle, Dennio

PC

RA 1681a772

Chackei, Gino

PFIP

Us 56397137

Calderon, Juan

P7C

HA 1985954

Pearson, John

SOT

HA 53363290

Davis, Andrew

C7L

US 52589

CpL

Us 53403159

SP4

RA 17701635

Faoman, Eugene

S4

US 51541623

Weaus, David

SP4

RA 152208

Roberts, Billy R.

SP4

RA 1862712

Ward, Bruce G.

SPA

RA 192508

Hale, Robert W.

P7C

RA 1386700*

Harrie, Franchot

P70

RA 1657368

Toun,

Raimd

SSG

HA 53327273

Davis, Ronald

CPL

US 52626963

Rome,

SP,

US 55859635

Woods, Cleoph
Cal,

0.

Kennuh

Keith

Chriewell, Trumm
Cortes, Alfred

C

HA 193684

P70

HA 15754526
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Glen, Thoma

"C

RA 13968

Dinmrdo, Paul

PVC

RA 1491591

Feyek, John

PVC

RA 1661069

Evans, David

PYC

RA 15735194

Phruish, Rsmond

PVC

RA 15735278

IT

RA 54232Mfs

e±pon, Roosevelt
arant, Jame

SP4

RA 1985761.

ratln, Carltou

PVC

RA 14913059

Golbeeki, Phi-ip

PVC

US 52652299

Jamette, Robert

PVC

NA w1116656

Johnsm, Wli

PFC

RA 1273"75

Ki , welefy

PVC

NA 18755190

1101erg, Steven

PVC

MS55788495

took, M

PVC

9S 56396234

PC

NA 18743921

Pinketon, lhgh

PVC

95 531.22833

Strmp, Kennth

PV

RA 1666770

Sitterfield, Gerald

PVC

NA 1989784

Tapia, Richard

PVC

US 56395087

Watson, Delando

PVC

RA 16824M20

Webb, leAmard

PVC

RA 2,492610

Winabrry, James

PVC

rA 1396561

Zarate, Ignacio

PVC

1 56396225

Niler, John A.

C

US 51558830

Pinn, Eaginald D.

PVC

US 51579553

Umteria, David

PVC

RA 1754W

Raines, Back

PVC

NA 2876109

Lome,

Sams",

JI11s

ihn

Shortlid", John
Sith,

rthr

C
PPC

n

PVC

RA 1892523
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ASH

Stewart, John

PFC

RA 13871.122

Dorsey, Thomas

iT

05'1 455

OComr , Roy F.

PVC

R# 127b6022

Sturdevant, Thomas

SSG

RA 53068921

Denham, Charles

RA 11897493

ST

RA 18386921

Kiaha, Henry

SP4

RA 10121251

Hayes, Thomas

VFC

RA 19874(A9

Funderburk, Rupert A.

SP4

RA 14923168

Beiasvanver. Robert F.

SOT

RA 13627371

Haupt, Joseph C.

SP5

RA 126210

)Yount¢astle, James L.

SFC

RA 23009758

NaMrchant, Charles D.

SP5

RA 18660216

Warner, Edmund N.

P3G

RA 17464011

Stout, Timothy N.

SOT

RA 12608596

SM

RA 19831225

McCarthy, Richard T.

fC

RA 11469126

Wright, Henry L.

PFC

FA 1,926685

Ahrens; 11-nl1 N.

PFC

RA 14926261

Odgard, Dennis R.

PFC

RA 17715265

PFC

RA 1574394

Ingram, John D.

SP

RA 17729916

Green, Charles T.

SFC

RA 24903253

Dingess, John F.

SGT

RA 13636163

Delegado, Enrique

SOT

RA 19 05543

Rives, Herbert L.

SP4

HA 15578431

Means, Alex Jr.

SP4

HA 1488333

Taglis, Dean B.

SP4

US 51548573

Ortiz,

PVC

US 5MS346

PFC

RA 11A61519

li4ggin,

Alvin

1Wilson, laroy

oin,

.

Donald 0.

arborso

Nest, RMeard B.
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jerain,

AS*

Walter R.

PFC

US 553W-4A

Langley, Stanley D.

CPL

PA 16695294

b1per, Peter L.

PFC

US 55867662

Curvan, Leonard J.

PFC

PA 18755121

Mansil, Richard G.

PFC

VS 55866030

Tocmer, Jer7 A.

SPA

RA 1384576

Stewart, James
Yfulherin, James

SGT
SIP4

PA 13704407
US 55614h379

Pattion, Berry

SP4

bS 52634345

Secora, Michael

Pre

RA 19835376

Krolinowski, Gary

PC

US 55831763

Lobdell, Barry

Pre

RA 168144872

Cripgle, Arthur

Pre

RA 17726195

Reed, Jdo J.

Pn

RA 13872273

Sumers, Clarene

P70

PA 19869734

1w:r Co. 173d Abn Wie
Cmns, Jams D.

SQT

Pereira-Rivera, U.

Newton, Michael I.

SGT

RA 14'591
RA 29129978

SP5

RA 17723154

SP5

P 51560640

Nelson, Janes B.

SPA

RA 1390305

Collier, Melvin T.
SVidenbord, Paul A.

V70

Prc

RA 19873836
RA 1571.255

Batiste, John J.

PJ

rS 54605270

Barton,

ichald B.

Robinson, Clarence

Higgins, Itihaeb

P.

Cn
Co A (Ada), l173d Abn vk%

PA 533255-3

SPA

PA 16W632

Holand, Dogla, C.

SP4

US 55792299

Epley, LIu

SP4

RA U922675

PYC

PA U.916610

P. j.

Hall, Don ld C.
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McKay,

Jetry S.

Waters, Charles J,

ASN

31T

05IZW6

cPr

03139624

172d NI Det
Foot, lAster

.

ILT

mess, Peter D.
Starsiak. Richard P.

0518122

093596
(1T
IL?

05326650

16th Sig Dot. II FFORCET
Jacobs, Emelio A

SP,

HA 501689A9

173d. Syt 3%
HHD
Winsor, Jmes A.

NAJ

091427

Cheatham, Imwll

SOT

RA 541.'32

Kozak, Thcmas

SP4

US 5151.88]6

Company C, Saly & Transportation
Melvin, Howard P.

CW

W9]358

eridith, David L.

2LT

052413a

Natbwe, Charles F.

SSG

RA 1%979" 1 M

Smith, Richard M.

SF5

RA

Ward, Jmy L.

S5

RA 14520513

Pmogardner, Terry 19.

54

RA 138M200

Barthule, Russel T.

SP4

RA 16809650

Hickman, Rwald J.

SP

RA IT7 0 M

SP4

RA 132505

Kelly, Charles;

Sm)

IL4 15717_-),

Nix, George W.

Spit

RA 14890M9

Boning, Wallace B.

SF4

HA 11.871656

SR

A 14901.8

ele,

Robert L.

Ga -s
obert N.
Flood, Clifford

SF4

Geme, Vae

PHA

C.

Buman, Cliffard W.

PFC

3655M1

HA 13NA
12753Y7
tA1387263
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Phase I - Airbor-9 Assault

The following cc,.espodents'arrive at DZ CHARLIE aboard the Comanding
General-: a.he!l-'-opt-.;r
lamedintdly following the IMP*
Henri Haet, "Associated

~b.

Press

The following personnel from Army %blie Information Offices participated

in the combat assault.

Ma~or Dixon
Lieutenant Jeffery S. 1cea
SP4 Michael R. Higgins
SP 4 Louis P. Splay Jr.
SP 4 Donald C. Hall
SP 4 Douglas C. Holland
o. The following civilian press correspondents also participated in the
combat assault.
Kathy Leroy - French female fr*eeanco for AP
Bill Hall - Former Special Forces, freelance for UPI
Doug Sapper - Former Special Forces, South China Morning Post, Ltd, and
Petrell Associates
d. Ken Gale with two Vietnamse cmerno
Colonel Sham's helicopter,
eo

(ABC) came into the DZ aboard

The following correspondents stayed aboard C-130'9 during and a ter the
Ha.-st Faaz - Associated Press

Steinhadt - CBS
Dc-- Moeer - Life
Co Rentmeister - Life
Vosun - NBC
f.

Robert J. Ellison (Petrell Assoc) came in later from the lst Division

by helicopter.
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Phase II - Airmobile Assault

a.The follwn new correspondents were with the let bett,.3ton, 503d Infan
try on the initial assault fro SUOI DA.
Bill Wordhan and two cameramen (Vietnamese)

-NC

Tom Buckle.- - New York Times
Horst Faas - AP

the lit

Ted Koppel - AM
b. The following news correspondents wore with
the 2d Battalion daring
from vicinity KATIN.
Henri Huet - AP
S 4 Higgins and SF4 Hall (173d Abn We PIO)
e.

The following were with the A/503d Infantry durirg lift from vie KA~tU.
John Lencle - AP
John

,Hartand two Tietnamese cameramen

-

Robin Ranock - Tim Nagazine

X

Leo* Daniel - UPI
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